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GENEIL4L SUMMARY

Background and Objectives
In 1990 tile President of the European Commission, Jacques Delors,

established a special unit to assess the European Communit:~,’s integration
process and to establish relationships with research institutes in tile
member states involved in medium-term forecasting and planning. Tile
first project of this Forward Studies Unit was a 12-country study of the
economic, cultural and political factors which will shape the development
of tile European Community in the years to 2010. The purpose of the study
was to move the focus of Community thinking beyond the internal market
programme, to the themes, issues and policies which are likely to be
important in the years to 2010.

111 order to do this, a research instittlte in each Coll’lmtll’lity COtlnLry was
asked to identil~, the major factors which will shape the development of
their country and the Community, with a focus on factors which will
condition economic development. They were also asked Io analyse how tile
European Community could influence its own future and whether it could
Illove fronl being an "environmelat taker" to an "environment maker". The
Commission’s approach to this project was deliberately muhidisciplinary
and qualitative. It sought a discussion of tile interplay between political,
cuhural and economic forces, rather than a detailed forecast for each
country. Tile aim was to produce a set of short, non-technical, texts setting
out the main challenges and strategic issues.

Tile 12 national reports, and a Commission survey of European
business leaders, were discussed at two conferences in ]~rtlssels. A nlHnber
of experts on European integration also participated in these meetings.
The Commission’s Forward Studies Unit has recently published its synthesis
of tile "shaping factors" identified by the 12 national research institutes and
in the discussions at these two meetings. In The European Challenges Post
1992: Shaping Factors, ShapingAaoT~" (Edward Elgat, 1993), AlexisJacquemin
and David Wright compare the perceptions of national social scientists with
those of Europe’s bttsiness leaders. They draw otll the implications of these
two, contrasting, perceptions for tile European Union.

This paper is the Irish contribution to the research project. In
undertaking this work, tile guiding conception has been the idea that
despite the small size and greal openness of tile Irish economy and Irish
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society, the effects of international forces will be mediated by indigenous
social, economic and political factors. Likewise, despite the large size of the
Eurol)ean Communit),, and of some of its member slates, ils clevelol)Ment
will be significantly shaped by external facIOl’S. [FI recent years, movement
towards this "interactive" outlook can be identified in several I)ranches of
social science.

bnter.,ational Factors
The evolution of both the Europeata Conlnlunity and Ireland will

continue to be shaped by a range of international factors. These will
include economic, cultural and political forces. The international
economic environment is likely to be one of continuing crisis and change.
The important factors include technological change, the globalisation of
manufaettiiing, profound changes ifi iiateiTiational fillalaee anti ttncertainty
about the l)rinciples of macl+oeeoi]oil]ic illanagelllel’l{. These are a set of
interrelated pheilomcna, reflecting I+he breakdowll of the l)OSt-war "golden
age" and the failure of a new stable pattern of development to emerge. An
important feature common to technological change, financial
clevelopments and maeroeeonomie volatility and uncertaint),, is the
increase in international interdependence. Other international economic
factors which will shape developn~ent in both the EC and Ireland ave
libera[isation oF agricuh.ure, EC enlarget’nel"tt a~’td the re-establishment of
capitalism in Central and Eastern Europe. An important implication of
these economic factors will be increased intevnatio~lal competition. From
an ll’ish poinl of view, a distinction should be drawn between two
dimensions of international economic developments: the overall retie of
growth, and the geographical and organisational pattm’n of prochtelion, h
seems unlikely that tecllnological ellatlge and "globallsation" will reduce
the tendency to spatial concentration, though they will force changes in
tile hierarchy of leading and lagging regions.

Two international cultural factors which may be significant for the
Community and h-eland are hlward migr:.ltiOil into the EC and the
questioll of Eiirol;)eall identh),. While some define [tll’opean ideniit), in
tel’nls Of delllOel’aey, liberalism and tolel’allce, it seems nlol’e i"ealistie to see
the social market eeolloinv, in tile broadest sense, as the real distinguishillg
featule oF tile 17.uropean model. This raises questions about tile

Communit),’s willingness and abilit), to develop a [uropeall identit), around
tile trtll), distinctive [ecltlli’e oF its social, economic and political s),stem.

The domiilant inlel’national political faelOl-S are the collapse of the
Soviet Union, Gel+nlan unificatioll and EC eillai’genlenL. Gel’man

unificaLion has ah’ead), had pi’ofound effects oil the Conlmtlnit),; it should
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not be presumed that Germany can continue to play the economic and
political roles which it has in European integration to date.

Factors I’lq~ich are Specific to h’eland
Per]laps the I’t’lOSt ilnpol’tant ecoFIOl]lic factors al’e the structures of

h’eland’s industrial and agricultural sectors. The existing structures will
shape h’eland’s response to international developments; the ability to
improve these structures will determine whether Ireland can meet its
economic and social goals. Other important socio-economic factors include
demographic developments, the emerging social class structure with its
high rate of unemployment, the pressure of public finance, and migration.

It is possible to identify a range of cultural factors which will combine
to shape the lives of Irish people. While these have an economic
dimension, it remains difficult to identif), whether that dimension includes
causation which t’tms j6"om culture to economic performance. Two aspects or
domestic politics may be important: the development of a political process
capable of formulating and implementing strategic policies and creation of
a more independent system of local government and democracy. A third
political factor is the conflict in Northern h’eland.

Although thet’e is agreement that economic and social factors - such as
Ireland’s economic strttcttlt’e, unemployment and international trends -
will all be important, there is no agreement on how they will bear on future
development. There is definite controversy on the relevance of the cultural
and political factors - reflecting the important debate which has developed
in recent years between structural, ct~ltural, economic and political
explanations of Ireland’s long-rttn economic failure. These different
explanations of h’eland’s past tend to suggest different approaches to
overcoming current and future problems. In a recent paper commissioned
b), NESC, The h’ish Economy in a Comparative Institutional Perspective, the
Norwegian sociologist Lars Mjoset presents it s),nthesis of these different
interpretations. Tiffs s),nthesis is made possible b), the use of the concept of
a aatonal s)sten of aao~iuon , which is defined as the institutions and
economic structures which affect the rate and direction of innovative
acuv~tJes m the economy, t4joset s cenual argument is that Ireland’s basic
vicious circle starts from two facts: a weak national s),stem of innovation
and poptdation decline via emigration. Ahhougla this work constitutes a
considerable advance in our understanding of the interaction of
economic, cuh.ural and political factors in Ireland, there remains
considerable work to be done. The idea of a national system of innovation
has beeJl shown to be a valuable organising concept, but we have little
detailed knowledge of the particular system in Ireland in the 1990s.
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Challe~lges for the European Community
There is considerable uncerl;linty about the fl.lture of the European

Community and Ireland’s prospects within it. These uncertainties arise,
firsl, because there is an array of internal and external problems which
threaten ELI1-OpC ~ll)d, second, l)ec~.ltlSe i.heFe ~ll’e severe dollbts abollt

whether the Community, with its existing decision-nlaking system and
institutional structure, can effectively deal with them. The Commtmity
faces a demanding internal agenda, containing the 1992 programme,
EMU, cohesion, social Europe, and the formulation of guiding vahles. It
faces an uncertain, and in many ways threatening, external environment
because of developments in Central Europe, the Mediterranean,
enlargement, North-South relations and environmental decay. This agenda
and set of external pressures would be likely to overload even the most
attthoritative, decisive and legitimate decision-making and administrative
system. But the authority, effectiveness and legitimacy of the Community’s
system of governance are highly problematic.

It is possible to identify four eonerei.e challenges Ibr the Conmmnity:
change in its decision-making system, development of the European social
nl;irket model, competitiveness and llaacrocconollliC managenaent.
Improvements in the authority, effectiveness and legitimacy of the
Community’ system of governance are an absohtte precondition for facing
Ihe other challenges. The social market model is the core of a European
identity upon which economic, monetary and political union can be buih.
17,ut the social market models in place in Comnmnity ¢ounuies are

disrupted b)’ economic integration and challenged by neo-liberalism,
demographic developments and economic difficulties. Taking a long-term
view, one of the major challenges for the European Community is to
redesign systems of social righl.s and welf:u’e in ways which fneililate
increased competitiveness and growth.

The third challenge is the conlpetitiveness and economic strength of
the Community. A key ClUeStion is whether the conlplelion of i.he internal
market is sufficient to re-establish the competitiveness of Europe and to
unleash long-term forces of innovation anti growth.

Fourth, the economy of Europe requires macroeconomic
illall~-tgtEi11ent. "rile interdependencies bet:’.’een the ilatioll;.lI eCOilolnJes
me:m that Ibis cannot be clone effectively at n:ll.ional level. It is now clear
that the Maastricht Treaty does not provide a system of macroeconomic
managemetu for Europe, including a stable transition to EMU. The
natural tendency of an inlergovel-nmental system to avoid tile political
requirements of EMU was reinforced by the prevailing monetary and
eeotlolnic orthodoxy. The establishment of a systenl of tnz.icroecotlotnic
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management capable of facilitating growth and employment will remain a
major challenge for the Community in tile )’ears to 2010.

Challenges for h’eland
There can be no doubt that the two greatest challenges facing Irekmd

are the reduction of unemployment and tile development of competitive

indigenous economic activity on a scale sufficient to meet its social,
economic and emp]oymenl, needs. In considering approaches to these two
ultimate objectives, attention should be given to two procedural issues: the
overall consistency and completeness of Ireland’s economic policy and the
question of whether centralised income determination and "political
exchange" enhances Ireland’s abiliW to formulate and implement strategic
policy approaches.

The reqtfiremenks for a consistent policy Framework in a small, open,
European denlocracy have tllree, interdependent, elements: first, all
appropriate illacroeconomic framework, secolld, an illCOWle determination
system which ensures competitiveness and avoids disruption and, third,
policies which promote structural adjustment. Which of these three
elements does Ireland have in place? It might be argued that progress has
been made towards tile first two: the EMS provides the sheet anchor of the

macroeconomic approach and national bargaining on pa),, taxation,
welfare and other policies, determines income growth. Assunfing that tile
macroeconomic element stays in place, tile outstanding problems of
unemployment and indigenous development suggest tile need for further
development of tile second (income determination) and third (structural)
elements of the overall fi’amework.

A second procedural question is: what approach to policy formation
will maximise h’eland’s ability to identify and implement su’ategic policies
in these and other areas? One view is that the system of centralised
bargaining and "political exchange", developed in the Progranmle for
National Recovery and the Programme For Econolnic and Social Progress,
hell)s progress on the cenu’al challenges of uneml)lo),ment anti indigenous
clevelopment. HoweveL industrial sociologist.s have raised questions about
h’eland’s ability to sustain an eFFective system of tripartite political
exchange alld SOllle economists have argoed that Stlch syste111s are

positively harmflfl. The latter critics have, however, failed to explain how,
freed from centralised and politicised I)argaining, party politics will
produce better economic management, and how decentralised pay
bargaining will give higher priority to the tmcmployed and other
marginalised groups. Nevertheless, the ability of the tripartite system to
mount a serious challenge to unemployment and lack of indigenous
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clevelol)ment depends on tile willingness and abilil:y of tile parucipants to

anal),sc these i)rol)lcms, negotiate serious policy changes and deliver on
these. This is a highly demanding task. It implies I)oth a need to learn fl’om
the experience of other societies and for institutional and political
innovation to acldress the unique combination of Irish problems and
Stl’tIC[ll I’es.

A significant recluction in uneml)loyment will not occur during the
1990s tmless adclifional policies are put in place. The policies which might
be considerccl capable of reclucing uncnal)loyment are training and special
employment measures, such as labottr subsiclies, clirect job creation
schemes and enterprise or self-employment schemes. Although some
special employment measures are in existence, there is clearly considerable
fatalism - among policy-makers, social scientists and ill the society - about
the possibility of significantly reducing unemployment. Evaluation studies
suggested that labottr subsidies have a large deadweight effect and direct
hiring is I)oth temporary anti costly, and this seems to have undermined faith
in the ability of these, and any olher i)ul)lie policy, to significandy recluce
heland’s ttnemploynaent. It is possible, however, that, properly interpreted,
existing evaluation studies do not dictate a drift to thtalism and that there
are good i’easofls to contillue active debate and experinlentalJon on how to
signifieantl), reduce unemployment. The results of evaluation studies can be
interpretecl as highlighting tile need for measures which are targeted on the
long-term uneml)loyed. The evaluation studies cannot capture the hysleTesis
effects (i.e., the tencleney for ltnemployment to stay low once it becomes
low and vice vers:.l) which other research suggest.s is present. More
generally, it may not be correct to use marginal stuclies of marginal schemes
to draw negative conclusions about the possible effects of large scale and
muhiclimensional schemes. While this paper does not make tile case For any
particular al)l)roaeh, it does seem that the debate on the use of training,
labour subsidies and direct job schemes to significantly recluce
tnlenq)loyment, I1]ay have been closed i)rematttrelv.

There is now wiclespread agreement tllaL h’elancl must clevelop
COml)elitive iiicligenous industry on a significandy larger scale. There is
also agreement on a number ot: principles and policies: relbrms of tile tax
system, improvement.s in infrastructure, a switch fi’om grants to equity ancl
greater [’OCtIs OI1 industrial clusters. There is less agreement on the reforms

of education and training proposecl in the C’ulliton Report. This suggests
three distinct challenges: implementation of the measttres which are wiclely
agreed, further exploration of the role of education and training ill the
h’ish econom), ancl anal),sis of how to use policy selectivel), to estal)lish
clusters around SOtll’ces O[: national eoml)etitive ach,antage.



Chapter 1

h\rI’I~ODUC770N

We live out our lives, both individually and in our relationships with
each othel; in the light of certain conceptions of a possible shared
flmlre, a future in which certain possibilities beckon us forward
and others repel us, some Seell] ~llrea¢ly foreclosed and others
perhaps inevitable. There is no present which is not informed by
some image of some future and an image of the future which
always presents itself in the form of a telos- or a variety of ends or
goals - towards which we are either moving or failing to move in
the present.

Alisdair Maclntyre, After Virtue, 1985.

(i) The European Commission’s "Shaping Factors" Project

The Forward Studies Unit was established at the initiative of President

Delors in 1990. The Unit, which works directly to President Delors, has
three nlain tasks:

- Ihe follow-up and assessment of the Conllnuriity’s integration

pl-ocess
-- Ihe estalglishment of relationships with the institutions in the

member Sl~ll.es involved in medium-lerm I’oreeasting and plannitlg
- ad hoc mandates given to the unit I)), the Commission.

Senior officials from this unit visited Dublin in the Spring of 1990 and
requested the ESRI to participate in its first research proiect. The project
was to identify the main f:lclol’s which will shape the long-term prospects of
the European Community and its member countries. The purpose of the
study was to move the focus of Comnlunity thinking beyond the 1992
programme, to the thenaes, isstles and policies which are likely to be
important in the years between now and 9010. In order to do this, :.1

i’esearch institute in each of the ilielnbel" slate.s was asked to allalyse the

major factors which will shape the development of their country, with a
focus on factors which will condition economic developmenl and business
su’ategies. This involved
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- identification of the key general economic, cuhural and political
factors which will shape tile European Comnlunity’s business
environment in tile mediunl and Iongterm (up to tile year 2010),
as seen fi’om the perspective of h-eland

- discussion of factors which arc specific Io Ireland
- analysis of factors which will shape the development of tile

Commttnity and which could be shaped by tile EC.
The Commission’s approach to tile project was delihcrately multi-
disciplinary and qualitative. Rather than seek detailed forecasts for each
COttntr); tile Commission requested a discussion of the interplay between
political, cultural and economic forces. Tile aim was to produce a set of

short, non-technical, texts setting out tile main challenges and strategic
issues. Tile Commission has recend), published its s),nthesls of the global
and national "shaping factors" identified I)y the national research
institutes. In The F+~tro/)ea~z Challenges Post-1992: Shaping Factors, Shaping
Actors, Alexis Jacquemin and David Wright compare these factors with the
views of tile European business community on tile priorities after 1992,
and draw out tile implications for European union. This paper consists of

the Irish contribution to tile research project. It is puhlished in order to
stimulate thought and debate on the challenges which face h’eland and the
Comnaunit)’ after the internal market programme.

(ii) Outline of the Paper

While this document adopts tbe format suggested by the Forward
Studies Unit, it begins with some preliminary material. Chapter 1 (iii)
briefly states tile major h’ish concerns in the coming years. The purpose of
this is to establish that the major Irish concer~s are economic and, to some
extent, ctduH’al, rather than geopolitical, terrilori~d, ethnic or military.

In commissioning tile work tile Forward Studies Unit adopted a
deliberately non-directive approach, in order to draw out diverse national
perspectives, rather than diverse national answers to narrowly defined
questions. In approaching tile task of identifying and discussing the factors
which will shape h’eland’s evolution ira the years to 2010, it was considered

necessary to adopt an explicit analytical framework. One reason is tile
~q)parent imbalance bctweeH powert+tnl international forces and relatively
tiny h’ish f,’lctors. Another reason is to link the, inevitabl), specttlative,
(liscussion of the I’tltttre tO the existing analyses of similar issues which,
qtnite I:~n’operl),, deal with the past. Conseqtzentl),, Chapter I (iv) otltlines an
analytical li’amework which inlbrms tile substantive material in the papei,.
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The essence of this I:vanlewock is the idea that, despite the great
ol)enness of the h-ish economv and society, the effect of international
forces will I)e nlediated by indigenous social, economic and political
factors. This "imevactive vision" involves rejection of two contrasting
approaches which, despite their ol)vious limitations, have a continuing
conscious or subconscious al)pea]. One view is that the economic and

social outcome in Ireland is , and has been, fully determined by external
forces - in either a benign or malign way. The ahernative view is that the
h’ish economv ov society is an organic entity, contained within itself, to
which general laws of economics or society can validly I)e applied.
Although each of these conceptions seems ol)vious]v flawed, and an
interactive outlook seenis clemiy preferable, it remains true that in niaking
policy i)voposals many economists fall I)ack on one or other of them.

It is argued in Chapter 1 (iv) that movement towards an interactive
outlook can be identified in several branches of social science, such as
international trade theorv, regional economics, geography, business
theorv, the study of technical change and innovation, comparative political
econoniv and development theory-all ofwlaich ave relevant to the task of
identifying the forces which will shal)e h’eland’s future in Europe.

One iml)OU’tant+ featatt+e of the analytical approach, acid of: manv of the
theories which embodv it, is that it makes the unit of social and economic
analvsis the sul)ject ot° tilougllt, rather than a datun+. C]lapter [ (iv) finishes
with a brief exl)lanation o1: this :and its relevance to the pt’oject.

The i+elllainJllg sections of the paper follow the fol’nl.at suggested I)y the
Eurol)ean Comnlission’s Forward Studies Unit. Chapter 2 identifies the
international factors which will shape Ireland’s evolution, distinguishing
between the economic dimension, cultural and historical factors, and
political issues. The international environment of likely to be one of
continuing crisis and change. This will reflect a set of inteHinked economic
factors, including technological change, the globalisation of manufacturing,
profound changes in the structure of finance, changes in patterns of
production and organisation and uncertainitv about the i)rincil)les of
macroeconomic nlanagement. In considering the liklev impact on h’eland, a
distinction is drawn between I)etween two dimensions of international
economic developments: the overall tale of growth, on the one h.and, and
the paUern of production and location, on the other. The latter is discussed
in more detail than other factors in Chapter 2, for two reasons. First, it has,

to date, received less attention in h’eland than it might have. Second, it is
of ])articular relevance Io h’eland and other lest [avoHred regions of the

Comnlunitv, but. is scarcely discussed in some of the national reports.
International cultural factors include inward migt=ttion into the European
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Conlmtmity and tile prospects for clevelopment of a European identity.
The collapse of comnlunisnl and German unification are likely to be the

donlinant international political factors, though EC enlargenlent will also
be significant.

Chapter 3 identifies those shaping factors which are specific to h-eland.
Allaong tile eCOllOllliC and social factors discussed are the structure of tile

h’ish economy, denlographic patterns, the evolving social class structure
and the burden of high long-term tmemployment. A range of cuhural and
historical factors are identified. Three political factors are noted: Ireland’s
political culture and capacity for strategic policy-nlaking, the question of
local democracy and adnlinistration, and tile problems of Northern
Ireland. Attention is given to the varying balance between national and
international factors across the Conlnlunity. It is possible to divide the
overall set of factors into two groups: those about which there is a I)road
measure of agreenlent al]d those whose relevance or effects ~:lre the subject

of controversy. There may be partictilar controversy about the relevance of
a number of the ctfltural and political factors identified and, in particular,
about their influence on econonlic development. In order to engender
discussion of this, Chapter 3 closes with a brief account of various cultural,
structural and political explanations of Ireland’s long-run economic hfilure
and of a recent synthesis of them in an important study commissioned by
NESC.

In Chapter 4 there is a discussion of hole the global and specific factors
will affcct the European Conlmunity. The Community has a denlanding

internal agenda, containing tile 1992 progranlnle, EMU, cohesion, social
Europe and the formulation of guicling values; it faces an uncertain, and in
Illany %%rays dlreatening, external environment becatlse of developnlenls in

Central Europe, the Mediterranean, enlargenlent, Nordl-South t-elations
and environnlental decay. This agenda and set. of external issues would be
likely Io overload even the most attthoritative and legitimate decision-
making and adminisu’ative systenl. Bul the authority, effectiveness and
legitimacy of the Conlmunity’s system of governance are highly
problenlatic. This poses severe political, economic and social challenges to
tile Community. Chapter 4 also contains a detailed discussion of possible
meditlnl to Iong-ternl approaches to the cohesion issue, since this is an
area of Comnlttnity policy on which Ireland should be expected to lead.

Chapter 5 discusses those factors which will be influenced by policy at
national level. An attempt is made to characteristise tile overall nature of
h’eland’s policy problenl, distinguishing between three rcqoirenlcnts of a
consistent policy fl’anlework in a small open economy: an approl)riate
macroecononlic policy al)proach, an inconle determination sysl.eln which
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avoids distributional conflict and ensures competitiveness and policies
which promote structural adjustnmnt. While it can be argued that Ireland
has, in recent years, made some headway towards achieving tile first two
requirements, few would dispute that there is an urgent need for policies
for development and structural change. In listing the national political
factors which may shape Ireland’s evolution (see Chapter B) we note that
lrehmd’s political culture has a weak capacity for strategic policy making.
We also note that the recent steps by the social parmers and some political
parties to develop a system of triparthe "political excllange" is seen by some

as all illlportant attempt to resolve conl]icts in the context of coherent
strategic approaches. Others doubt that effective centralised arrangements
are feasible or desirable in Ireland. Given the importance of this question,
Chapter 5 includes a review of the current state of this debate.

Chapter (5 summarises tile international and national factors identified
in the paper and discusses the major challenges facing the European
Community and h’eland, respectively, in the years to 2010.

(iii) Major Irish Concerns in the Coming Years

In viewing the factors which will shape h’eland’s development in the
years to 2010 it is natural to focus on factors which have a bearing on the
central concerns which preoccupy h’ish people. Consequently, it may be of
help if these concerns are briefly identified here. While these bear a
certain similarity to the concerns in other menlber countries, they may
rake a particular torm in the h’ish context, h. can be stated categorically
that the major h’ish concerns are economic anti, to lesser extent, cultural,
rather than geopolitical, territorial, ethnic, or military. The dominant Irish
concern, which is, in fact, acute, is with a set of interlinked economic
problen~s. These include unemployment, poverty and inequality,
emigration, Ireland’s relative prosperity within the Community, high
taxation, the burden and risk o[high national debt, and tile viability oflhe

Irish rural economy and society.
It is clear that unenlployment, povert),, high taxation, emigration, rural

decline and public debt are problems which are relaled to one another in
complex ways. They combine to constitute a very consider:4ble overall
uncertainty about the economic future which will tmdoul~tedly be the
dOlllillallt h’ish concern ill the ),e;Jrs between 110~,V and 2010. There seenls

little doubt that h-ish people will evahlate tile factors that will shape
Ireland’s fttlure b)’ reference to these problems and concerns.

However, as will be seen later in the study, we do not purport to be able
to aggregate the concerns of individuals or groups to represent the
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collective concerns of the h’ish people. Different groups will be concerned
about different problems and these concerns may not be consistent. The
issue of finding sufficient consensus, within wider conflicts, is considered
in some detail in Chapter 5.

(iv) Analytical Framework

The hzt#ractive Outlook
This document consists of a discussion of the I~lctors which are likely to

shape Ireland’s economic development in the period to 2010. In
conducting this exercise, the guiding conception is the idea that despite the
great openness of the Irish economy the outcome will emerge t:rom an
interaction between the international economic forces, the structural
characteristics of the h-ish economy and society and domestic and
Community policy. Recognition of this interaction has recently I)een
described as "central to a balanced assessment of Community membership"
(Keatinge, et al., 1991.) This interaction between international and
indigenous |actors has also been identified as relevant in explaining
Ireland’s long-run development (t~i~set, 1992). Indeed, at an international
level a number of social sciences have, in recent years, each moved towards
an "interactive vision" which sees the effect of global of economic forces on
a given country or region as contingent on the indigenous economic, social
and political structures and policies (Evans and Stephcns, 1988). Movement
towards this outlook can be identified in international trade theory,
regional economics, business theory, geography, comparative political
economy and development theory.

Lest this interactive outlook seem empty, it may be usefnl to briefly
illustrate it and draw out some of its ilnplications. The interactive outlook,
as stated above in general tern’is, inay seem to be no inol-e than a

fi’amework; while what is required (in thinking about the factors which will
shape Ireland) are sul)stantive theories and propositions. In fact, the
interactive outlook is more th:;trl a fl-amework. It has emerged precisely
fi’om the development and/or fusion of particular theories. This point,
and the meaning of the interactive outlook, can be illustrated by briefly
considering the form it takes in each of the subjects listed above.

hzternational 7)ride Theory
Recent developments in international trade theory have significantly

altered economists’ understanding of the effects of fi-ee trade on the three
main sub.iects of trade theory: the patterns of trade, the gains from trade and
the eft~cts on income distribution. Most of the developments derive fi’om the
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illtroductlon of econolnies of scale, lntl’odtlctioi1 Of econoinies of scale, alld

the related phenomena of industrial structures, iotra-indtlstry trade and
product differentiation, reveals a wide variety of possible omcomes fl’om tile
integration process. For example, the effects of fl’eeing trade between two
countries in a })articular industry, is dependent on the market structures
(competitive, oligopolistic, or monopolistic), income levels and market size
in each country, i)rior to trade. In addition, economies of scale, thottgh they
can be treated in a static analysis, strongly suggest dynamic forces. For
example, Helpman and Krugman say that, in practice, "it is likely that one of
the most important sources of economies of scale (and imperfect
competition) lies in the dynan~ic process by which firms and industries
improve their technologies" (Helpman and Krugman, 1985). This emphasis
on innovation suggests the significance of firms’ strategies, but also of
institutional factors which support or inhibit innovation. Indeed, an
important characteristic of the interactive outlook ix acceptance of the
historical and contingent nature of social and economic p,’ocesses.

Regional Economics
1,1 regional economics there has been a distinct move towards

recognition that the economic outcollle results from all interaction of
wider forces of regional sl)ecialisation and factors indigenous to a region.
While much regional economics has long rejected the neo-classical theory
of regional convergence by market [’orces, i! tended to replace this with
t.heories of cumulative causation (Myrdal, 1957; Kaldor, 1970). The focus
of these tlleorles Oll external denl;.ind, as the ultimate determinant of a
region’s prosperity, has now been questioned. The existence of strong
tendencies to regiona] concelll.l’atioll of advancecl eCOllOlnic activity is no
longer understood as implying that industry will definitely concentrate and
regional fortunes will dt~nitely diverge. One reason is that the process of
regional change, just like II~e process of economic development, is not a
steady journey along a path of either concentration or dispersal. It is an
inherently uneven process which occurs in bursts of progress and sharp
reversals. This unpredictability and cont.iogency suggests that odler forces
are also very important and, furthernlore, thai. among these might, be such
I~:tctors as political and social structures and economic policies (Albreehks,

et aL, 1989; Chisholm, 1990; Moulaert., 1991 ).

C~og,’aphy
Silnilar inovenlent [owal’ds ~LI1 interactive outlook call be identified in

geography. The limits of contrasthlg traditional approaches - such as
regional geography and quamita6ve geographic modelling - have been
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identified and, to some degree, transcended (Entrikin, 1991). What is
significant for our purposes is that the fusion of these traditional
approaches is producing geographical work which strongl), embodies the
interactive outlook outlined above. The general thenle ol7 much of this
work is the relationship between social organisation and spatial change.
The task is to develop an understanding of both the general economic
forces and socioeconomic relationships within the world economy and of
the unique features that represent local and historical variabilit), (KJaox
and Agnew, 1989). The approach is one which attempts to explain
economic geography by references to a combination or interaction of
general processes, differing pre-existing structures and individual
responses.

Business Theory
An inleractivc outlook is also evident in some recent business theory.

Work such as that of Porter (1990), moves beyond management-centred or
strategy-centred accounts, to embed firms within the wider milieu of
clusters and national institutional arrangements. While the prospects of
individual firms are influenced by these factors, the actions of Ih’ms also
shape the environment to some degree.

7~;chnical Change a’nd Innovation
Yet another version of the interactive perspective can be found in the

growing body of literature on technical change and innovation. It has been
recognised in recent )’caI’S that the current wave of technical and
organisational change is essentially, and not just incidentally, transnational
(Perez, 1983; NESC, 1989). This has proml)ted some economists to
combine an analysis of the i)ressures within firms to extend beyond
national frontiers with analysis of capitalist development at the
international or global level (Chesnais, 1988).

Comparative Political Economy
Finally, an interactive outlook has become imporlant in comparative

political economy and the sociology of development (Ewtns and Stcl)hens,
1988). Its development in this area also highlights the degree to which it
can be more than a framework and call arise from the clash of sul)stantive

Iheorics. The development of COml)aral.ive political econom), arose out of a
rc~jection of I)oth modernisation theory and del)endenc), theory. The new
al)l)roach rc~jected these deterministic theories and argued that the effects
of involvement in Ihc world capitalist econom), are conl.ingent on a range
of national and inlernational |’actors. Among the [’actors considered in this
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historical COlllparativc apj)l’oach al’e the nature and capacity of the state,

political mobilisation, the patterns of foreign direct investment and

international economic Lies, agrarian class relations, working class
organisation, the welfare slate, industrial policy and geopolitics. As Evans
and Stel)hens say:

The thrust of current work is neither to decry the development costs of
engagement in international commerce nor to extol the benefits of
openness. The aim is rather to explicate the political and social
structural factors that enable individual countries to transform ties to

their benefil, while simultaneously analysing the way in which the
changing structures at the international level facilitate or limit
possibilities for u’ansformation (Evans and Stephens, 1988, p. 757).

The approach is simultaneously structural, historical and analytical.
These sul)ject areas and theories are outlined here not onl), to illustrate

the interactive outlook but also because they are relevant to the assessment
of the factors which will shape h’eland’s development between now and
2010. Adoption of this interactive perspective confirms the wdidity of
considering not only economic issues but also social, cultural, historical
and political factors. While consideration of this wide range of factors
precludes the possil)ility of exact quantification and i)rediction, and will
theFefore be ~d]athell"la tO SOI]]e traditional economists, it is consistent with
the modern post-positivist philosol)hy of the social sciences (Bernstein,
1983) which does, in fact, have considerable relevance for economics
(O’Donnell, 1992). The interactive outlook also confirms the vahle of
seeking to identify those shaping Iiactors that require political initiatives -
whether at national or Comnlunity level.

Units of Analysis
An important feature of the interactive perspective, and of many of the

theories which work within ih is that it makes the unit of economic and
social analysis a subject of thought. It is necessary to ask whether and in
what sense we can talk of "h’ish society", the "Irish economT", "h’ish firms",
the "regional prol)lem" and the cohesion ol~jective. These questions Imve a
concl’ele l’eleval]ce ill the CUl’rellt pl’(~ject because I.hey arise when we assess

the effects of international economic developments on h’eland, the
relevance of "globalisation’, the business su’ategies of firms and the issue of
cohesion. It can also be argued that they have deeper relevance in the
resolution of cerlain key questions in h’ish social science.
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In regional economics and geography there has, in recent years, been a
recognition of the importance ot7 questions raised marly years ago by the
French economist Perroux. He objected to tile treamlent of economies as
if they were "contained in a container", usually tile national territory as
defined by political fi’ontiers.

In considering business strategies and the factors which will shape
them we fhce questions concerning units of analysis. Should we assess the

competitive advantages of h’cland by considering tile business strategies of
Irish firms only? Certainly, tile dominant tradition is to link the economic
prospects of a society and an economy directly to the prospects of national
firms. For example, Porter’s (1990) Competiti~m Advantage of Nations
identifies tile adwmtage of nations with tile advantage ol7its national firms.
His work has recently been criticised on the grounds that many lirms no
longer have a nationality in any meaningfol sense and it is important to ask
whether these arguments have relevance to Ireland (Reich, 1990; 1991;
Thomsen, 1992; see also Graham and l~’ugman, 1989).

Consideration of business strategies raises another question concerning
traits of analysis. It is common to see "globalisation" considered as one of
tile factors which will shape business stralegies and national economies. But
tile idea of globalisation is frequently the sister of the idea of tile national
firm and tile national economy: globalisation arises when firms spill over

national boundaries. Consequently, tile concept of globalisation also needs
to be examined critically (see Chapter 3(i) below and Kay, 1990).

Similar issues concerning tile unit of economic and social analysis arise
in international political economy. Wallerstein argues that:

¯ . . it is futile to analyse the processes of societal development of our
multiple (national) "societies" as if they were autononmus, internally
evolving structures, when they are and have been ill fact primarily
structures created by, and taking fm’m ill response to, world-scale
processes (Wallerstein, 1991, p. 77).

It. shotdd be clear fl’om what has been said above that units of analysis are
problematic within other subject areas and on tile basis of other theoretical
approaches also. Ill accepting Wallerstein’s scepticism about the concept o1:
German or h+ish society, it is not necessary to accept his argument that "it is
this world-scale structure and tile processes of its development that provide
the true subject of our enquiry" (Wallerstein, 1991, p. 77).

Finally, tile relevant unit of analysis is a problem in another important
theme of this project - cohesion. Recent analytical approaches in
geography, and to a lesser extent, regional economics, explore the
relationship between regional and social inequality and question tile
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Chapter 2

h\rI’EI~VA 770NA L FA CTOI~

Constant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance
of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation
distinguish tbe bonrgeois epoch fi’om all earlier ones.
.... The need of a constantly expanding market for its product chases
the bourgeoisie over tbe whole surface of the globe. It must nestle
everywhere, settle everywhere, establisb connexions ever)avhere.

The bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market
given a cosmopolitan cbaracter to production and consumption in
every eountry...it has drawn from under the feet of industry tbe
national ground on whicb it stood. All old-established national
industries have been destroyed or are daily being destroyed. They
are dislodged I)), new industries, whose introduction I)ecomes a life
and death question for all civilized nations... In place of the old local
and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in
every direction, universal inter-dependence of nations.

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Communist Manifesto, 18’18.

Tbe evolntion of I)oth the European Commttnity and h’eland will be
shaped by a range of international factors. These will include political,
cultural and economic forces. These international factors are highly
interdependent and they can be conceived as operating at four scales: within
the European Community, within the wider Europe, between the rich
countries of the world’s North and the poor counu’ies of the South and at
global level. Tills cbapter oudines some of these factors, distinguisbing, in so
far as this is possible, I)etween the political, the economic and the cuhnral.

(i) SociooEconomic Factors

Continuing C~q.~’is and Change
The evolution of European society I)elween now and 2010 will be

prolbtmdly shal)ed by a set of interlinked economic factors. Althougla it is
possible to identify some of these, it is vet’), cliffieuh to say how they will

12
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evolve and inlDact oil t]lC Conlmunity and its illembel+ stales. The

important forces include technological change, the globalisation of
mantffacturlng industry, profound changes in the stl’ucttll’e Of []nance,
changes in patterns of production and organisation and tmcertainty about
the principles of nl;:|Cl’OCCOilonlic nlallagcnlent. It is impossible to predict
their impact, partly because these are an inter-related set of phenomena
deriving fi’om the breakdown of the relatively stable economic order which
prevailed during the post-war "golden age". That order has not been
replaced by a new "regime of accumulation" or "mode of regulation". Wc
are living through a period of turbulence and, not surprisingly, it is
difficult to get a firm footing or a vantage point fl’om which to gain a
perspective on where things are heading. Various interpretations of these
changes have been offered in recent years. These include the move fi’om
national to global markets, the move fi’om "organised" to "disorganised"
capitalism and the idea that the advanced world is at a "new industrial
divicle" between "Fordist" mass-production and "llexible specialisation’.
Each of these interl)retations contains elements of truth, but it seems too
early to synthesise them.

It is also difficult to say which factors are cause’s and which are
consequences. What is certain, however, is that the technological,
organisational, financial, macroecononfic and i)olitical changes are inter-
related. Recognition of this is important in any attempt to harness the
forces of change for economic and social ol)iectives or to ameliorate their
negative effects. It becomes necessary to think in systemic terms and to
i’ecognise I.he limits of cet’tain piecemeal or local intel’VenLions. At the

same time, the interactive outlook strongly suggests that local factors
matte~, I)ut perhaps in new ways which need to be identified.

Tech.nologffcal Chmzge

Whatever the directions of causality there can be no doubt that
technological change will continue to be a major shaping factor.
Technological change has lowered the costs and risks of managing at a
distance and has altered the scale needed For efficiency. For these reasons,
one of the most fundamental features of the current wave of technological
change anti associated organisational restructuring is that it is inhere?~tly
intm’natio~tal (Perez, 1983). This international dimension probably arises in
part fi’om the provision of unprecedented data-management capabilities
and telecon~munications infrastructure, which allows the efficient
management of transnational firms. In addition, the radical productivity
increases made possible by computer-aided design and manufacturing,
mean that for busilaeSSeS to reach viable size the volume of output and the
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range of products of a given plant must serve an international market. The
same applies in the production of services, such as information and
telecommunications. In short, national markets, particularly small national
markets, would be a hindrance to the full deployment of the new

technologies.
This technological change and internationalisation have altered the

nature of competition and will continue to do so in tile fttture. For each
firm, each country and each region, the new rules of the game contain
both threats and opportunities.

Changes in l~inancial StT"uctures
These changes in technologT and production required simultaneous

changes in finance in order to be realised in corporate strategy and
behaviour. Change in the international financial structure has been
identitied as creating one of the major economic imperatives which will
shape life in the years to come (Stopford and Strange, 1991). The 1980s
have seen phenomenal change in the international markets for capital.
The independence of banks fl’om national controls on credit creation
increased dramatically as a result of technical anti structural innovation.
These created genuinely global financial markets, greatly increasing the
mobility of capital. As a result, capital movements have largely replaced
trade as the driving force of the world economy. This increased mobility
has, in turn, created more volatility.

These fundamental changes in technology and finance are the
background against which the major future concerns of the Community
and its member states can be understood. First, they directly and indirectly
explain why we can expect intensified international competition. The
internationalisation of business, and the increased role of technology and
innovation as sources of competitive advantage, directly increase
international competition. But, as Fritz Scharf has argued, the changes in
the international financial structure reinforce this by undermining the
power of national macroeconomic management and forcing governments
to seek prosperity through supply-side policies aimed at competitiveness.

This increased international competition will be a shaping factor not
only for each member state, but also for the Community as a whole. Every
national report in this project has identified intense international
competilion as a signit]cant factor in the years to 2010. At Community
level, there can be no assumption that the internal market programme
will, on its own, be sufficient to re-establish the competitiveness of the EC
against the US, Japan and other ,’Lsian countries. In reporting the views of
tile European business community, .]acquenlin and Wright note "their
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growing perception that Japanese and American competitors may be in a
position to reap the benefiks fi’om the single market more quickly than the
Ettropeans call" (]acquemin and Wright, 1993, p. 58).

Macroeconomic Volettility
Macroecotaomic volatility will, itself, be a separate and most important

shaping factor for the European Community and its member cottntries.
While structural changes may have made abandonment of the Bretton
Woods system inevitable, it is now clear that, in a system of flexible exchange
rates, rates will change for many reasons apart fi’om differences in inflation,
and real exchange rates will be unpredictable. Furthermore, not only does a
system of flexible exchange rates and international capital mobility display
greater economic instability but it also robs national governments of the
macroeconomic control to deal with the increased risks.

The conduct of monetary policy in a manner whicl’~ controls inflation
aJld yc’t avoitls recession has become more difficuh as a resuh of eJ~ormous
international capital flows, financial innovation and deregulation. But
these changes also influence the conduct of fiscal policy, since budgetary
policy is liable to affect interest rates and, through them’, exchange J’ates.
In this context, macroeconomic Fluctuations are likely to be a major
shaping factor for the European Community. Given the small size and
extremel), open nature of the h+ish economy, this is a particularly
important factor in the h’ish case.

Quite apart fi’om continued macroeconomic volatility the changes in
the international economy listed above have probably increased the risk of
a major financial crash with severe effects on the real economy. While this
cannot be discussed as a systematic shaping factol, the possil)ility of such a
crisis, and other unforseen events, should be noted in any exercise of"
strategic thinking.

O~ COtll’Se, iclelltiflcation of contintled, or increased, illaCl’OeconollliC

volatility and tile risk of severe crisis, as factors shaping the future of
Europe and its naember slates, laighlights the need for action by the
Community. Minimisation of mzlcl’oecollomic volatility requires aclvances
in macroeconomic management, while reduction of the risk of financial
instability requires financial regulation. In both cases it is likely that action
will I)e necessary at both EC and global level (see Chapter 4).

International Economic Development: Patterns of Prod~tction and Location
While it is widely agreed that Ireland’s prosperity is dependent on

sustained international economic growth it is has not, until relatively
recently, been recognised Ihat Ireland’s evolution is also shaped by tile
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pattern of international economic developnlent (O’Malle),, 1989; NESC,
1989). Indeed, this has been tile case for well over a century: h’eland’s
ctlrl’ent economic and social structure was, to a large extent, determined
by tile place which it assumed in the international division of labour in tile
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, i.e., h’eland’s specialisation as a
producer of grass-based agricultural commodities for the British domestic
and imperial markets (O’Malle)’, 1989). Likewise, Ireland’s evolution in tile
),ears to 2010 will be very significantly innuenced b), the changing
international patterns of production and location.

The global patterns of production and location will, of course, be
influenced b)’ a complex set of factors including:

- tile rise and decline of particular industries and firms
- tile i)attern of industrial and corporate organisation

- technical change
-- Lransport, telecolll]l~ll.lnieations alld social infrastl’l.lcttlre

-- energy and environmental developnlents

GNrI’.

It should be emphasised that h’eland’s fate will not be inevitably shaped b),
tile global forces in a deterministic way. The essence of tile interactive

perspective which informs our apl)roach is that these forces are mediated
by local economic and social structures and policies.

In this context an important question is tile role of transport and
telecommunications, and technical and organisational change, in shaping
tile location of economic aetivit),. For a number of reasons this is a subject
which must be considered when assessing the t:actors which will shape
Ireland’s evolution. First, it has figured in a numl)er of important
Commission documents, including a paper by President Delors published
with the Delors Report on economic and monetary union (Delors, 1989),
and in One Market, One MoneO, (CEC, 1990). The central thrust of those

discussions was that changes in technolog3, and demand make geographic
concentration less likely, because transport COSLS are becoming, on average,
less important in tile location of industrial production. Second, the
iml)lications of technical, organisational and infrastructural development
on the location of activity do not figure prominently in the reports on
other nlember countries. Third, the issue is closely related to, and can
throw some light on, certain other concepts which do figure in various
national reports. Tile most significant of these are the concept of
globalL~atio~, and its relation to ¢hnmlopment, anti the relationship between
economic development, on the one hand, and socio-cultural development,
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on the other. Fourth, tiffs overall set of issues are ones which may require
Community policies.

Some of the general claims concerning the effect of new technologT
and infrastructure on the scale of 131-1"11s and patterns of location were

examined in tile NESC report h’eland in the European Community (1989).
There it was argued that the effect of technical and organisational change
on scale economies was much more complex than allowed for by those
who believe that scale economies are becoming unil’ormly more rare anti
distance is becoming uniformly less significant (NESC, 1989, pp. 245-247).
A number of arguments were outlined which suggest that current technical
and organisational change may reinforce tile tendency to spatial
concenu’ation (NESC, 1989, pp. 324-326 and see O’Donnell, 1991a). The
conclusion of that analysis was that "overall then, it seems too simplistic to
infer that radical technical, telecommunications and transport
improvements, because they technically recluce the significance of
dislance, also reduce its overall economic significance, or cause a wider
dispersal of activity and a convergence of regional economies" (NESC,
1989, p. 325).

Very similar conclusions have since been reached by regional theorists
and students of technical change. Storper and Walker note that:

h was common in the 1970s to hear predictions that improved
telecommunications would lead to a decenu’alization of information-
based industries. Yet for tile most part this has not happened. The
reason can be found in the countervailing force exerted by d),namic

external econonlies in I.he organization of production in these
industries. Moreover, the general ease of mode]’n communication
actually facililates the growth of the function basic to central city
agglomeration, by making possible even larger multinational
corporations, bigger banking networks, more international securities
u’ansactions. The same technologies also stimulate tile invention of any
nl_llllbel- ot" new pl’OdUCel" services, SLIch as conlpul.erized securities
trading, anti these specialized activities are themselves often carried out
through an elaborate social division of labour. Thus, there is no end to
the interaction of scale and specialization in the industrial economy,
and there is no reason, in pri]lciple, IO expect an end to agglomerative
forces, even with continued inll)l’ovenlent in transport alld

communications technologies. (Storper and Walke), 1989, pp. 196-7).

In his analysis of the relationship between new information technologies
alld tlrball and regional developnmnt, Castells says:
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As ill previous historical instances of major technological transfor-
mation, prophecies tend to take the place of analysis in efforts to
comprehend the emerging social and spatial forms and processes.
Futttrologists predicl the evolution of society on the basis of linear
extrapolation of characteristics of new technologies ... "¢¢e are told, for
example, that telecommunications allows work at home in "electronic
cottages", while firms become entirely footloose in their location, fi’eed
in their operations by the flexibility of information systems and by the

density and speed of the transportation network.
In fact, none of these prophecies stancls up to the most elementary

confi’ontation with actual observation of social trends. Telecommuni-
cations is reinforcing the commanding role of major business
concentrations around the world (Castells, 1989, p. 1).

In this he relies precisely on the argument that the effect of new
technologies "vary according to their interaction with the economic, social,
political and ctdtural processes". Finally, in his recent stud); Technological
Innovation and Multin.ational Co~poratio~zs, Cano, vell concludes that the:

.... intensification of international competition is argued to enhance a
pattern of cttmulative causation in which centres of innovation enjoy a
vit-tuotls circle, while certain other locations are as part of the same
process locked into a vicious circle of declining growth and
diminishing local research...

Where it exists, this tendency towards virtuous circles in some
locations a! the expense of vicious circles in others can be explained in
part by the t’equirements of technological accumulation in the MNCs

of a global industry. The technology accunaulated by firms producing
in each location is to some extent specific to that location (Cantwell,
1989, p. 161 and p. 139).

Cantwell’s analysis, based on the interaction of ownership and location
advantages, suggests not only that ~tse of new technologies is spatially
uneven, but that their generation through the process of innovation is
uneven also (see also CEC 1991 ).

These analyses can throw some light on certain issues which figure
strongly in various studies of the factors shaping developmenl in the years
to 2010. In particular, they suggest that the concept of "globalisation" be
used with care. A number of considerations suggest that it is incorrect to
conceive of a one-way process of development fi’om isolated and traditional
economies Io internationally engaged economies and, eventually,
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glol)alisation. Likewise, it nlay be incorrect to use as a conceptual
framework the idea of a one-way path fl’om "traditional", local, clan-based,
religious, societies to Ilomogenised, international, society. This question of
modernisation is examined in great detail in an important overview of
social and economic research in h’eland, The Developmmzt oflndu.*t*~al Society
in h’eland (Goldthorpe and Whelan, 1992). The concepts of globalisation
and modernisation have relevance to the perceived anomalies or
paradoxes highlighted in the reports of the national institutes to the
Forward Studies Unit. These concerned the coexistence of prosperous,
homogenised, internationalised, social groups, with continuing poverty
and deepening social duality (seeJacquemin and Wright, 1993, pp.31-32).

Liberalisation of AgTiculture

An iml)ortant global factor is the trend towards lil)eralisation of
agrlcuhural markets. A numl)er of forces have combinecl to create pressure
for extension of the GA’VI" framework to agricuhural products. The desire
to secure a new GA’I~I" round - and tile linking of liberalisation of trade in
services to lil)eralisation of agricuhure -suggest that there will be long-term
pressure for further refornl of the Common Agvicuhural Policy (CAP).
While tile Community would seem to remain committed to the main

objectives of the CAP, a nunll)er of developments inside the Community
have also undermined supl)ort for the traditional policy instruments used
in pursuit of these ol)jectives. Food security no longer requires heaW price
supports. While price supports have gone some way to supporting
agricuhural incomes, they are now perceived as inequital)le and do not
necessarily preserve i’tll’a[ society. The increase in ecological awareness has
also prompted scepticism of traditional policy. Finally, concern to facilitate
reconstruction in Central and Eastern Europe has raised questions about
the feasibility of some CAP instruments. The lil)eraiisation of agricuhure is
discussed in ntore detail when we consider national factors, in Chapter 3.

E C EnlaTgemmzt
The probal)le enlargement of tile Community is a factor which will

have economic as well as political consequences for both the Community
as a whole and for h’eland. Analysis of this factor is at a relatively early stage
in h’ehmd (see Brown, 1991).

Capitalism in Central E’u rope
The reitll.roduction o1" capitalist economic and social relations in

central Europe is a develol)ment which will undoubtedly have economic
consequences for tim ConlH~iUllity ariel h-eland. While little h’ish research
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has been undertaken on this subject to date, tile increasing familiarity with
the economics of international integration suggests tltat the skills to
analyse tiffs issue may be available.

(ii) Cultural and Historical Factors

lmoard Migration

Changes in tbe Mediterranean confi’ont member states, and ultimately,
the Community, with great problems. The Southern member states face
the prospect of substantial immigration from North Africa and the Middle
East. This is already relatedto one of the most serious internal problems in
Community countries - the revival of racism and ulu-a-right ideology. This
revival, emphatically demonstrated in election results in France, Italy and
Belgium and t"acial violence in many countries, dictates that the question
of immigration will be cleah with one way or another. Fttrthermore,
altlaough it is national chauvinism whieb is on the rise, the question of
immigration is inherently a Community issue - given the removal of
fi’ontier controls in the 1992 programme.

Europea~ Iden tit),
The economic and political uncertainties and threats listed above have a

bearing on the cultural dimension of European integration. Is any
discernible European identity emerging? Most of those who write on this
question answer "no", and stress the continuing prevalence of national
identity. While it is, in some ways, hard to argue with this, it may not be a
sufficient answer. Where a European identity is asserted - and it is clear that
the European Commission and others wish to pl’omote this - it tends to be
defined in terms of democracy, liberalism and tolerance. This definition is
patently insuflqcienc Many Americans wotdd define American identity in the
same terms. The aggresive history of Western European Christendom, in
which the emergence of an identiW developed in parallel with a hatred of
Jews and Muslims, suggests that Europe is not essentially tolerant and
tolerance cannot be seen as essentially European (Armstrong, 1988). It
might be tempting to say that the question of European identity is irrelevant
(except to those who are vainly bent on building a European nation-state).
But this may not be correcc The question has concrete relevance for three
reasons. First, it must be a consideration in devising practical approaches to
immigration, enlargement and security. Second, despite the apparent
persistence o1’ national identity economic and technological developments
are now essentially international and are, in complex and uneven ways no
dottbt, creating an international economy and, perhaps, something of an
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international society. Third, in addressing a range of concrete problenls,
and in acquiring tile consent of the people that this be done at Community
level, it will be necessary to draw on, and articulate, yah,teA’;, rather than rely

solely on intergovernmental bargaining in secret.
If democracy and liberalism are not the basis of Enropean idenity, then

what is? The report by the French team to the "shaping factors" project
argues persuasively that the social market economy, and the existence of a
powerful welfare state, is the real distinguishing feature of the European
model. If this is so, Ihen it raises serious questions about the chance of
developing a Ettropean identity upon which economic, monetary and
political union can be built. "lXvo sets of challenges for the Community can
be identified. Althougla all EC countries are mixed economies, differences
between national systems of social rights and markel regulation remain.
The process of market integration disturbs these natiol’ial patterns of
allocational and distributional regulation and can thereby force changes in
their "economic order"- towards either cleregulation or reregulation at EC
level (Pelkmans, 198-9). So far, the Comnuinit), has proven unable to cleal
with the implications of inl.egration for the welfare state. Consequentl),, it is
not developing a European identit)’ around, what looks-to be, the truly
distinctive feature of its social, economic and political system.

A second set of challenges arise because, quite apart from differences
in systems of social rights, there are threats to welfare states. One definite
threat is political. AsJacquemin and Wright say in their s),nthesis:

.... the global embracing of "neo-liberalism" appears to have weakened
solidarity among the poor and the rich, among the unemployed and
the overemployed, the dynamic regions at the expense of the
depressed and the new sectors of the economy with only a blind eye
turned towards Europe’s depressed and declining illdustrles and
regions (iacquclnin and Wright, 1993, 15.109)

But it should be recognised that, as well as this ideological or political
force, there al’e economic and denlograls]lic factors which also threatell
the European social market model. The collapse of the golden age of
demand managed growth has dramatically increased the burden which
tlnemplo),ment puts on welfare s),stems. In man), countries this has been
exaccerbated b)’ ageing of the poptdaton. The slowing of growth, and the
globalisation of finance and industry, have increased international
competition and forced redistribtttion in favour of capital. As a result, the
European social model is "now buffeted fi’om all sides" (]acquemin and
Wrighl, 1993, 15.111). This perspective suggests that, taking a long-term
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strategic view, one of the major challenges for the European Community is
to redesign the systems of social rights and welfare in ways which facilitate
increased competitiveness and sustained growth of the European economy.
But this is a long-term proiect which has some fairly immediate
implications. As pointed out by the Italian and Spanish researchers, the
people of Europe are unlikely to continue to give their consent to
Enropean integration if the project undermines national systems, but is
itself focused on the "cold" agenda of the market. Although the accession
of the EFI’A countries will probably broaden and deepen the Community’s
consideratioin of the European social market model, effective action will
require a dramatic improvement in the Community’s decision making
capacity and legitimacy (see Chapter 4).

(iii) The Political Dimension

Collapse of Communism
The collapse of the Warsaw Pact will fundamentally alter the

Conlmtmity’s external political environment. Tiffs will shape the political
development of both the Community and some of its member states. The
pressures are likely to arise in two areas. First, the collapse of the Soviet
Union has altered the security of Western Europe and this may prompt a
review of glohal security arrangements, including the role of NATO.
Second, the demise of Soviet hegemony over Central Europe has
unleashed national, ethnic and religious forces. These are likely to find
themselves in conflict with one another - as in Yugoslavia - and this will
inevitably raise political and security questions within the Community.

EC Enlargement
The enlargement of the Community will have political its well as

economic consequences. Perhaps the most significant of these will concern
the Commtlnity common foreign and security policy. The next
enlargement is likely to bring a number of neutral states into the EC. At
the very least this is likely to alter the character of the del)ate on a common
defence polic)~ Howeveh it would be rash to predict that this will mean a

definite weakening of commitment to a common defence. The very
meaning of alignment and neutrality are changing and a lot will depend
on the concrete security situation which prevails around the time of the
1996 hater Governmental Conference.

The question of enlargement will raise other profound political rand
institutional questions. The political issues concern the role of the
European Union in the wider world. The institutional one’s arise because
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of the difficulty, i)robable impossibility, of deeI) union of 16 countries with
the existing, heavily intergovernnlelllal, decision-nlaking s),stem (see
Chapter 4 below).

German Unification
The unification of Germany has already had profound effects on

Germany and, given its hegemonic position, on the Community.
Furthermore, it is probal)ly a mistake to think that these problems and
changes are short term ones resuhing from the political opportunism
displayed by the German government during and since unification. The
development of the Eastern Lander is likely to take many years; they will not
replicate the (protracted) German post-war miracle in four or five years. A~s

a restdt, the whole German economy will i)robably function less well for the
foreseeable future. The resuhing continued westward migration (fi’om both
the Eastern Lander and other Cenl.ral European countries) is likely to
profoundly change German politics and society. An important result to
emerge from this comparative projecI is that we should expect to see
Germany as a country with prol)lems and without its earlier ability to find
solutions to them (see Chapter 9 of Jacquemin and Wright; 1993).

North-Sottth Relation, s"

The dramatic reversal of Third World development in the 1980s has
undermined the notion of inevitable modernisation and means that
disparities berween the rich North and poor South will continue to present
economic and political prol)lems for many years 1o come.



Chapter 3

FACTOI?~5 WHICH ARE SPECIFIC TO IRI£IjU\rl)

From inside information extending over a series of years Mr Bloom
was rather inclined to poohpooh the suggestion as egregious
balderdash for, pending that consttmmation devoutl), to be or not
to be wished for, he was fnll), cognisant of the fact that their
neighbonrs across tile channel, unless tile), were nlnch bigger fi.~ols
than he took thenl for, rather concealed their strength than tile
opposite. It was quite on a par with tile quixotic idea in certain
quarters that in a hundred million years tile coal seam of tile sister
island would be pla),ed out and if’, as time went on, that turned nut

to be how tile cat jumped all lie cotlld personally say on tile matter
was that as a host of contingencies, equally relevant to the issue,
might occur ere then it was highly advisable in tile interim to try to
make the most of both countries, even though poles apart.

JamesJoyce, Ulysses.

There are few factors which are of relevance only in h’eland. This
chapter defines a range of factors which are of particu]ar relevance to
h’eland. Mention is made of factors which ma), be relevant generally, but
which are likely to take a .~)ecificform in h’eland. Among tile economic and
social factors discussed are the structure of tile h’ish economy (and its
particnlar response to international developments), demographic patterns,
the evolving social class structure and the burden of high long-term
ttnemploynlent, pnbllc finance pressures, emigration, developments in
agriculture and environmental issties. A r.’mge of inter-related cuhtlral and
historical factors which may shape Ireland’s evolution can be identified,
but it remains difficult to identify their causal significance. Three political
factors are noted: Ireland’s political cnltnre and capacity for strategic
polic),-making, the question of local clemocracy and administration and tile
problems of Northern Ireland. "File chapter continues with a discnssion of
tile balance between national and international/EC factors. It is argned
that the balance between these two will be different in each conntr),,

24
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reflecting their vm’ied economic and political significance. In h’eland’s
case, interdependence Lends towards the dependellL alld of the specLI-UIn

and this accenuvates the significance of glol)al economic lilctors and
diminishes tile significance ofglobal political factors.

Finally, a distinction is made I)etween those factors upon which there is
agreelnent in h’eland and those which are the sul)ject of controversy.
Although there is agreement that cerlain dominant social and economic
factors - such as the h’ish economic structure, unemployment and
international developments - will all be important, there is not agreemem
on how they will bear on future development. There is controversy on the
relewmce of a number o1: tile cultural and political factors identified in this
chapter and, in particuhu’, on the interaction between these and economic
development. Given the significance of this for the explanation of h’eland’s
long-run economic Failure, and for apl)roaches to improving the future
performance, tiffs chapter closes with an outline of the lively del)ate on
h’eland’s development. A range of historical, cultural, structural and
i)olitical explanations have recently I)een synthesised in an iml)ortant study
commissioned by NESC. Tile argument of that study, by the Norweigian
social scientist Lars Mjoset, is briefly explained and some of its possible
implications for flu’chef research and for policy are noted.

(i) Socio-Economic Factors

St:’uaure of the IHsh Economy
The cvoluLion of: economic activity in h’eland between now and 2010

will be shaped to a very large extent by the Ctll-l-ent strucLul’e of the h’ish
economy. This structure is one which is more than averagel), externally
oriented. Exports :account for 56 per cent of GDP, while the average in the
EC-12 is 22 pet" cent. While the external orientation of the economy clearly
means thai the overall pace of’economic activity in h’eland will be strongly
influenced by the international economic factors discussed in Chal)ter 2,
this is not tile aspect of economic structure which is under discussion here.
What is of interest here ix the way in which Ireland’s economic structure will
shape its resl)onse to international factors and the limits which iLs Cttt’rent
economic sLructure places on its future ability to nleet the enaployment,
income and social needs of its pol)ulation.

The relevant aspecls of structure are the relative size of the agricuhural,
industrial and service sectors and the internal characteristics of the
agrictdmral and industrial scclors. Agriculttn’e accounts for a much ]ligher
proportion of emplo),nmnt and value added in h-eland than in the EC as a
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whole (see the table of the basic statistics).I The share of industrial employ-

ment is lower than tile Community average, but the share of industrial value
added is a little higher. The first implication of these structural
characteristics is that Ireland’s economic and social development will be
more than averagely shaped by developments in agriculture (see below).

The more significant aspects of h’eland’s economic structtzre are those
within the agricultural and industrial sectors. The former is discussed in
more detail below. The manul:acturing sector exhibits a significant element

of dualism - between foreign-owned segments in, mostly, high-growlh
industries producing for international markets and indigenous firms in
slower-growth segments. The indigenous manufacturing sector experiences
considerable difficulty in achieving a firm foothold in international
markets. The clualism is to be found in these dilTerences in market
orientation and nlal’ket power, technolog3,, managenaent stl’ucttlre and
plant and firm scale. Most important of all, the term (lualism refers to the

weak linkages between the foreign-owned branch plants and tile h’ish
economy (Kennedy, 1991). It should be noted that there are two sides to
dualism and part of the reason for Ireland’s heavy reliance on an enclave
of branch-plants is tile remarkably poor performance of indigenous
manufacturing over a long period.

It is this structure which will make the emerging international pattern
of production and location (discussed in Chapter 2) such an importanl
factor shaping h’eland’s economic futttre. However, this structure does
point to one of the major policy issues facing Ireland in tile years to come:
the task of developing competitive indigenous industries (see Chapter 5).

Demographic Developments
Three demographic u’ends will be of particular significance between

now and 2010.

inflows into the labour market, arising from natural increase, which
exceed current and past rates of job creation. This pattern will
continue until the earl), ),ears of the next centur),
a gradtml ageing of the population relative to the age structure
found in recent years. However, this ageing will remain less
adv;.inced th,~lI] ill other EC countries
emigration will remain a significant factor in h’eland’s development.

I ~lllCh inc)rl2 del;liled ~ICCO[IIILS oJ" Jl’e];lllt’J’s [’_lllTetll iii1[1 ~11151 pOsilion in the EC can b~

Ibund in NESC (1989) and Kt:nncd)’ (1992a; 1992b).
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IRELAND: BASIC STATISTICS

(with compar:d)le EC 12 figures)
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II?EI~,tNI) EC 12

Poptdation, 1991. m. 3.5

Population density, per sq. kin. 51

Relative GI)P per head of pol)ul:ition, 1991, PI’S 69

Relative G I)P per worker, 1991 89

Onenlploynlenl i’illC 1991, % 16.8

% Employlnent by Sector, 1989

Agricuhure 15

Industry 28

Sccvices 57
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Sodal Class Strttcture and Unem];loymmzt
A very important factor shaping h’eland’s evolution is the social

su’ucture which has emerged in the period since 1960. While high rates of
emigration have been endemic in h’eland since the early nineteenth
ccntttr),, the social SI.I’LICLLIFe wilhin which emigration occIjrs has ahered
significantly (Breen, et al., 1990; Sexton, et al., 1991). After 1960 the
occupation’al siructure shifted ch’amatically - wi01 a decline in the number

of agricultural and unskilled opportunities and a sharp increase in the
opportunities available Io the nliclclle class and skilled manual groups
(Breen el al., 1990). While these developments shifted the emphasis fi-om
famil), inheritance to education as a key determinant of occupational
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position, it had some negative conseqtlellces which are of the tltl]lOSt
importance for development of the h’ish economy and society. Chief
among these is tile emergence of a significant set of residual classes
"stranded in the course of industrial development, especially farmers on
marginal holdings and labourers without skills" (l?,reen, etaL, 1990, p. 59).
It is these groups which account for mttch of the unemployed and
especially, the long-term ttnemployed. It has been shown that "today’s class
structure contains a substantial number of positions that are viable only in
so far as they are underwritten by State social welfare programmes and
from which, especially given present economic circumstances, there
appears to be no exit" (ibid).

Long-term intergcnerational consequences are likely to result fi-om the
interaction between the structure ot, and high level of, unemployment.
The fact that nearly half the ttncmployed are long-term tmemployed, and
that unemployment is predominantly concentrated among the less
educated and less skilled, gives rise to the danger of fostering a deprived
underclass which will transmit these handicaps to the next generation.
Moreover, 113 these con£1itions, the persons involved become so delacheO
from labour market processes that they exert no influence on collective
bargaining, so that the fact of their remaining unemployed imposes no
moderation on the level or structure of wage claims.

While casual observation, and even analysis, suggest that long-term
ttnemployment has limited economic, political and social consequences
for the system, as a system, it is not possible to ignore explosive potential of
so serious a social problem on this scale. History, in both Ireland and other
in western countries, suggests that serious social problems may be tolerated
for long periods, but that the explosion when it happens is sudden,
traumatic and unpredictable.

Overall there can be little doubt that the high level of total
unemployment, and of long term unemployment, and the attetadant
poverty, constitute a major shaping factor for h’eland. The way in which
this will bear on economic and social development is a central problem for
social scientific analysis.

Pubgc Finance

h’eland enters the 1990s with a high level of outstanding national debt
and a taxation system which is widely agreed to be suboptimal. While this
situation can, in large measure, be au.ributed to poor nlacl’oecollOll’lic and
public finance management in the late 1970s and early 1980s, it has been
argued by the tripartite National Economic and Social Council (NESC)
that the fiscal crisis has some longer-run determinants. NESC has pointed
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OUt that the oLher side of the coin ol" strklctelr~ll pl"oblcnls hi l_he COOl]On]),,

is low income pet" capita and high dependency rates, which tend to require
higher baseline levels of social expenditure also. This line of argument
leads to the recognition that "there is a public finance dimension to the
developmental problems of the economy" (NESC, 1989, p. 200).

The ratio of employment to populatioll in h’eland at 31 per cent, is

among the lowest in the EC. The cost of supporting this high level of
clependency is one of the fundanaental reasons why public expenditure and
taxes are relatively high in h’eland for a country at its level of development.
The low employment ratio also largely accounts, at least in an arithmetic
sense, for the divergence in living stanclards between Ireland and the EC. In
1991, GI)P per person employed in h’eland was little more than l0 per cent
below the EC average but, because of the small proportion of the population
in employment, GDP per capita was only 69 per cent of the EC average (see
table). Although the enH)lo),ment/population ratio is influenced by
demographic Factors and participation rates, the major underlying
explanation is the poor labour market conditions, as manifest particularly in
the high unemployment rate, which is now the highest in the EC.

While a numl)er of naember states have public finance~problems similar
to Ireland’s, there is a definite sense in which these are specific to each
coLmtr),. This arises, first and foremost, because taxation, expenditure and
debt remain, foz" the time being, formally under the control of national
politics. Both expenditure and taxation retlect social, economic and
political stt’uctures and traditions (O’Connell and Rottman, 1992). In
h’eland’s case the slow progress of tzl× reform raises qltestions abottt the
effectix,eiless ol" both the political and adnfinistrative systems (see below).

Unemployment and Public Policy
Sustained high uneml)lo),naent will continue to i)rofoundl), shape the

economic and social environment in which policy is I’ormtllated and

business is conducted. It places severe constraints on the scope for
reducing taxes o1" governmetlt expellditure. The continHed pressure on
government and state agencies for "job creation" can increase the difficulty
of identifying and inlplementing policies which might secure employment
and prosperity in the long run (e.g., development of indigenous
mantffacturing industry). This factor is intensified by the volatility of the
h’ish labour market, and its sensitivity to conditions abroad, especially in
the UK, due to the long-standing ease of outward and return migration.
Thus any given policy mix can be put tinder severe short-term sl.rain by a
worsening labour market in the UK, resulting in a sudden change in
migration behaviour.
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Migration
Ireland’s migration hislory is virtually unique in Europe (let alone

anaong the EC-12) and this will undot~btedl), remain a most important
shaping factor. While some understanding of the social consequences of
emigration has I)een achieved (Sexton, et aL, 1990), the economic effects
have not been adequatel), explored. These are unlikely to be uncovered by
the kind of macroecollonlic conlparisons undertakell ill a recent study for
NESC (Sexton, et al, 1990). Mjoset’s recent comparative study of h’eland’s
long-run development, also conlmissioned by NESC, strongl), conf]rnls the
intuition of those social scientists who considered Ireland’s emigration and
i)Ol)ulation decline as not only symptoms, but also causes, of the COl.llltry’s

poor economic performance. He sees emigration and population decline
as one of the key forces in the h’eland’s "basic vicious circle": Following the
Great Famine:

.... population decline emerged as a most persistem factor in h’ish
development, first through starvation and emigration, later through
emigration only. This study confirms that this demographic pattern
constitutes the nlost distinctive feature of h’eland’s development. It is

not only unique compared to our five contrast cases, there is simply no
similar demographic experience anywhere in the modern world, so far
(Mjoset, 1992, i).7).

The role of emigration as a factor shaping h’eland’s fitture economic and
social development is less easy to identify. One certain role is that it
weakens Ihe effect of various forces. It weakens the dynamic impact of a
large young population on social and economic life. It quite radically
breaks the conlaection between high levels of public investment in higher
education and the stock of skilled labour in Ihe h’ish economy. To the
extent that skills play a role in key mechanisms of economic development
(a view of Adam Smith’s which economists have recently reinvented) then
h’ish emigration weakens these mechanisms. In addition, it tends to
weaken the Phillips curve effect, linking wage increases to unemployment.
Overall, the long-standing international mobility of labour (when
combined with recently increased mobility of capital) serves to undermine
the meaning of the concepts "hish economy" and "Irish society".

hzternational Growth

The development of tile HERMES macroeconomic model has, in
recent years, hrought to light some of the complexities in the relationship
I)etween international growth and Irish economic performance. These
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arise because of the significance and sensitivity of migration and toreign
direct investment. (Barry, and Bradley 1991; Bradley and Fitz Gerald,
1991).

International Patterns of Production and Location
All Community countries will be enol-nlously shaped by the evolving

international patterns of production and location. Yet, as discussed in
Chapter 2, it is most important not to confuse internationalisation, or even
globalisation, with the emergelace of uniformity or spatially even economic
development. One of the most interesting aspects of recent geographical
and regional studies is the analysis of the interaction between the global
nature of enterprises and markets and the local/unique nature of each of
the places where production and consumption take place. Thus,
internationalisation seems to develop side by side with differentiation; the
vet-), international nature of the overall production system increases the
economic significance of the differences between places. While some
elements of economic and social life become homogenised, others become
differentiated. It follows that these international patterns will have specific
consequences in various Community regions, includinglri~land.

Dt.’velopmc*nts in A~’icultu*e
Agriculture and food processing form an important part of the Irish

economy. Consequently, there can be no doubt that Ireland’s evolution in
the post-]992 period will be shaped to a considerable degree by
developments in agrieuh.ure. While it is common to analyse this by
reference to relbrm of tim CAP and possible changes in international Iood
markets, this would be a partial approach. Nowhere is the interactive
outlook which informs our approach more relevant (.hart in Ihe area of

agricttlture, h’ish social scientists have, in recent years, begun to explore
the relationship between the dominant, exporting, agricultural sector and
the indigenous economic and social structut’es and policies (see I?,reen, el
aL, 1990; Kennedy, et aL, 1988; NESC, 1989; Hannah and Commins, 1992).

While these relationships are by no means adequately understood,
sufl]cient progress has been made to allow the current CAI:’ reform to be
analysed in the correct context. Some of the relevant considerations are
the following (NESC, 1992). First, while h-eland’s national income, is
dependent to a considerable degree on the vahm of agricultural exports,
the problem of ,-u,-al developnmnt which h’eland faces is only partially an
agricultural one. Second, the current phase of CAP reform constitutes a
continuation of a reform process which has beet’J i13 operation since 1977.
Third, h-eland’s long-run competitiveness in international food production
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requires the removal of structural impediments. This depends more on
domestic policy than Community policy. Fourth, the continuing problems
of low and volatile incomes among a sizeable segment of Irish farmers, are
due to strnctural characteristics which could only have been addressed by
national policy (though a strong case can be made for some Community
financial support). Fifth, while the CAP has provided considerable net
transfers to Ireland, it hindered rather than helped the development of a
strong food processing industry. Indeed, those features of the C_~\P which
inhibit the development of a food industry producing high value-added,
will not be fundamentally altered in the current reform. Sixth, the h’ish
food industry continues to face the challenge of diversification and
development of high-vahte added products; this is akin to the problems
which all indigenous industries face, rather than one to which tile current
CAP reform have particular relevance.

These observations have important implications for how the likely
effects of CAP reform should be measured. They suggest that analysis

shotdd locus not only on changes in agricultural output and incomes, but
also on the economy-wide effects, including the implications for tile food
processing industries. Furthermore, just as the effects of past CAP
instruments can only be measured by reference to some alternative regime
(see Matthews, 1988), so the likely effects of the ctwrent CAP reforms must
ultimately be identified by comparison to some realistic alternative policy
scenario.

A static analysis of the impact of CAP reform can be derived by
assuming that everything stays constant except the policy instruments
being changed in the current reform. The main immediate effect would
be to reduce farm output - which is not surprising, since a key objective of
the reform is to reduce agricultural production by means of a combination
of price reductions and direct supply controls. The effect on real farm
incomes will depend on the balance between output and price reductions,
on the one hand, and direct compensation and reductions in input prices,
on the other. Estimates vary fi’om a small real income decrease to a fairly
substantial fall (NESC, 1992).

It is of considerable significance that the effects of the reform will not
be uniform throughout Irish agriculture. The negative effects will be
greater in the beef sector than the dairy secl.or. Estimates of the static
effects suggest that 44 per cent of farms would gain while 56 per cent
would lose. klowevex, most farms will be only marginally affected by the
relbrms. The direct compensation paymenLs will tend to go to the smalleJ,
more extensive, farms and the main losers will be larger, more intensive
and efficient faro’xers (LeaxT and Heavy, 1992).
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A more dynamic analysis of the implications of CAP relornl would take
account of responses within the farm sector and the food processing
indusu’y. Since there has been very significant changes in tile CAP in the
past fifteen years, this experience provides a guide to the likely pattern of
response in tile coming years. Farmers’ responses, including reduced
fertiliser usage, will tend to reduce the impact of the reforms on both
output and incomes. If the reform succeeds in reducing tile
supply/demand imbalance in the EC, then market prices will strengthen.
Other possible responses include pursuit of oftq’arm employment,
migration and, where these are not possible, reliance on social transfer
payments. Analysis suggests that, given that similm" income losses have been
experienced in the past, tile present reform may be "expected to underpin
tile continued, gradual, atu’ition of tile farm labour force" (ibid).

Changes in agricultural policy are also likely to induce responses in the
food processing indusu’y. This industry accounts for ahnost 30 per cent of
employment in h’ish-owned manufacturing, and over 20 per cent of total
manufacturing employment. For a variety of reasons tile industry is
primarily involved in tile production of commodity products and relies on
high-volume throughput and sales into intervention. The reduction in
agricultural otltl)Ut will reinforce current pressures for cost cutting -
suggesting the likelihood of further rationalisation and job losses. While an
alternative response to supply constraints would be to move into higher
wdue-added products, there are a number of factors which may prevent
this. Irish tood processing firms have a number of structural problems and
face barriers to entry which are common throughout indigenous iridustry.
Howevm, it is now understood that the CAP reinforced these difficulties by
providing non-commercial outlets (i.e., intervention) and by accentuating
tile already strong seasonality of raw materials supply in both l:he beef and
dairy sectors. What is most significant is that tile CAP reform will not
fundamentally alter these characteristics of tile system and may, indeed,
reinforce seasonality.

Tile reform of tile C, AP will also have economy-wide macroeconomic

effects. These have I)een estimated using the ESRI’s HERMES macro-
economic model of tile Irish economy. That analysis suggested that tile loss
in farm income (after compensation) would be roughly equal to the gain
in consumer income. Given the fairly modest fall in agricuhural outpttt,
the major macrocconomic effect may result from tile effect of the reform
on prices. Tile reduction in agricuhural and food ])rices will reduce the
overall price level in all member states. Indeed, the final real
macroeconomic effects may depend on tile relative size of these price
reductions and the consequenl gains and losses of competitiveness. If the
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price fall was uniform throughout tile Community, and if all prices were
fairly flexible, then the long-run impact of the McSharry t’eform on tile
Irish economy may he to reduce long-run real GNP by perhaps 0.3 per cent
to 0.5 per cent helot what would otherwise prevail. If, on the other hand,
Enropean interest rates did not fall in line with prices, then Ireland’s loss

of GNP wottld be somewhat greater (Fitz Gerald and O’Connor, 1991 )9..
Recent economic analysis suggests that tile larger immediate fall in

farm incomes may be less serious than tile long-run implications. In
particulah tile mix of supply controls and price reductions might prevent
Ireland fi’om exploiting its competitive adwmtage in dairy and cereals. This
is so largely because the supply control element of the reform package
arises precisely in those sectors - dairy and cereals - in which Ireland could
exploit comparative advantage.

Environmental Dc’velo[)me~zts
While environmental developments and policy responses will have

some influence on the development of all EC member countries, this
factor may not be of particular importance to Ireland. This reflects
Ireland’s geographic position, low population density, lack of heavy
industry, low average income (by EC standards) and relatively clean
environment. This raises questions about the use of tile new Cohesion

Fund - which has been designated for transport and environmental
programmes.

In assessing tile relevance of tile environmental factor it seems
advisable to break the idea of "the environment’ into its separate parts.
The various types of air pollution, water pollution, pollution of food,
congestion and decay of the natural and built environment, operate at
different spatial scales and impact on various interest groups in different
ways. VChile there is, among some Community citizens, an ideology which
lumps these together to form a "green consciousness", it seems unlikely
that this can adequately reflect the complexity of the issue or resolve the
conflicts of interest which arise.

Probably the most important environmental issues for h’eland are
those of water pollution, urban and rural planning and meat production.
The problems in these areas go to the heart of tile h’ish political system.
Only in recent years has the argument been made that low standards in
these areas is actually harnling h’eland’s economic interest, by damaging

2 These estimates of the likely en’ect of the rcfornlS were b;~scd on the package as

Ibrmtdatcd in .Jtd)’ 1991.
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water resources used for tottrism, limiting the kind of economic
regeneration achieved in many cities in other conntries and undermining
the image of hish food exports. While this is accurate it, in turn, reflects a
dependent mentality that may be part of h’eland’s econ9mic problem.
While it is important now to do whatever is necessary to protect h’eland’s
advantage in these areas, the literature on international competitive
advantage suggests that, in general, the process works the other way round.
That is, countries tend to develop an international competitive advantage
in activities which they perform to a high standard for theTnselves. This is yet
another example of the interaction been indigenous and global forces in
the shaping of any cotmtry’s role in the international division of labonr.

(ii) Cultural and Historical Factors

The cultural and historical factors which may shape h’eland’s
developments in the years to 2010 are, in many ways, the two sides of the
one coin. The chief historical factor is the economic and social structures,
created in the disastrous nineteenth century, and the political reaction to
this of the h’ish people - the push for, and achievement of, owner
occupancy and political independence. In the cottrse of these economic

and political developments there emerged a particular cuhnral pattern
which probably still has relevance to h’eland’s future economic and social
development.

Accounts of the modern Irish culture tend to note the following
charcteristics. The people seem ttnanlbiguously to share a common
national, or ethnic, identity. Unlike other European nations this is not
defined by a national language. Catholicism comes much nearer to being a
defining national characteristic than either language or residence in
h’eland. The family remains the centre of social organisation to a degree,
and in ways, which differ from other Northern European societies. But it
does not seem to play the role in economic organisation and social
protection which is found in parts of the Mediterranean which share
Catholicism and a family-centered social life. In addition, there is evidence,
in Ireland, of a rapid convergence towards Northern European patterns of
family formation, family size and sexual mores.

h’ish cuhure contains a strong attachment to land ownershiI) and
occupancy. Indeed, it has been argued, more generally, that twentieth
century h’eland has a "possessor ethnic", rather than a "performer ethic",
and Lee sees this as pernleating Irish institutions, intellecl, character and
identity (Lee, 1989). Mass emigration has been a most important factor in
Irish society for two centuries and this undoubtedly h~ts cull~lral
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dimensions. While it certainly nlakcs the Irish one of the most
internationalised peoples in the world (in tile sense of residing in
nunlerous places and having economic, political and cultural strategies of
survival in nunlerous environments) it did not prevent considerable
cultutvd closure in tim period fi’om independence to the 1960s. Since then,
h’eland has become highly open to international cultural influences and
an important, if not easily identilied, feature of present and flmn’e cultural
patterns is the way these are mediated and used by Irish society (O’Toole,
1990).

Sport and sporting organisations are important elements of Ihe
culture. Over 500,000 people (or I in 7 of the total population) were on
the streets of Dublin to greet h’eland’s football team after their quarler
final defeat by haly in the 1990 World Cup. A week later 50,000 greeted the
victorious German side on their arrival in Stuttgart. Of course, this
element of h’ish cuh.ure may have more to do with the emergence of a new
Ibrm of collective h’ish identity than with socceh perse. Indeed, one feature
of the recent focus of identity around Ireland’s football team, and Irish
musicians, may be of general significance - the tendency for the identity to
lose any definite connection with residence in Ireland. It seems possible
lhat (Southern) Irish identity is ceasing to l)e tm’dtorial in any real sense
and that the h’ish may be ceasing to be a nation, in the classic sense,
emerging more as an ethnic group. This possibility is yet another example
of the fuzziness which has crept in to the traits which we use to examine
social anti economic life in the Irish case.

Turning to political clinmnsions of ctdture we also find a combination
of strong historical influences and recent change. The formation of h-ish
national identity, in the early nineteenth cenlury, was virtually
simultaneous with, and probably shaped by, Ihe clevelopment of highly
effective mass politics. Yet this political culture has been much less effective
since independence - if national economic perlbrmance can be used as a

_criterion to assess political systems.
It is clear thilt each of Ihese cilltllral characteristics have an economic

dimension. Howevm, it remains difficult to identify whether that economic
dimension includes causation which runs from culture to economic
performance. In recent years an important debate has developed concerning
the relative significance of ctzltural, structural, historical and political

factors in explaining the economic failure of indepenclenl h’eland. That
debate has an important bearing on any attempt to identify the economic,
cultural and political factors which will shape Ireland’s development in the
yeal’s to 9010. SOllle co111111elltS Oll these issues are made at the end of this
chapter.
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(iii) The Political Dimension

The woHd gcol)olitical dimension is of minor signillcance to h’eland -
largel), I)), virtue of its size and Iocalion. g), COlllJ’asl, the domestic polil.ical
dimension and Ihe i)olitical development of the Commuoit), are of the
tltnlOSt importance. Two aspects of domestic politics may be important il"
h’cland is to achieve its major economic and social goals: the development
of a national political process capable of Iormulating and implenlcnting
strategic ])rogrammes and some rationalisation of the relationship between
local and national politics and adminislration. A third political factor is the
conllict in Northern h’cland.

Political Culture and Strateg{c Policy-making
A political culture which was highly sophisticated and successfid in the

struggle for owner occul)azlc), and national iz~dcpendencc has been much
tess effective in the expression and resolution of domestic conflicts and the
formulation of strategic goals and policies. At its best, this political system
failed, from independence onward, to maintain Ireland’s relative
economic position and Failecl to solve the prol)lems of tmeml)lo),ment and
nlass emigration; at its WOl’St it resorted to extl’elllC pragnlatism ;-111(I

resolvecl problems I)y reckless foreign borrowing - so driving the cotlntry

to a severe fiscal crisis which has only been partially resolved.
Whatcver the cxl)lanatiotl for this political titiltu’c, man), believe that an

important attempt to move be),ond it has I)een the willingness of the social
partners and some i)olitical parties to develop a system of social and
political conccYl:ltion whic]l allows Ihe resolution of conl]icls in the
context o[" coherent strategic apl)roachcs. While the tripartite National
Economic and Social Council has expressed the social partners’ interest in

this, and promoted its development, it has also become aware of how
demanding a project it is (see NESC, 1990, Chapter 15). An imporlanl
debate has developed on whelhcr a system of consensus or social
"concertation", along the lines found in several highly successful small
Eurol)ean countries, is feasible and desirable in h’cland. This issue is
cliscussed in some cletail when we turn, in Chapter 5, to consider whal
Ireland can do to shape its own ftlttlrc.

Local DemocrnO, :tnd A d’min£~’h’ation
A second political issue which may shal)e h’eland’s evolution is the

question of sul>national politics and administration, h’eland has a highly
ccntralised political and administrative system; the al)olilion of domestic
tales in 1977 removed the vital link belWeell local adtninisl.r:tlion ariel
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democracy (Barrington, 1991 ). In recent years the case has been made for
tile developntent of a more independent system of local government and
democracy - though there is little evidence of popular pressure for this.
The European Commission has also advocated substantial local
involvement in the formulation, implementation and monitoring of
Regional Development Programmes. So far, the h’ish government has
responded to these arguments for more local autonomy with extreme
caution and has met the Commission’s requirements in a perfunctory and
formal sense only. The absence of popular pressure for decentralisation
floes not mean that tile question is irrelevant to Ireland’s ftlttlre econot’nic
development. Various considerations tend to suggest that there is
something in the argument Ior a more decentralised approach to both
routine administration and to policies for economic development. One is
the enormous emphasis, in the international literature on regional
regeneration, on the role of local development agencies and policies in
animating indigenous resources (see the discussion of cohesion in Chapter
4, below).

NorthemI h’e&nd
Developments in Northern Ireland will inevitably shape Ireland’s

evolution in the years to 2010. The conflict of the past twenty ),ears has had a
number of effccts. It has influenced Irish politics - but hardly in a way which
enhances the ability of the political system to identify problems, mediate
conflicting interesLs and execute strategic policies. The issue was fi’equently
used in low level political competition, so distracting attention from more
mtmdane economic and social matters; when it was occasionally treated

seriously, it may have heen politically damaging also, because it drew high-
level political attention away fi’om other critical issues. It has tmdoubtedly

influenced economic development to some degree, by absorbing public
resources, hy severely damaging h’eland’s tourist industry and, possibly, hy
itlfluencing tile rate of inward investment. It has clearly shaped Irish-OK
diplomatic relations in ways which do not frilly reflect the nature and density
of social and economic relations between the two countries. Irish-British
relations are noticeably different in the State and in civil society.

If any of these influences were to continue, then the problem in
Northern h-eland would be a significant shaping factor. The Commission’s
Forward Studies Unit were interested in the potential for economic
integration and co-operation between the Republic and Northern h’eland
and work on the project included some examination of this question.
While the findings of that research will be published separately the nlain
directions can be summarised here.
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The v,,ork reviews research on tile I~uropean dimensions of the
~Olllhel’l] ;:ll]d NoF[NeFI] ecoi]onlic5 allf] idel)[il]es lilt." small extent I.o

which this has focused on economic integration of the two regions, An
initial assessment has been made of the potential lot co-operation and
whether Lhe European dimension warrants increased co-operauon. This is
done by considering the I)asis ILu" co-operation, Ihe potemial fur economic
interaction and the relevance of the European dinlension. Variol.lS
anal),tical approaches to market hllegration, developed in the F.uropean
Community in recent years, provide a perspective fi’om which to assess the
i)otential for marhet integration. This suggests that the long-standing
external orientation of the two economies ma), set limits to economic
interaction between North and South. In addition, neither the 1992
programme, nor the supl)orting official and private sector measures, will
i’ellaove a nlajol" I)arl’ier I.o illCl’e[ised illleFaeLion I)elgween Norl.h and Solll,h

- political violence and the security re,sponse to it..
The potenlional For co-operation in European Community policy areas

is also COlasi(lered. This reveals belaefits from co-operation in agriculture,
border region initiatives, transport, energy and health care. An initial
assessment has been made of tile argument for an alJ-h’eland approach to
Comnmnit), policy- i)arl.icularly slruetural policy. When account is I:.lkell
of the relative significance of UK and EC policies to the North, and of the
need to give priorit)" Io the general goverlmnee of Northern Ireland, theFe
may be limited gains fl-om a purely all-h’eland approacla to the main lines
of Communit)’ policy.

Attention is also i)aid to the i)olitical prerequisiles ol’economic
integration and eo-operalion. It is widely recognised, b)’ students of the
Etlrol)ean Conlmmlily, thai integration of mixed econolnies is a political

process. Consequently, jLISI like tile progress of European integration, the
econonliC integration of North and South requires parallel policy and
political developments. However, analvsis of the potential For economic
integration in h’eland reveals additional political requiremenls. At every
step of consideration of economic integration, the security and political
situation in Norther~ Ireland emerges as a major obstacle. This suggests
that the political prerequisites lot economic integration go well be)’ond the
kincl of harmonisation necessary in the resl of the Europe and, in fact,
include some political resolution of the Northern h’eland problem, Finall),,
attention is Ibcused on some h)ng-slanding claims concerning the I)ossible
effects of tile European dimension on the prol)lems in NI. It is argued that
the political effects of European inl.egralion - in particular, its tendency to
alter the lerms of domestic political competition - may be particularly
weak in the case of Northern Ireland.
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(iv) A Specific Balance Between National and Community Factors

In designing the 12 country study the Commission’s Forward Stndies
Unit requested that rescarcbcrs shotdd discuss botb national and EC
factors and policies. It is important to recognise that the balance between

these two will be difl~rent in each country. In recent years there has been
some advance in our tmderstanding of the implications of EC membership
for Ireland (NESC, 1989; Kcatinge, 1991a; Keatinge, 1991b; O’Dotaiaell,
1991b). One of the findings of that body of work is that the effects of
membersbip, and Lhe associated loss, or sbariog, of sovereignty, must be

evaluated by reference to an appropriate concept of sovereignty. The
meaning of sovereignty differs from one member state to another, and
over time. It follows that the extent and meaning of loss of sovereignty can
be quite different in each member state. Tbis implies that in analysing
factors shaping development in the post-1992 period, the balance between
Comnaunity (or international) factors and indigenous/actors, will be seen
to be different in each member state. This may be particularly so wben
considering factors which require political initiatives. Indeed, one
implication of tbis is that correct application of tbe principle of subsidiarity
may not imply the same allocation of policy ftmctions to each member
state.

In h-eland’s case, the analysis of the balance between international and
domestic factors reveals an interesting pattern. When considering socio-
economic factors, the anal)~is strongly suggests that international factors
and Commnnity policies have particular relevance. Although we have cited
many areas of domestic policy which are essential to success, it is also the
case that there are definite limiLs to h’eland’s economic polic), autonomy,
some of which arise from Communit), membership. However, when
considering bistorical/cnltural and political matters, we find relatively few
global factors that will shape Ireland’s development or, at least, it is not
easy to identify what factors will do so. In part, this reflects Ireland’s
location and small size. In a more general sense, it reflects the fact that,
except for superpowers, the signillcance of some political l;actor for a given
country is dependent on that country’s significance for the factor in
question. This retlects the predominance of interdependence in the world.
In Ireland’s c:~se, tbis interdependence tends towards the dependent end

of the spectrum and this accentuates the significance of global economic
factors and diminishes the significance of global cultural and political
factors.
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(v) Consensus and Controversy in Ireland

In asseml)ling 12 studies of national shaping t:actors, t.he COmlnission
was interested in tile knowing tile extent to which the main t:actors were

agreed within eacl’l country and what factors were the subject of
controversy. There is agreemetat tlaal, t.tle following socio-eeo~lomic fact.ors
will significantly shape h’eland’s development.

- SLrtlcture of the economy
- Demographic trends
- Unemployment
- Public finance
- International economic growth
- Agricultural retbrm
- Environnlental development
- EC enlargemenl

T]leI’e WOtl]d 11OI, however, be colnplete agreenlent on how these [’acl.ors

will bear on ftlttlre development. Anal),sis of these causal relationships and
their implications for action is a major task facing Irish social science. Of
course, social scientific rcse;Lrch will not, in and of itself, remove
controversy. The reasons for this should be noted. First, there are conllicts
of interest inherent in economic :rod social life- indeed, that is one of" the
persislent findings of Ihe social sciences. Second, the process of discovery
of casual relationship in the economy and society can only proceed so far
in the "laboratory" of social science research; key parts of economic and
social reality can only become known through involvement in acl.ioll to
achieve economic and social goals and in the contlicLs which such action .
inevit:~d)ly engenders (O’Donnell, 1992).

There is likely to be controversy oll the relevance of the Ibllowing
factors

International production and local.ion patterns
All the cultured and historical factors discussed above
The need for ;~ SySl.em of consensus/concerlation
The need [br more developed local government and democracy

Controversy over the relevance o1" these I’ael.ol’s i’el’]cels both I.he innal.e

(lil:ficuh.y of identifying their impact o11 economic development and the
fact Irhat I.here arc conflicts of tznderstanding alld interest in these areas.
The role of the t.cchnical and Ioc~ttiotla[ pattm-n of international economic
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development, as opposed to the rate of inlernalional economic growth, has
been discussed in Chapter 2(i). The debate over the need for further
clex,elopment of the system of social consensus, or political exchange, is
considered in Chapter 5. Here, it may be useful to consider the

relationship between structut’al, economic, cultural and political factors in
the promotion or retardation of economic i)rosperity.

The Inter’action of Economic, Cultural and Polititcal Iracto~
If h’eland is to address its fimdamcntal long-run problem - lack of

internationally competitive indigenous economic activity - it must choose
whether to focus its attention and action on structural characteristics (such
as fil’lll size or ownership of resources), economic factors (such as fin,’u’tce),
ct~ltt.’al factors (such as er~trepreneurship, education and traipsing) or the
political dimension (such as the electoral system, party structure or pul)lic
administration). If all or several of these dimensions are considered
important, t}lell it is 11ecess~tl)" to h~:tt’t/ess their interaction to create, a
virtuous rather than a vicious circle. There are two sotH’ces of information
on these matters: h’eland’s own past, and the past and currertt experience
of other societies. Conscque.tl),, it c~tll be argued that in considering the
economic, political and cuhural factors which will shape the future, and in
devising ways to harlaess these forces, it is necessary to reach some
utaderstanditlg of the past.

A variety of explanations have been offered of Ireland’s long-fun
economic failure, as indicated in mass emigration, high unemployment and
a long-run failure to converge to the level of other European societies (for
an overview see Kenned); 1992b). The classical nationalist explanation cited
the lack of legislative independence as the cause of h’eland’s experience in
the nineteenth century - though obviously some additional argument is
necessary to explain the economic failttre of indel3endent h’eland. Another
influential explanation, whicla cnn transcend both the tHlion and
independence, is that the South of Ireland lacked entrepreneurship (Lee,
1968). Indeed, this essentially cultural explanation has recently been
enriched by Lee, who traces h’eland’s twentieth century experience to d~e
predominance of a "possessor ethnic’, as opposed a "performer ethnic", in
the country’s institutions, intellect, character and identity (Lee, 1989). A

more struculral explanation has been developed by O’Malley (1989), who
argues that Ireland, as a late-developing country, faced, and still faces,
significant barriers-to-entry crealed by the scale, miu’ket power or
technological lead of established firms in larger, more developed,
economies. Political Sl.l’tlcturcs, in particular the n~ll.tH’e o[ party polil.ics and
I.he failure of politics to preselH and mediate conflicting interests, are
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emphasised by Girvin (1989). Although not intending to explain economic
perforna;ince, others have analysed the relationship between national
political mobilisation and the development of h’ish Catholicism (Garvin,
1981; Inglis, 1987). But those political factors could have a direct influence
on cconolnic life, through their influence on state policy and an indirect
effect, through slaaping cuhtu’al characteristics (such as the attthoritarian
family pattern) which might have been inimical to economic modernisation
(Brecn et al, 1990). Kenlledy et al (1988) identify a set of proximate causes,

which lie at the level of policy and public administration: failure to grasp
the implications of the small size of the economy, absence of long-term
persl)ective, and neglect of the lauman resource dimension. Finally, Crotty
believes that the relevant comparison is with third world countries and
develops an account in which cal)italist colonialism plays a central role. In
t:he nineteentla cen.tury the colonial power drew Ireland into a particular,
and unpromising, role in the international division of labour. In the
twentieth century, the social and political structures established under
colonialism used the state in ways which favoured entrenched elites (Crotty,
1986). These structural, economic, cuhural and i)olitlcal, explanations,
tlaough clearl), not contradictory, tend to suggest different approaches to
overcoming h’eland’s problems.

A Comparative l~stitutional Per~)gective
If we reject the dominant tendency to vigorously separate the

economic, the social and the political dimensions of life, then it seems
likely Ihat some synthesis of these different interpretations is possible
(Kennedy, 19921)). The recent research commissioned by NESC, The hVsh
Economy in a Comparative Institutional Perspective, provides just such a
synthesis. Its Norwegian author, Lars ~j¢oset, draws heavily on till the work
cited above in order to present an interpretation of h-eland’s experience
which embodies the dynamic interaction of economic and social
structures, global political I, ictors, and cuh:ural and au.il.l~dinal pattel’ns. As
such, it is z perfect example of the interactive outlook outlined in Chapter
1. Furthermore, like all histor); il is oriented to the needs of the present.
For the reasons outliHed briefly I)elow, il I11ay fol’ce a iI1:.ljor adwmce in Ihe
discussion of Irelancl’s historical develol)ment problem and, through that,
may assist the choice of action to shape the fltture.

We noted above that Mj¢oset draws heavily on existing historical and
social research. What then allows bin1 to push Ibrward the debate between
structural, economic, cultural and political explanations? We can identify
four elements, ¢h’zlwn from international dcvelol)ments in social science,
which he I)rings to bear on the Irish case.
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(i) A definition of institutions which sees them as having two
dimensions. First, institutions ~re the outcome of recttrrent
conflicts, where tile parties have invested their "power resources"
to reach compromises which secure favourable outcomes. Second,
institutions are "sets of habiLs, routines, rules, norms and laws,
which by reducing the amount of information necessary for
individual and collective action, make reproduction and change
of society possible (Mjoset, 1992, i)1).52-35).

(ii) A distinction, developed by Senghaas in a study of the European
peripher),, between two patterns of growth: (a) Au.tocent~c-where
growth occurs with socio-economic development and (b) I~uropean
pel~pheral or de~endmzt develol)ment - where growth occurs without
socio-economic development. The relevance of this is that it
provides a new category - peripheral development - into which
h’eland might be put, which differs somewhat fi’om the categories
used in previous studies (such as "dependent", "post-colonial",
"third-world", "late-developer", "Catholic", "resource-poor" etc.),
and seems to improve on them.

(iii) Use of tile concept of a national s),stem if innovation. A national
system of innovation is defined as the institutions and economic
structures which affect tile rate and direction of innovative
activities in the econom),. In recent ),ears, the focus has shifted
from tile innovative activit), of the heroic entrepreneur to a
ntmlber of institutional fcatures inside and outside firms. These

are I)elieved to include the relation between banking and
business, R&D activity, education, on-the-job training, higher
education and tile structttre of tile econom),. Indeed, in the case
fi’om which this idea was largely developed (i.e., Denmark) the
emphasis is more on routine commercial relationships I)etween
users and producers, and tile way tile), promote interactive
learning, than on R&D or scientific research.

(iv) Adoption of a comparative method. In order to test the validity of
the h),pothesis discussed above, Mjoset compares Ireland with a
set of, carefull), chosen, countries: Denmark, Sweden, Finland,
Switzerland and Austria.

¯ ’ heland s "basicAt a most general level, Mj0~set s conclusion is that " ’

vicious circle starts fi’om two facts: the weak national s),stem of innovation
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and population decline via emigration. The mechanisn~ whereby those two
features reinforce each othez" mttst be sought in the social Stl’tlCl.Ul’e. Wllese
mcchanislns are highlighted b), studying contrasts which emerge fl’om the
coral)arisen, with the other case countries" (~j(~set, 1992, pp.7-8). It is
clear that these two facts are of a very different order: emigl-ation and
population decline are undisputed facts, while the existence of a weak
national s),stem of innovation is a complex hyl)othesis. This highlights the
extent to which M jf~set’s contrihtttion to the h’ish debate turns on the use
of the four elements outlined above - particularl), the concept of the
national s),stem of in nowuion.

Although consideral)le emphasis is given to cttltural and institutional
factors, the focus of his argunaent is on the ecoT~omic sD’ltcl~tle. He draws on
existing seeondar), material to i)rovide fairl), detailed accounts of the
following episodes.:

i)roto-industrialisation (eighteenth century)
deindustrialisation (except around Belfast)
pastoralisation
i)roteetion of domestic industr), ( 1932-1965)
the period of export-led growth

The form of his argument is to assess the al)ility of existing theories
(concerning lack of legislative independence, entreprenettrship and
ettlture, colonialism and i)ost-colonialism, late development, part), politics
etc.), to exl)lain these clevelopnlellLS tahi’ttg ~zole of the various co~zlrc&~L~ with
Denma~h, Sweden, Finland Switzerlzz.nd a’nd A’ustT~a,

His conclttsion is that each of these explanations, though valuable, are
i’nsufficiel~t to explain h’cland’s relative experience. Hc shares the basic
diagnosis of several of these theories (especially O’Malley’s), that h’eland
moved from proto-industrialisation to deindustrialisation (in the
nineteenth century) largely because it I~cecl COll~petition fi’om the most
advanced industrial empire in the world (p.11). What Mj~set adds to this
diagnosis is the al’gUl11C’l~lt that this deindustrialiation was so strong, and
the agricultural regime was incal)al)le of supl)orting new industr); I)ecause
Ireland had a weak national system of innovation. This, in turn, is
explained b), a combination of external and internal factors.

We have sketched an explanation which is more multi-causal
(emphasising circles of cumulative causation) than those i)resented
earlier. Certainly, we have only provided a rough sketch, and much
research wotflcl be nccclecl to spell it Otlt ila greater COllapal’ative detail.
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Whatever the result of such a test would be, it seems that three
perspectives must be combined: an eml)hasis on the demand side
(especially on the dynamics of the domestic market), on the supply
side (especially on linkages and national or local systems of innovation,
along the lines of the Neo-Scbumpeterian tradition), and finally, on
the external forces of barriers to entry.

Our main conclusion is that in all the contrast cases - and even in

Finland, the Nordic latecomer - a functioning national system of
innovation came into being in the second half of the 19th century. In
h’eland, a proper system of innovation developed only in Belfast. An
effective system of innowltion in other parts of the island could only
have developed in close interaction with the transformation of
agriculture. Ireland was, after all, an ovel’whelmingly agricultural
ecollOllly. However, the trend towards pastoralisation, and the fOCUS OD
live cattle as the major export item, did not eucoui’age the nurturing of
"micro-circuits" of the type whii:h emerged during the Danish
development towards a more intensive type of agricnhnre. The lnuch
more important role of the cooperative movement in Denmark,
compared to h’eland, illustrates this main contrast (Mjoset, 1992,
p.242).

This approach attempts to ideutif), a number of factors - whether culttu’al,
social or institutional - which tended to reinforce h’eland’s vicious circle in

the nineteenth century and reproduce it in Ihe twentieth. In the
nineteenth century these inchlded the paternalistic family structure and
emigration, both closely related to increasing specialisation on the
production and export of live cattle. These continued into the twentieth
century and were reinforced by the interaction of national and Catholic
mobilisation, and the influence which this had on both the state and civil
society. This anal),sis can be seen as an effort to trace the strttcture, or
skeleton, which lies beneath, and explains, the titce of modern Ireland
described so vividly by Lee (1989).

Ttirning to the present and the future it is possible to ideutify soule
positive and negative features which will probably shape the country’s
evolution. The long view articulated by Mj~Jset allows us to see that Ireland
still [’:ices the fundamental problem of developing internationally
competitive activities on a sufficient scale, and with sufficient roots in
the h’ish economy, to provide employment and prosperity. However, after
the internal and external changes of the 1980s, the country now faces this
pl-oblem with two new burdens on its back: historically high levels of long-
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term uncmploynlent and an overhang of national debt. Mjoset eonchldes
that:

A major task for h’eland in tile 1990s, therefore, nlust be to stimulate
an h’ish system of innovation. Only this will solve some of the problems
identified in the outward-oriented strategy... It should also be noted
that such a system would be no cover for old-fashioned import
substitution strategies. It does not involve state protection, but it
implies the creation of factor adwintages. It recognises that the world is
open and that the goal is not substitution for imports, but rather an
innovative approach to tile question of export competitiveness.

The analysis of national innovation systems - even the way they
worked during tile Golden Age - indicates man), elements from which
h-eland may learn, grit this learning illtlSt be combined with a clear
understanding of the specific challenges of the present state of
technological development. (Mjoset, 1992, p. 18)

I)uttlng aside, for a nlolnellt, the ilature or this task, it is possible to
mention three developments which may improve tile chance of achieving
this in the years to come. First, there is evidence that h’eland is developing
the type of autonomous civil society which Mjosct identified in all his
contrasl, cases.3 Some ol: the limitations of Ihe p;u’ty i)olitical system -
deriving fi’om tile catch-all nature of several parties and their u’adidonal
dominant concern for tile agrarian interest - might possibly be overcome

by the development of "political exchange" involving the social parmers
and government (See Chapter 5). Thus it is possible that some of the
factors which, in the past, reinforced poor economic i)erformance and
thus created cumulative vicious circles, may not be so forcefid in flmu’e.
Third, it is possible thai changes in technology and the international
economy can reduce tile significance of some of h’eland’s historical
disadvantages and increase the economic relevance of some of Ireland’s

strengths. This feature of teclmologica[ change has been noted by Perez
and Soete, who discuss the possibility of "windows of opportunity" for
smaller and less aclvanced countries (Pcrez and Soele, 1988).

3 Hi: S;lx’fi I11~11 "the illt]llt~llCtt of sttcIll{ll" t]:il’ctts ;l’ll$ wl:akcr Ill,ill in :111}’ ii1" Ihtt COllll’ils[

I:lises. Thus h’i:lani’l’s civil socicly I)cGitlic zl C:llholic o111~, lind Catholicism als. rt~prcsctlted

a close lie to lhc state. St+lift. Chilrch lind civil society were INO1"�2 SII+OIIgIv linked tOgclhci-
lhlili ill lilly of lhc conl F.ISt ¢~lSt:s". (M.iosel, 1992, I).250).
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Finally, despite the significant adwmce (in discussion of the interaction
of economic, cultural attd political factors) made possible by Mjoset’s
recent work for NESC, there remains considerable work to be done. In
particular, though the idea of the national system of innovation has been
shown to the a valuable organising concept, we do not yet have detailed
knowledge of the particular system in h’eland in the 1990s. This alone
identifies an important research task. A further, and even more difficult
task, is identification and implementation ot7 measures which will stimulate
an Irish s),stem of innovation.



Chapter 4

CHALLENGFS FOR THE EUI’~OI~EAN COMMUNI73"

[T]he universalist principles of democratic states need an
anchoring in the political culture of each country. The principles
laid down in the constitution can neither take shape in social
practices nor I)ecome the driving force for the project of creating
an association of fi’ee and equal persons, unless tile), are situated in
the context of the history of a nation oFcitizens in such a way as to
be con nected with their motives and convictions.

However, examples of multicultural societies like Switzerland
and the United States demonstrate that political cuhure in the
seedbed of which constitutional principles are rooted by no means
has to be based on all citizens sharing the same language or the
same ethnic and ctflture origins...

That nation-states constitute a problem along tile thorny path
to a Eurol)ean Union is, however, less due to their insurmountable
claims to sovereignty d~an to another fact: democratic processes
have hitherto only fimctioned within national borders. So tht, the
political public sphere is fragmented into national units.

Jurgen Habermas, "Citizenship and National Identity: Some
Reflections on the Future of Europe", 1991.

Despite the recent advances in Eurol)ean integration, and in our
tmderstanditlg of it, there remains consiclerable uncertainty ;|l)ott(. the
fltture of the Communit), and Ireland’s prospects within it. These too are
economic, i)olitical and cuhtH’al. They arise, first, I)ecause there is an array
of internal and external problems which threaten Europe and, second,
becatlse thel’e al’e SeVel’e dotlbts abotll whethel" the Colllmtlnity, with its
existing decision making system and institutional structure, can el:fectively
deal with them. These problems and the Commtmity’s ability to deal with
them are discussed in Sections (i) and (ii), respectively. The remainder of
the chapter considers possible medium- and long-term approaches to
cohesion.

,t9
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(i) The Internal and External Agendas

The Treaty of Maastricht extends the competence of the union to new
policy areas such as the promotion of industrial competitiveness,
estal)lishment of trans-European networks, education, training, culture,
coz’Jsumer protection, civil protection, tourism, energy and development
co-operation. More significandy, the Treaty contains a blueprint for full
economic anti monetary union belbre the end of the centm’y. Quite apart
fi’om prol)lems of managing a full economic and monetary unioll, the
Community faces a set of immediate economic problems which, if not
addressed, may disrupt or even destroy the transition to EMU. The EMS
seems unable to play tbe role in the transition to EMU which is assigned to
it in the Maasu’iclat Treaty. This raises questions about the rules, norms and
values which are embodied in that treaty. Economic growth remains low
du’oughout the Community and tmemplo),nlent, though it never fell much
after the crises of the 1970s and early 1980s, is clearly emerging as an
economic, social and l)olitical problem.

Tbere also remains considerable doubt about whether the 1992

programme, on its own, will work, in the sense of restoring Europe’s
competitiveness relative to the US and Japan. Though there was, and
remains, a strong case for the completion of the internal market, it is
unlikely that deregulation and market liberalisation are sufficient to
achieve the deeper structural and behaviourial adjttstments which provide
the basis for a sustained period of innovation, growth and economic
leadership.

It is also doubtful that the 1992 programme, and other Community
policies, will succeed in signifieandy reducing spatial and social inequalities
in the Community (NESC, 1989). If this is true generally it is obviously of
particular importance to h’eland.

If this combination of new policy areas and severe economic and social
problems presents the Community with daunting tasks, the pressures seem
remarkal)]e altogether when the external environment is considered, As
outlined in Chapter 2, the external environment will present the
Community with a set of problems deriving from changes in Eastern
Europe, the Mediterranean, global relations between the rich North and
the poor South, international economic instability and environmental
problems.

Overall then, the Comnlunity has a demanding internal agenda,
containing the 1992 programme, EMU, cohesion, social Europe and the
formulation of guiding values; it faces an tmcertain, and in many ways
threatening, external environment because of developments in Central
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Europe, the Mediterranean, elalargement, North-South relations and
elwiroiametltal dec;iv. This agenda and set of external issues would I)e likely

to overload even the nlost attthoritativc and legitimate decision-making
and administrative system. But the authority effectiveness and legitimzcy
of the Communitv’s system of governance are highly problematic.

(ii) The Authorit); Effectiveness and Legitimacy of the Community

Consider first the effectiveness of the system. The Conamunitv’s policv

process has long had three different decision-making systems for dealing
with different sets of isstles: the "Community method", pure
intergovernnlentalism and policy co-operation. Rather than move toward
one decision-making model - as advocated at the 1991 Inter Governmental
Conference bv tile Commission, The Netherlands and Belgium - the
Treaty of Maasu’icht has codified this variety in the famous "Three Pillars"
(Keatinge, 1992). But even the most effective of these models of policy
making - tile Community method - mav lack sufficient effectiveness,
authority and legitimacy to adequately address the prol)lems which will
confi’ont lhe Commnnitv. In the period following the famous veto crisis
this decision-making process was noted for its inertia and tile Iilct that
when it reached decisions these were often the lowest colnnlot’i

denominalor of the "national interests". Although the Single European Act
(SEA) increased the efficiency and effectiveness of this process, it. has been
argued that disjointed incrementalisnl mav not be sufficient to see the
Community through the tlu’bnlent waters of the 1990s. "In the longer term
tile question of how to provide a system of government that has sufficient
capacity, political authority and legitimacv at the Conamunity level must be
confi’onted in. an overt fashion" (Laffan, ]991). Even now, tile strong
intergovernmental element, and fragmented Councils of Ministers,
hamper the Community’s decision-making system. ~,,%qaat are represented as
national interests :ire tYequently no more than sectional or private interests
and this leads to nainimal and poor decisions. Although the SEA has
greatly speeded up the processing of the 1992 programme, it should I)e
noted tlmt II~ere existed a strong i)rior political consensus on the internal
market. There is already evidence that the post-SID\ system does not work
so well on issues where more difficult conflicts require resolution. In
addition, I.he Colnnltmitv niethod is under increased allack I)v opponents
of European nnion operating under the guise of "subsidiaritv’.

This system would be even less sadsfaclorv in the context of a move to
EMU. As argued in hish analysis undertaken belbre the currcncv crisis of
late 1992, there is a definite relttctance to confront the I)olitical
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consequences of EMU (Laffan, 1991). It was also argued that there are
reasons to fear that the ovcra]l structtlre set out in the Maastric]lt Treaty
will be somewhat tmbalanced - with more coherent institutions and policy
on the monetar), side than on the economic. This results precisely from tile
fact that insufficient progress has been made on Ihe political and
institutional fronts to create a political body with the authority, capacity
and legitimacy to determine a set of economic policies for the Comnmnity
(O’Donnell, 1991c).

Enlargement will further expose the limits of the Community’s
institutional and decision-making system. There is some recognition that a
much larger union could not I)e elTective with intergovernmental
bargaining at tile centre of the system. This poses a most important
question which requires not only political but conceptual innovation.

Turning to the other pillars, the prospects of addressing the internal
and external agendas outlined above seem even smaller. Although the
Treaty of Maastricht has nominally transformed the existing European
Political Co-operation (EPC) into a Conlmon Foreign and Security Policy

(CFSP), the requirement of unanimity in this area, and the approach
adopted by meml)er states, greatly dilute the content of this policy - as
demonstrated graphically in Yugoslavia.

While talk of the democratic deficit has long been viewed with great
cynicism by some member states - arid is, admittedl}; often l)resented in
abstract and idealist terms - it may be that the ineffectiveness of
Commtmity decision making (whether in law making or constitution
writing) is, in part, a function of lack of legitimacy and authority. The
rejection of the Maastricht Treaty in tile first Danish referendum and the
difficulties experienced in France have certainly brought the issue of
legitimacy higher up the agenda. However, there is no guarantee that the
question will be dealt with in a way which enhances the Community’s
capacity to address the internal and external prol)lems listed al)ove.
Indeed, history may well be creating one of tlmse conjunctures where
rational, co-operative, solutions (though ultimately better for all parties)
cannot be achieved, because of the short-term incentives to non-

cooperative behaviom’. Among the paradoxes of the current crisis is that it
requires, above all, that the political leaders of Europe continue to co-
ordinate their actions; yet one of the reasons for the crisis is that the
political process of the Commtmity has been conducted only at Ihat elite
level.

Overall, the institutional and decision-making system of the
Community - in particular, the strong intergovernmental element - do not
seem capable of dealing with the remarkal)le internal and external
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agendas. It is Ihis which suggests that tile economic, political and cultural
dinlensions of tile Conlnlunity, and h’eland’s place within it, are tmcertain
and, in many i’espects, threatened.

Tile internal and external agendas outlined above iml)l), a definite
overload of the Community’s institutions and decision-nlaking procedure.
Ahhough this is surely true, it ma), I)e nlistaken to abandon or hive-off
agenda items in tile hope of getting a smaller agenda under control. The
ah.ernative is to look at the Conlnlunity institutions and decision-making
system. As with external pressures and crises, internal problenls can, in
sonic circunlstances, galvanise a society and polity and, in others, loosen its
internal ties. One reaction to tile daunting agenda might be to halt
deepening, and proceed to a shallow, but wider, Community in which most
internal and external issues will be addressed b)’ nation states. Another
course nlay be available. Identifying such an alternative will be a difficult
task. What can be said, howeveh is that, in tile light of this remarkable
agenda, the continuation of traditional haggling over the prerogatives of
tile nation state, which h~ts occtlpied so nlllch tinle ;.lllCl encl’gy ill recent
years, is likely to be disastrous.

(iii) Putting the Cohesion Issue in Perspective

Tile remaining sections of this chapter consider possible medium- and
Iong-ternl approaches to cohesion in Lhe EC. An attenlpt is made to put
tile cohesion issue in perspective. Three I)road policy apl)roaches to
cohesion are identified and it is argued that tile task 111cing Ihe Comnltmity
is to identify the i)otential and limits of each. Two dinlensions of the
cohesion issue are emphasised: tile evoh,ing interpretation of regional
developnlent and tile relationship between regional and social inequality.
Enlphasis has shifted fi’onl the exleraal deternlinants of regional growth, to
indigenous t’actors in I)oth leading and lagging regions. Recent reports to
the Commission have emphasised Ihe social as opposed Io spatial nature of
mucla inequality in tile EC. These considerations allow some judgement on
Ihe potential and limits of each policy approach to cohesion. That
.judgement sttggesLs that tile Comnltmity should develoI) a combination of
structural policies, difl’erenetial application of other Comnltmity policies
and I)udgetary nlechanisms.

While h’eland’s interest does undoubtedly focus on cohesion, an
attempt has been made in recent years to put cohesion in the correct
perspective. This is beginning to yield an inlproved understanding of tile
relation between donlestic and Comtnozlity policy, the place of tile
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cohesion question in tile overall Comnlunity system and of the relationship
between regional and social inequality.

The first of these insights - concerning the importance of domestic
policy - derives both fi’om analysis of regional problems and fl’om recent
research on h’eland’s experience in the Community. The former has
prompted rejection of deterministic theories of regional growth and
decline and suggested that factors indigenous to a region have a significant
bearing on its performance and even on the place which it occupies in the
international division of lahour. Among these indigenous I.tctors are the
economic and other policies ptwsued by national or regional authorities.
This suggests that a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for

cohesion, is domestic policies which promote the long- term strength of
the Irish econom)’.

The detailed anal),sis of h’eland’s experience in the Community
confirmed this point. On the basis of such an anal),sis, NESC derived, and
stated bluntl)’, a series of lessons. Of tile twelve lessons of the period 1973 to
1987, half referred to h~sh poli0, rather than in ternational inlegration per se.
These considerations led NESC to tile view "that membership of tile
Community does not diminish the need for a national ability to identify
solutions to national problems - even whel’e these solutions require
Comnaunity policies and action "(NESC, 1989, p. 218). A similar conclusion
emerges from Kenned),’s review of theoretical and empirical work on
international and interregional convergence: "Whether or not Ireland
converges with tile rest of the EC will depend primarily on its own national
efforts" (Kenned),, 1992a).

A perspective is also being attained on how the cohesion question
relates to the wider set of Conlmunit), goals and policies. In its report
h’eland in the ISuropean Community NESC argued that h’eland must place the
cohesion issue within a strategic approach to European integration:

To establish a given objective as an actual Comnlunity priority, it nlttst
be consistent with the resolution of the maior problems facing tile
Community in general. There is clear evidence that concentration of
any one member state on an)’ one objective is liable to 3eopardise the
achievement of even that one ol~jective, and certainly undermine the
ability of the Community as a whole to address its problems (NESC,
1989).

More recently, an attempt has been made to interpret the place of
cohesion in tile Community system since the Treaty of Rome. This revealed
that "the relationship between the regional objective and, sa)’, I.he common
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nlarket ohjective, was tied up with, and a product of, the relationship
between Community objectives, policies and institutions, on the one hand,
and national objectives, policies and institutions, on the other"
(O’Donnell, 1991d, p. 98). This analysis suggested that a significant
change in lhe place of the cohesion isstie in the Community, and
significant enhancement of cohesion-pronloting Community policies,
requires a change in tile relationship between the Community and the
nlembcr states.

A third way in which the cohesion isstie requires to be put in
perspective, is to see the limits of the standard Communit), definition and
conception of colaesion/non-cohesion, as inter-regional differences in
average incorne per head. As will be seen below, this conception, and the
indicators which are commonly employed, tends to conceal the fact that
the problems of inequalit)’, poverty and unemployment in the EC may be
social rather than regional. This has implications for the definition and
measurenlelat of regional problems, the design and implementation of
Conlnlunity policy and h’eland’s approach in the Community. In
particular, it suggests that while h’cland has an enormous interest in
cohesion (in the sense of narrowing intra-EC regional disparities in
income per head) this objective cannot encompass the whole of h’eland’s
interests or needs.

The thre:ld which connects all these cliscussions of Community policy is
the central role of the political dimension. The implication of the work on
the cohesion question cited above is that the place of economic and social
cohesion in the Conlnlunity system is linked to, and largely del.ermined by,
tile degree of political cohesion or political union. This is now understood
to a fair degree in h’eland. Furthermore, the development of other policies
which have a maio," bearing on cohesion, such as nlacroeconomic policy
and fiscal union, is also linked Io political union.

(iv) Defining the Cohesion Problem and Mapping Out an Approach

It is possible to identify three broad policy approaches to cohesion:

- structtlral intervel~tiolls
- diffel+ential application of other Community policies
- budgetary or public finance instrttments.

The task facing the Colnintmity in the nmdium tern’h is to identify the
potential and limits of each of these types of policy as a means of
promoting convergence and mainvlining cohesion. Since such an
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evaluation shows thai each approach has botJl potential ~.ttad limits (see
below), it seems necessary to devise a combination of all tlaree approaches.
Tile argument summarised below is that, in designing a combinal.ion of
these three :.lppl’o,71ches, :accotlllt be taken of two partictlJal" factors: first,
the social, rather than purely spatial, nature of much of the inequality in
the Community and, second, the current limits on our ability to devise and
implement policies which are consistently capable of reversing regional
[ortunes.

Both a Short- and Long-Run Focats
A central element of the argttment and proposals outlined below is

that, whatever the limits of current resources and political possibilities, the
Community shottld adopt a set of policies which are consistent with a long-
term programme for cohesion. Consequently, it is appropriate to consider
measures and approaches which may not be feasible on a large scale at
present but which, because of their effectiveness and analytical
justification, could be established in embryonic form in the short run. In
other words, reviews of cohesion policies should avoid the temptation of a
quick-fix, or the delusion that the problem will be solved in the coming
years, and establish policies and mechanism which make sense, on either a
larger or smaller scale, in the long rtm. Likewise, it is important to design a
set of approaches to cohesion which are consistent with the evolving
Commutaity system of overall economic and social management - if it can
I)e called a system - and with the evolving relationship between the
Community and the member states.

A Three-Pronged Approach to Cohesion
It is argued below thai Commtmity policy for cohesion might have

three main elements in the long term:

- development of the Structural Funds
- serious consideration of the cohesion dimension of competition

policy, agriculture policy, overall Etll’Ope~ill InacI-OeCOl’lOl’l)ic policy
and tax harmonisation/competition.

- Commtmity support for minimutn levels of public good provision
in weaker regions and lllelnbel" states.

In designing instrtHnents under each of these headings, the social element
of the cohesion problem could be taken into account in various ways.
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(v) Two Dimensions of the Cohesion lssne

There are nnnaerous dimensions to the issue of social and regional
inequality, including the regional impact of the internal market
programme, the rclationshiI) between cohesion and macroeconomic policy
and performance, and the cohesion implicaLions oF EMU. While these
have been nluch discussed in recent years, two olher dilllensions seeln ~ess

frcqnentl), cited, ccrtainl)’ in h’eland. These are, first, the evoh, ing
interl)retation of regional development and, second, the relationshiI)
between regional and social inequality. The task in the me(lium term is to
derive the implications ot: these Ibr policy. These implications concern the
potential and limits of the three policy al)l)roaclaes to cohesion.

The Evolving In.tetpretatioT~. of l~eg~onal DevelopmeTtt
A study of research on regional issues and regional policy shows that

the sul)ject is experiencing a period of considerable ttn’bnlence. The
"l)rincil)le of cumulative causation" w~ts an iml)ortant element in the
analysis of regional problems. That princil)le stated that if there are
"economies of scale in I)rodttction" or "economies of agglomeration" then
a region which gets an initial advantage will find that advantage reinforced
as its level of procluction increases. On dais view, economic disl)arities, far

fl’om being self-adjusting, or self-correcting, its in ort.hodo× economic
anal),sis, tend to I)e sell~rcinlbrcing.

This idea i)layed a significant role in post-war regional policy, which was
designed IO increase demand for the region’s exports. This was done I)),
attracting growth indttstries to the region (by meastn’es such as capital
grants, etc.) and improving the I)roductivit), and export l)ropensit),of
existing inch.tstr}, (via capital grams, labour sul)siclies and infl’asl.ructural
investment). While this Ibrm of regional i)olic), had some success, it has
not served to fttndamentally reverse regional decline or reshape the
i)altern of regional devclol)ment. The Ibcus of t.he theory and policy on

denland its the ultimate determinanL ol: regional [)rosl)el’iLy seenls to have

led polic},-makers to ignore non-cost factors operating on the supply side.
Disappointment with the results of post-war regional policy, and

observation of new pattern of regional development, has led to interesting
ctevelopments in the theor), of regional (levelol)ment. A common feature
o1: recent approaches is a rejection of the more deterministic theories of
regional growth and decline. There is evidence that the hierarch)’ of
regions is not as stable its certain versions of the theor), of cumulat.ive
~r£)wth .~llld decline would impl),; su’ong regions can go into decline and
weaker regions can surpass them. This is sometimes linked Io regional
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effects of technical and organisational change and the regional pattern of
innow~tion (see Chapter 2(i)). Regional theorists have also reassessed the
significance of transl)ort infrastrttcture in regional development, since the
regional problem is no longer seen purely in terms of accessibility to richer
regions. Emphasis has shifted fi’om the external deternlinants of regional
growth, to indigenous factors in both leading and lagging regions. Factors
such as innovation, entrepreneurship, the level and quality of public good
provision, labour market and social sI.rl.lCttll’eS, economic and other

policies, institutional arrangements between industry, finance and tile
state, and the size and nature of the indigenous market, have all been
identified as significant.

From a policy perspective these developments in tile interpretation of
regional problems, and especially tile recognition of the role of indigenous
factors, have both optimistic and pessimislic implications. They are
optimistic in that they undermine tile idea that external structural factors in
tile wider international economy condemn any region to inevital)le
backwardness. But these developnlents are pessimistic in that, while the),
point to tile need fo~, and tile potential of, local initiative, they also suggest
that regional disadwmtage is, in part, the resuh of multiple indigenous
factors. This undernlines tile view that there are one or two policy
instruments which, if applied on a large enough scale, would solve the
regional problem. It is argued below that tile multiplicity of possible
factors, and tile proliferation of policy instruments, constitutes one of tile
main problems facing regional policy now.

The Relationship Betwemt Regional and ,Social h~equality
In striking a balance I)etween the three broad approaches to cohesion,

the Community might take greater note of tile relationship between
regional and social inequality. In the EC it is common to define and
measure tile cohesion problem by reference to average regional per capita
incomes. There is a fundamental problem in defining and measuring tile
problem in this way: measures of inter-regional inequality depend on tile
regional boundaries which are selected. This is one of a series of statistical
problems which arise as a resuh of what is known as the "modifiable area
unit problem" (Arbia, 1989). The problem I)edevils not only Ihe
I]leaStll’enlenl of regional problems, but also any attelllpt tO I_lSe slatistical
analysis to "explain" them. However, it is most important to realise that
these are not only statistical problems and, in fact, rellect a real property of
tile economy and society. Uhimately, they are a reflection of t~he limits of
tile concel)t of a region in either economic or social terms.
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This can be seen when we consider the implications for policy. The
idea that regional economic disparities should 13e reduced for the sake of
equity only makes sense if there is a relationship between spatial equit), and
social equity. The pursuit of inter-regional equity as a policy goal has been
characterised as substituting "place prosperit)," for the more fondamental
goal of "people prosperity". It can be argued that in the absence of analysis

of time relationship betaveen spatial eqtiiW and social eqoit), the pursuit of
inter-regional equity becomes a meaningless goal (Gore, 1984). The
implication of this seems to be that regional policies can constitute an
unsatisfactory approach to time cohesion question, precisely because they
reduce the cohesion question to a purely regional question. These
approaches can lead policy-makers and others to assume that prohlems in
peripheral regions are problems 0fperipheral regions, that problems i*l
rtlral regions are essentially problems of rural regions. Geographers and
certain regional theorisLs have, in recent years, seen the limitations of this
viewpoint and named it as "spatial separatism", where, 19), separatism they
have in mind, not a political position, but time analytical "notion that it is
possible to identify, separate and evaluate time spatial as aim independent
phenomenon oz" a property of events examined through rough spatial
analysis" (Sack, 1974). It should be stressed that criticism of this viewpoint

does not imply that regional patterns do not matter but, as Gore says, "that
the questions have been formulated in time wrong way. They have been
tormulated in a way which tries to separate a spatial pattern from the social
processes which are occurring within a countr),, and then evaluate its
effects" (Gore, 1984).

Approaches which have been informed 19), these insights have been
adopted in two recent reports on Community cohesion policy. In a report
to the European Parliament, A NeTo Strateg3, for Economic aTld Social Cohesion,
13), the National Institute for Economic and Social Research (NIESR) in
London, in collaboration with other institutes, there is considerable
emphasis on two related aspects: time social nature of much of the cohesion
problem and time need for a wicler range of indicators if the objectives of
cohesion policy is to include pursuit of social goals: it is argued that the
data on a wide range of economic and social phenomena should be
considered and, in particular, that "it is necessary to look at the
distribution of incomes and notjtist the average level" (Begg and Mayes,
1991, 13. 77). They also noted time artificiality of boundaries and the
existence of sltttations in which cohesion appears to he lacking - such as
those of ethnic Imminorities or urban problems - but which are not picked
lip by existing indicators (ibid., 13. 84). Likewise, a report to Directorate
General XXII of the European Commission, entitled Methodafor Achieui*zg
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Greateq" Economic and Social Cohesion in the EC, by tile Trans European Policy
Studies Association (TEPSA), put considerable enlpbasis on the problems
of measurenaent and analysis and on the tension between "place
prosperity" and "people prosperity" (TEPSA, 1991). In both cases these
factors were considered to have significant implications for Community
policy.

~Aqfile this aspect of the cohesion problem requires further study in
each specific situation, it is possible, even in the mediun~ term, to adopt an
approach which takes account of the most obvious policy implications of
the existing researcb in this area. These are three. First, the significance of
social disadvantage suggests that we consider a wide range of national and
Commonity policies, and not just those concerned with regional cohesion.
Second, there are likely to be limits to the degree to which it is possible to
achieve cohesion objectives by means of purely regional policies, i.e.,
policies which manipulate the location of economic activity. Third, the
main policy instrnments which are known to be capable of enhancing
equity (long in use in the member states) will have to become a part of
Comnlnnity policy if cohesion is to be attained. These policies include the
budgetary mechanisms which support in,ter-regional and, most
significantly, interpersonal equity - through social insurance, income
redistribtttion or the provision of public goods. This reinforces the
importance of developing the budgetary or fiscal element of Conmluoity
cohesion policies.                              ~.

(vi) The Potential and Limits of Structural Interventions

A central element of any new approach to cohesion most be a realistic
assessment of the degree to which structural policies are capable of
overcoming problems of regional and social inequality. There would seem
to be an emerging consensus about the potential and limits of su’nctural
policies. There are three elements to this consensus. The first is a
recognition that u’aditional approaches to regional problems are no longer
adequate. Second, it is agreed that structural regional policy should focus
primarily on indigenous resources and innovation potential. Third,
development and implementation of policy along these lines poses a
nnmber of difficult challenges and these suggest that there are, as yet,
definite limits to what (:an b.c,achieved by this approach on its own.

The Limited Potentiag of Traditional Policy
Despite the problems of evaluation there is a very widespread

agreement that traditional regional policy has limited future potential.
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Two kinds of problenls can be distinguished. First, even where traditional
regional policy succeedecl in attracting mobile projects to designated
regions, and where extensive infrastructure was constructed, the effects on
these regions were generally less than was expected. Second, since the
crisis of the 1970s, regions are subject to new kinds of pressures and
require new kinds of restructuring which may not be much assisted by
conventional regional policy. This is a major theme of recent work on
regional policy (see Wadley, 1986; Albrechus el. aL, 1989; Chisholm 1990)
and indusu’ial geography (see Gertler, 1988; Schoenberger, 1989; Gertler,
1989). Put very briefly, tile types of economic actMty and su’uctures which
prewtiled after the recessions of the 1970s and 1980s implied a somewhat
different geographical pau.ern ol:production.

In a recent overview of new perspectives for regional policy in the

1990s, Albrech ts et al. (1989) note that:

Unequal regional development is tile result of an historic process
which has, through a series of consecutive phases, continually
produced new socio-economlc and political inequalities within and
between regions ... Spatial development policies can thus only be
successful if the historically developed structural conditions which
determine uneven development are identified and addressed.

While we are a long way short ot" a comprelaensive theory to explain
llnevela deve[oplllellt, recent work has focused oil innov;ltion and
indigenous agglomeration Ibrces as significant elements in the process of
regional development, on the grounds that these are an important
component of tile ecoiiomic advantages of leading regions. In what are
sometimes referred to as "new" su’uctural policies, support for firms tends
to focus on research, marketing or skills rather than grants for acquisition
of fixed assets (Stohl; 1989).

The Strengths of Ninv Structural Policies
The strengths of this approach are evident fi’om this brief ~lecollnl.

alone. The policy seeks to enhance those factors which are now believed to

be among the important sources of regional competitive advantage
(Chisholm, 1990). It takes the supply side of the regional economy
seriously in a way which earlier policy did not (ibid.). It accorcls a nluch
more significant role to local initiative - a factor which has received too
little attention in tile lilerature on regional economics. The new
approaches reeognise the potential role of regional uniqueness and seems,
therefore, to be consistent with the current pattern of regional
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restructtn’ing and the strategies of firms. The Community might make an
ongoing assessment of the stt-engths and weaknesses of these types of
structural policy.

The emphasis in the new policy is on development of infi’astructnre in
its widest sense. This involves an emphasis on amenity, communications
infrastructure, education and training and the development of an
information and contact-rich environment. In many cases, R&D is
supported, especially in small firms. The development of business services
is given a priority (Albrechts and Swyngedouw, 1989). Modern regional
development theory sugges~ that "it is the mutual dialectics between to~
down structural development and bottom-up local uniqueness which
actually determines the regional development process" (AlbrechLs, et al.,
1989). The new forms of structtn’al regional policy are fi’equently designed
as a combination of top-down, supranational (and national) planning and
co-ordination, and hottom-up animation of indigenous actors.

All of these su’engths suggest that policies for indigenous development
and innovation-oriented regional policy have considerable potential to
improve tile structure of tile Commtmity’s weaker regions. This constitutes
a strong case for continued pursuit and development of Commttnity
policies of this sort.

The Limits of New Structural Policies
l)el’haps the most general and significant drawback or tile view that

regional development depends crucially on indigenous resources and
innovation, is that this insight does not tell us what precise policies to
ilursue. In his recent review, Regions i’n Recession and Resu’rgence, Chisholm
says that "the real problem is one of converting these general points into
practical programmes on the ground" (Chisholm, 1980, p. 174). This is a
point which is repeated daroughout the literature on the subject (see, for
example, Moulaert, 1991; AII)erechts and Swyngedouw, 1989). The
difliculty can be further illustrated by considering some of tile implications
of the Focus oil anlenity, conllllunications, edtlcation and an infol’mation-

rich environment. It has been argued that policy must he specialised,
decentralised, coordinated and flexible. But this calls [br an institutional
franaework which may be lacking in many regions. ~,~qlere they work, such
institutional arrangemen~ tend to be a natural extension of the existing
i)olitical alid administrative system. 811ch an institutional fi’amework is not
easily created where it does not exist - especially where tile severity of
regional and social disadvantage have created economic and social
fi-agmen ration and apathy.
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The Limit.~ of hzdigenous Development
While the new focus on a "bottom-up" approach to regional

development is, undoubtedlv, an important correction to tile u’aditional
"top-clown" approach, it is of the utmost importance that the limits of this
approach be recognised.

The first of ti~ese concerns the "localitv u’ap’. As Motdaert savs "some
interpretations and applications of the indusu’ial district concept over-
stress the endogez)ous development potential at the expense o1" the global
economic structure to which the local economies belong" (Moulaert, 1991,
p. 16). Second, there also exists a "smallness u’ap". This u’ap consists of an
excessive emphasis on small enterprises as tile engine of local economic
developinent and naive belief that policv which fosters them can reverse
regional decline. Third, there is a tendenc), to try to replicate strategies
which are fitted for stronglv coherent socio-economic structures. Manv of
the Com]nunitv’s regions are not suited to becoming industrial districts or
high-tech centres and policies based on these ideas will probablv fail
(Moulaert, 1991). Fourth, despite the new emphasis on indigenous
development, few regions can afforcl to totally ignore inward investment.
Research on the location needs of modern firms suggests that no region is
debarred from attracting firms because of natural characteristics, but also
implies that some regions will have vetv limited abilitv. Poor qualitv of
amenilv and skills are both an effect, as well as a cattse, of regional dis-
advantage (Chisholm, 1990).

Fifth, experience suggests that innovation is an inherentlv imbalanced
activitv. It tends to occur in clusters, in both time and space - an
observation which dates back to Schumpetcr, and beyond (Dosi, 1988).
This sets definite limits to what can be expected fi’om innovation-oriented

regional policv. Modern research suggests that innovation is based on a
wide range of interlocking advantages. It follows that it is difficult to
intluence it bv means of public policv (Armstrong and q\wlor, ] 987).

Finally, one of the dangers facing modern structural policv is the
possibilitv of a proliferation of schemes and policv interventions. One result
of the emergence of a plethora of regional policv imerventions is that it
reinforces the importance of policv monitoring and evaluation (Chisholm,
1990). Others have argued that ahnost anything can now qualifv as a
regional policv measure - an observation some might feel is conth’med in
h’eland (I-liggins and Savoie, 1989). The whole thrusl ,)f recent analysis
undermines the view thai (.here are one or two policv inst.ruments which, if
applied on a large enough scale, will solve tile regional problem. II is
precisely thc nlultiplicitv of possible factors, and the i:~roliferation of policv
instruments, which coustilutes the main problem of regional policv now.
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Conchtsions On the Potential and Limits of Structural Policy
These considerations form the basis for an assessment of the Structural

Funds and their role in an overall set of Community policies in the medium
and long term. The evidence strongly suggests that the Community’s
Structural Funds, which embody a combination of traditional and new
forms of structural policy, will not be sufficient to achieve a large reduction
in spatial and social disparities in the coming decades. Three reasons can
be identified. First, the total resources allocated to Community cohesion
policies are small relative to the size of the problem, relative to the effects
of other Community policies and relative to the size to national regional
and sectora] aids in operation in richer regions of the Community. Second,
and of even greater importance, our knowledge of the forces determining
regional growth and decline has not reached a stage where development
programmes which are consistently capable of reversing regional fortunes

can be implemented - thougb striking regional regeneration has been
achieved in some countries. Third, the Community’s structural policies do
not take sufficient account of the element of inequality which is social
rather than spatial in its causes and conseql.iences.

(vii) Differential Application of Other Community Policies

Article 130b provides that tile cohesion objective should be taken into
accotlnt in the formulation and implementation of Community and
national policies. There is a definite, but finite, number of Community
policies which can be applied in a differential manner in order to promote
cohesion. The limits arise from the need to have a single internal market,
on the one band, and the need to ptH’SUe certain Community-wide
objectives (such as R&D, the environment, etc.), on the other.

There are two areas of Community policy, agricultural policy and
competition policy, in which it is particularly feasible and important to act
in ways which contribute to cohesion. The recent reform of the CAP does,
indeed, take this into account. In addition to these acknowledged areas, it.
is possible to identify two other policy areas which will have a major impact
on cohesion. These are:

- policies which enhance overall economic growth

- tax harmonisation.

Only tbe Community as a whole and its larger, richer, member states can
directly influence the overall rate of economic growth. Yet growth is
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necessary for cohesion. Tax policies are important because tax competition
nlay pose 7.1 dlrez|t to tile poorer nlenlber states. Research shows that tax

competition can erode tax revenues and the provision of public goods. If
tax harmonisation is insufficient, or if national tax policies are unco-
ordinated, then "fiscal dumping" will arise and will be harmful to cohesion

(Van der Ploeg, 1991; TEPSA, 1991). These considerations define limits to
the potential of Article 130b as an overall approach to cohesion. This
suggests that this approach must be pursued alongside structural policies
and bttdgetary approaches.

(viii) Budgetary Policies For Cohesion

An Eclectic Approach
In order to choose what extension beyond tile ctn’rent Structural

Funds is appropriate it is necessary to assess the arguments for different
kinds of budgetary mechanisms in a federal or pre-federal system. In
recent years the discussion of this has been undermined by earl},
introduction of possible political difficulties and exclusive focns on
narrowly interpreted efficiency criteria. Those attitudes, which reduce
discussion to cynical realpolitik or an academic game, have never served tile
Community well, and contrast with the rigonr and depth of the approach
to the internal market programme. The role of budgetary mechanisms in
tile Community can be considered from a microeconomic, a macroeconomic
and a developmental perspective; it is possible to apply either efficiency or
eq~tit), criteria. Exclusive focus on one perspective and one set of criteria
serves little or no practical purpose. Any sensible proposal for achieving
greater cohesion will inevitably combine both equity and efficiency
argtlnlents 7-111(I Innst take account of microecononlic, inaci-oeconomic and
developmental considerations. It seems sensible to adopt an eclectic
approach which takes account of each of the following aspects of the issue
and allows for tile fact that these are not totally separable from one
another.

tile possible routes to eCOllOmiC and social cohesion
the efficiency and equity argument Ibr minimum levels of public

good provision in all regions of the Community
the principles of public finance and policy assignment in a system
of mnlti-level govermnent
tile need Ibr risk-sharing in EMU
the new economics of integration which highlights the degree to
which genuine integration undermines national policy.
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Although these issttes cannot be discussed here, it can be argued that
whichever of these approaches is adopted a similar conclusion emerges:
there is a case for development of the Community’s budgetary mechanisms
in ways which will increase its contribution to economic and social
cohesion (TEPSA, 1991). While pure efficiency arguments can be
advanced in support of this proposition, a wiser and more realistic
approach is one which combines efticiency and equity arguments.

Social Semt’~ty at lattblic Good larovision
The recent NIESR report to tile European Parliament advocated the

development of a new instrument, operating through the social security
system, to target aid to the most disadvantaged households in the
Community (Begg and Mayes, 1991). While this has much to commend it,
an alternative which might be considered is Community support for a
minimum level of public good provision throughout the EC. Tile case for
this has been made in tile report fi-om Trans European Policy Studies
~’kssociation to DGXXll. There it is argued that hudgetary mechanisms for
dais purpose would be far more than a support of living standards. The)’
could contribute to regional development, could enhance the internal
market, could be consistent with the principles of public finance and
would prevent the harmful effects of tax competition. Guaranteed
provision of minimum levels of education, health, social security and
public economic services will enhance the indigenous development
potential of many weaker regions and member states (Van Rompu); et al.,
1991).

Although there are arguments for more advanced forms of fiscal union
than this, the support of minimum levels of pnblic good provision, or the
inu’oduction of a new social security instrument, constitntes an interesting
first step and a feasible development in the next stage of the integration
process. It represents a distinct compromise between tile various budgetary
options available, rather than using any one approach in a grand design
for a developed fiscal union. Furthernaore, it is an approach to cohesion
which can be introduced at a low level, in recognition of tile current
political realities, and enhanced as tile political cohesion of the
Communit), develops.

Conchtsion
Two themes have dominated this discussion of the EC’s medium- and

long-term approach to cohesion. The first is the need to take greater
account of the social nature of ranch of the cohesion prol)lem. This can be
done both in the definition of eligibility and in the targeting of policy. It
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might be argued that the acute disadvantage of certain individuals, families
and groups is purely a matter to be dealt with by national policy. However,
the same logic would tmdermine the Community’s right to define how
member states use the existing structural funds. Such rules dictate that
member states create infrastructure (and training) which they would
otherwise be unable or unwilling to do. The persistence of acute social
disadvantage shows that member states are either tmable or unwining to
undertake certain measures. There would be no essential difference
between the two. Indeed, there is a clear logic to Community involvement
when it is recognised that, while the costs of economic integration are
partly regional, they almost invariably fall on particular age, occupational,
class and ethnic groups. Furthermore, front the evidnece of the 1980s,
market integration seems to constrain the ability of nation-states to
ameliorate these costs.

a second theme was the need for structural policies to focus on time
real barriers to regional econornic development. This can only hapl)en "if
the historically developed su’ucmral conditions which determine uneven
development are identified and addressed" (Albrechts, et aL, 1989). It is
otu- best judgement on these constraints to development which should
guide the allocation of Structoral Fuods. This developmental perspective is
a necessary prelude to capital budgeting based on narrow, and tfltimately
tmreliable, cost-benefit arithmetic. The latter approach tends to go hand
in hand with alguments for wider eligibility and weaker additlonality
requirements. Changes of that sort are also advocated as a solution to
prol)lems (of administration and of finding matching funds) which are
experienced with the existing Structural Funds. While these problems are
genuine ones, the widening of eligibility and time relaxation of additionality
may not be the correct solutions. V~qaile the widening of eligibility seems to
be in line with time insight that regional disadvantage is time result of
mtdtiple indigenous factors, it may, in fact, have a damaging effect on
structural policy. The reason is that the widening of eligibility, on its own,
could exacerbate the central weakness of new forms of regional policy -
the proliferation of instruments and the inclusion of too wide a range of
expenditures. It could allow regional, national and Community authorities
to walk away fi’om the, undoubtedly clifficult, problems of identifying the
conditions which determine uneven development and devising structural
interventions which can genuinely improve the supply-side of weaker
regions. Under wider eligibility, Community Structural Ftmds could, more
and more, come to be spent in ways which have little or no impact on the
social and economic structures which really inlaihit clevelopment - while
still perhaps failing to focus on the individuals, families and social groups
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suffering the greatest disadvantage. Eventually, the Structural Funds, and
the idea of Community regional and social policy, could become
discredited.



Chapter 5

POLICY RESI~ONSF~S AT THE NA770NAL LEVEL

[Prosperity] must in every nation be regtdated bv two different
circumstances; Iqrst, bv tile skill, dexteritv, and judgement with
which its labour is generally applied; and, secondlv, bv the
proportion between the numl)er of those who are employed in
useful labouh and that of those who are not so employed. Whatever
be the soil, climate, or extent of territory of any particular nation,
the abundance or scantiness of its annual supply must, in that
pal’tictl]a]" sittlation, dej)end tlpOn those two circtlnlstanccs.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, 1776.

Ireland faces two central policv problems. "File first is the need to
overcome its long-rttn faihwe to develop indigeneous activity on a scale
sufficient to provide for its employment, income and social needs. The
second is tile fact that, unlike previous generations, h’eland now faces this
old challenge with an enormous economic and social prol)lem of
uneml~lovnaent and an overhang of public debt. Only in the vel"v long run
are these two problems one anti the same. Even if effective policies for the
developnlent of compelitive indigenous activity were in place, these
would not significantly reduce unemployment, especially long-term
ttnenll~lovment, in tile medium term. Nor would thev address the social
problems which derive from tmeml)lovment. Although these must be Ihe
central goals of policy, it is likely that thev requirc change in a wide range
of ol.her policies areas.

This chapter opens with a characterisation of tile overall economic
policv problem which Ireland will have to solve in the period to 2010. A
small economv in h’eland’s position reqtfires a macroeconoMic framework,
a suitable system of income distribution and policies tot structural
adjustment. While some progress has been made towards meeting these
three requirements, there remains a need for the formulation and
implementation of policv in manv areas. Section (ii) considers what set of
procedures and instittttions will best encourage tile setting of strategic
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policy priorities. While some consider recent experiments in tripartite
"concertation" or "political exchange" to be an importaut attecnpt to
overcome the weaknesses of Ireland’s political system, others see "national
consensus" as positively harmful. Given the importance of this issue, it is
relevant to assess the current state of this debate. Although this paper does
not contain detailed discussion of specific policies, Section (iii) comments
briefly on the two central policy problems, indigenous development and
tmemployment.

(i) The Policy Problem at the National Level

The perspective which informs this paper is one which stresses the
significance of domestic policy - regardless of the enormous influence of
international economic forces. While all countries require effective
policies across a wide range, it is possible, in Ireland’s present position, to
structure this idea in a way which simplifies the problem and highlights the
most important issue. That issue is the need tbr policies which achieve
structural adjustment and promote development.

This way of presenting the main policy reqtfirements was recently
forlnulated by the tripartite National Economic and Social Council
(NESC). In its report A Strategy for the Nineties NESC drew on its study of a
number of European countries to identify the requirements for a
consistent policy fi’amework in a small, open, European democracy. It is
possible to identify three elements of such a consistent policy fi’amework.
First, the economy must have an appropriate macroeconomic policy
approach. The second strand must be an evolution of incomes which
ensures continued improvement in competitiveness, and an income
cletet’mination system which handles distributional conflicts in a way which
does not disrnpt the functioning of tile economy. Third, especially in open
economies, there must be a set of complementary policies which facilitate
and, where necessary, promote structural adjustment in orcler to improve
corn petitiveness.

In recent ),ears Ireland has made progress Iowards achieving two of
these three elements, in the view of NESC. The EMS provides the core of a
nlacroecononlic approach, which seen’ted to have settled down once
domestic monetary and fiscal policy and tile evolution of incomes became
consistent with the exchange rate policy. Since 1987 itacome growth has

been consistent with improving competitiveness - arguably because the
tripartite agreements negotiated in 1987 and 1991 encompassed not only
pay bnl the evolution of the public finances, tax reform, social welfare and,
indeed, adherence to tile EMS.
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Howevel; NESC argued that it is now urgent that h’eland develop the
third element of a consistent policy approach - policies for development
and adjustment. Consequently NESC made the case for su’uctural reform
in the following areas:

w

t,’LX releo r m

social welfare

housing
health
education
the management of public enterprises
industrial policy
structural policy in agriculture
special measures to reduce long-term unemployment.

NESC drew on its own work, and that of public commissions and other
social scientists, to formulate policies in each of these areas. While there
are clear and convincing policy proposals in some areas, such as tax
reform, housing and health, there remain considerable uncertainties in
other areas - for example, industrial policy, education policy and measures
to reduce long-term unemployment. The purpose here is not to discuss
each of these areas in detail hut to eharaeterise the policy problems which
face Ireland in the post-1992 period. To do this we can distinguish between
three sets of structural policy areas.

(a) Those where a clear policy approach exists and is in the process of
implementation.

(b) Those where analytically cleat" policy proposals have been
formulated hut which have not been implemented hecause of
political or administrative failure.

(c) Those where there remains consiclerahle uncertainty and
disagreement about what would constitute an effective policy.

The i)olicy problem facing h’eland is formidable because there are a
considerahle number of policy areas in categories (h) and (c). This fact
raises the fll.lesl.ion Of what is the besl set of procedures and institutions
which can set strategic policy priorities ariel achieve their iml)lementation
(see NESC, 1990).
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(ii) Social Consensus and Strategic Policy Making

The Devel~Oing Caa’e for Coqmratist "Political Exchange"
In listing tile main economic and political factors which will shape

Ireland’s fltture, we placecl emphasis on the attempt I)), tile social partners
and some political parties to develop a system of social and political
concertation wbich allows tile resolution of eonllicts in tbe context of
coherent strategic approaches. Indeed, consensus among the social
partners was seen as all essential element of past success, and a crucial
competitive factor ill tile futtlre, in tile national reports prepared by tile
research institutes in tile Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Germany and
Luxembourg (Jacquemin and Wright, 1993, i).30). Howeveh in Ireland’s
case the Iong-rnn possibility and benefits of this development cannot be
taken for granted. Industrial sociologists bare raised questions about
Ireland’s abilit), to sustain such arrangements and some economists believe
that tile), are positively harmfn]. In addition, questions are sometimes
raised abont the democratic natnre of national tripartite arrangements.
Given the importance of this issue it may I)e useful to briefly assess the
current state of this debate.

Tile tripartite National Economic and Social Council (NESC) has been
tile protagonist in articulating the ease tbat Ireland’s economic and social
performance could be enhanced b), tile development of a more
sopbistieated and wide-ranging syst.em of social consensus. "File
production, within the context of NESC, of a common analysis of Ireland’s
economic crisis in 1986, and tile agreement on a i)rogramme to avert
furtber disaster, is widely acknowledged to ]lave been instrunlental in
11~eilitating Ihe fnrnlul.qtion and implementation o[’government policies to
tackle the public finance crisis (Hardinlan, 1993). In addition, tbose

policies were then implemented as part of a Iormal three-),ear agt’eement
between the social partners and government, the l~rogramme for National
Recover), (PNR). The success of this progranlme seems to have heightened
NESC’s interest in a possible link between three elements: tile formulation

of all agreed analytical understanding of economic and social i)rol)lems,
tile iml)lenlentalion of a consensual approach to clistriht~tional issues and
tile ability of government to adopt a strategic as opposed to a short-rtln,
perspective (NESC, 1990). Simultaneousl),, a numl)er of Irish social
scientists had reached the conclusion that "it has taken an inordinantl),
long time for h’isb awareness of European experience Io develop and that
even yet there are few enougll systematic attenlpls to draw on that
exl)erience" (Kennecl), et aL, 1988).
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NESC’s interest in social consensus was reinforced b), its work on
h’eland’s membership of tile European Conamttnity. In reviewing the very
pool- economic performance through most of the 1980s, it was necessary
to consider the role of Ireland’s EMS membership. ~*~qaile NESC accepted
that, in the years after 1979, macroeconomic policy was too expansionary
it argued, in contrast to the conventional view, that this cannot be a
complete explanation of h’eland’s experience in the EMS. Focusing on the
inertia of pay determination, NESC drew attention to the fact that part of

the wage pressure in the early 1980s represented the attempt of workers to
recotlp t;L’4, increases:

This episode illustrates that satisfactory implementation of the decision
to join the EMS required not only recognition and acceptance of the
macroeconomic policy conditions, nor only acceptance of the
implications for wage increases in the private sector, but also consensus
on the management of the public finances, especially taxation (NESC,
1989).

This political economy interpretation suggested that, allowing for
international developments it was no coincidence that h’eland’s
membership of the EMS finally began to take hold, and the Irish economy
began to recover, precisely when the social partners and government
agreed the wide-ranging, three year, PNR.

More generally, NESC’s long view of h-eland’s experience in the
international economy created an interest in the ideas emerging in
international political economy. Analysis of the performance of small,
European, industrial democracies, such ms Austria, Switzerland, Norway and
Denmark led Katzenstein to attrihute their success to "corporatist"
arrangemet~us. These systems of economic and social concertation were said
to avoid distrihutional conflict and enhance the flexibility which is necessary
for a small country in a changing international environment (l~ttzenstein,
1985). It was this developing focus on the role of social consetasus which led
NESC to commission the recently ptthlislaed study, The hqsh Economy in a
Comparative h~.~’litulio*zal Perspective (see NESC, 1990, Chapter 15).

The Nat*t~e of and Conditions for Successsf~d Political l;Sx’change
Industrial sociologists have raised important questions about the

potential for corporatist governance in Ireland. Hardiman compared the
h’ish centralised pay bargains in the 1970s with the patterns of neo-
corporatist "political exchange" in Austria, Sweden and Norway
(Iqardinaan, 1988). Important conditions which facilitated concertation in
those countries wel’e not met in h’elall0. Conwat’y to WIl~lt was sometimes
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believed in h’eland, the absence of class polidcs reduced the likelihood of
comprehensive agreements. Because of the structure of the economy, Irish
employers did not have the cohesiveness which was present in other
countries. Most important of all, corporatist agreements require high
union density, a unified trade union movement and a high degree of
authoritative centralisation on the part of the union federation. Thus,
Hardiman’s study explained the limited success of national agreements
from 1970 to 1981 and raised doubt about the potential for future
development. Her identification of the legacy of British patterns of
decenu’alised organisation and collective bargaining, as a constraint on the
capacity of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU) and, through that,
on the likelihood of genuine and productive "political exchange" or
concertation, was shared by other students of industrial relations (Breen et
a/, 1990).

There can be no doubt that the structures and procedures which
sustain national tripartite arrangements were weak in Ireland when
compared with the classical corporatist models. But this may not warrant the
conclusion that effective further development of such arrangements is
unlikely. A number of factors suggest that "the choice between politicised
industrial relations and the autonomous industrial relations envisaged by
liberal theory remains open to trade nnions, employers and the State"
(Rocbe, 1992).

First, although Irish industrial relations have not traditionally
conformed closely to the classical corporatist model, they have certainly
not moved in the direction predicted by "liberal theory", a direction which
might foreclose the possibility of corporatist "political exchange". Rocbe’s
study of the development of Irish trade unionism reveals "the degree to
which the Irish case deviates fi’om the liberal pluralist prediction of an

increasingly sectionalist trade unionism fragmented by occupational
interests and progressively less capable of conceiving of itself as a
’movement’ u’anscending the immediate priorities of its many component
gronps" (Roche, 1992, p. 309).

In addition, a number of recent developments, in both Ireland and
elsewhere, might be considered to weaken earlier scepticism.
Amalgamations of Irish trade unions have continned apace in recent years.
In 1987 and 1991 the trade union movement entered three ),ear
agreements with employers and government. Both the PNR and the
Programme for Economic and Social Progress (PESP) further advanced the
earlier u’end to politicisation of industrial relations. Most important of all,
the political exchange covered a wide agenda - including pay, taxation,
social policies, public finance management and adherence to the EMS
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parity - some of which are collective goods of a distinctly class-related
character. (NESC, 1989; Roche, 1992). Indeed, ICTU consciottsly
articulated a long-term strategy which drew on the models of "political
exchange" developed in other European counties (Roche, 1992; Hardiman,
1992). The establishnlent of the Cenu’al Review Committee would seem to
have improved the effectiveness of tripartite concertation, and may go some

way to overcoming the ineffectiveness which tends to arise from the short-
term orientation of some h’ish political parties and the general localism and
particularism of h’ish politics (Hardiman, 1992; Mj~Jset, 1992). Hardiman
notes these and other features of the PNR ancl PESP, which "mark them off

from the agreements of the 1970s" (Hardiman, 1992).
The difficult international economic circumstances of the 1980s drove

man)" countries - such as Australia, Spain, Portugal and Greece - to
experiment with tim introduction of centralised agreements. In her recent
review, Hardiman makes the point that "an analysis which is less [’ocused on
Northern Europe and Scandinavia reveals that h’eland was far fl’om unique
in seeking a cenu-alised solution to economic difficulties during the 1980s"
(Hardiman, 1992). At the same time, the emergence of new types of
economic [)robleols io the advanced Northern European countries put

long-standing systems of inHustrial and economic governance under
extreme pressure. These two sets of developments would seem to have a
ntllnber o[: consequences for the assessment Of the prospects of social
eoocertation in Irehmd. They suggest some revision of our ideas on both
the conditions for and the nature ofcorporatism. Indeed, many now reject a
general or uniform notion of corporatism (Mjoset, 1992).

The emergence of neo-corporatlst arrangements in countries other
than the paradigmatic Northern European cases, suggests a review of the
conditions which facilitate such arrangements. The requirement for an
inclusive or "encompassing" trade tllliOn movement seems to remain. But
the political conditions may be less restrictive that’i was previously believed.
In her recent review, Hardiman notes that the "political character of the
parD, or parties in power may be important in either of two ways". First,
government by a Social Democratic or Labour Party tends to encourage
secure arrangements - as in the classical corporatist model. Howeveh Fri~
Scharpf has argued that where that does not apply, another political
situation can be conductive to neo-corporatism: a narrow ideological
distance between political parties, especially on how to manage the
economy. This tends to encourage stable and long-run agreements
between economic interests, because it reduces.the likelihood that a
change of government will cause a sharp reversal of economic policy - as,
for example, it tends to do in Britain (ibid).
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The developnlents noted above also suggest some revision of earlier
notions on tile nature of corporatism. Reviewing tile experiments in
Southern Europe and Australia, Hardiman notes that "tile tet’ms of the
agreements in each of these countries differed in a number of ways fi’om
the stable neo-corporatist practices established elsewhere in an earlier and
economically more buoyant period - and this was trne of the Irish
experience in the late 1980s as well" (Hardiman, 1992). Likewise, in
discussing Australia, Sweden and Germany, Mjoset, drawing on Schat~pf,

says that "if-~e prefer.to use the term corporatism,we must be aware that
the ternl has entirely different imp!icaLions in tile 1970s than in tile 1980s"
(Mjoset, 1992). The essential difference is that, in the 1980s, national
demand management was greatly constrained and wage restraint, instead
of protecting full enlplo),ment, facilitated redistribution in favour of
capital. Thus corporatist arrangements are much more defensive, from a
nnion point of view, than tile}’ were in the earlier period.

This fi*agmentation of tile meanings of corporatism, and widening of the
conditions which can facilitate it, strongly suggest that we cannot dismiss the
possibility of significant further development of the "political exchange"
begun in the PNR and the PESP - a view which .now seems to be shared by
students ofindnstrial relations (Roche, 1992, p.326; Hardiman, 1992,
p.357). Tile nature of possible further developments is considered presently.

The Case Against National Con.wnsual Arrangemeffts
If these developments confit’m at least the possibility of more developed

tripartite arrangements, what of its desirability? In our characterisation of
the overall policy problem at the national level we have reported elements
of NESC’s case for such a development and we have noted tile positive
evaluation of tile PNR by industrial sociologists. By contrast, some
economists are hostile to these clevelopments. This case has been outlined
by Durkan (1992). He states his premise explicitly:

.... income policies should move wages closet" to the market clearing
wage if there is unenlploynaent... The objective of inconle policies is to
ensure that incomes rise less rapidly than they would in tile ahsence of
incomes policies (Dnrkan, 1992, 1515. 347-8)

This premise is the basis on which Durkan’s evaluation rests.

If they are to be ft’tll)~ st’m~zcessful then one would exl5ect sustainable full
employment, though this could resnlt from a well functioning lahonr
market...The Irish ecotlomy has consistently exhibited high
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unemployment... This fact, ill iuself, suggests that incomes policies were
not successful in h’eland, though it is always possible to argue that
particular circumstances prevailed (Durkan, 1992, i).349).

Both the premise and conclusion of this argument require careful
consideration.

Tile premise seems only partially correct: even in Ireland, centralised
pay agreements fi’equently have the ol)jective of ino’easing the incomes of
certain, weaker, groups, above what tile market would produce. In other
countries, incomes policies have had many objectives other than income
restraint - as the literatttre Ol1 corporatism makes cIcaI" (see I-lardinlala,
1988; Mj~set, 1992). To infer the failure of income policies fi-om the
continuing existence of high unemployment in Ireland is not compelling.
The fundamental and long-standing development problenls of the h’ish
economy, which account for much of the unemployment, can hardly be
seen as "pal’ticulal" Cil’CtlnlStalaCeS".

To advance a ease against the PNR il. would be necessary to show that the
regime of decentralised bargaining fi’om 1982 to 1987 was preferable to the
t-egime of collsenstts since then. Ottvk:ala points out that the breakdown of
centralised bargaining did not resuh in an outbreak of industrial disputes.
However, when facecl with tile dismal econonlic performance which this
period of fi’eedom fi’om cenu’alised and politicisecl bargaining produced, it
is necessary to appeal to a very "particular circumstance": "tile widening of
the tax wedge ... still led to wage increases being excessive relative to output
prices" (Durkan, 1992, i).358). But, as NESC identified, in an econom,v and
society such as h’eland, this interaction between the public and private
sector spheres is inevitable: it is precisely tile inclusion of taxation, social
welfare, social provision and the exchange rate - i.e., the social as well as the
nlal’ket wage - ill the alnbit of COllsenstls, that constitute tile strongest
argument in favottr of the PNR and the PESIL

In Durkan’s interprelafion, the politicisation of industrial relations and
pay bargaining is unambiguot~sly harmful, since it "adds to the bargaining
power of Irade unionism on an ongoing I)asis" (Durkan, 1992, i).357). This
contrasts sharply with the view oF industrial sociologisls and with tlae
international literature on comparative political economy. While it cannot
he argued that politicisation is inevitably or ioherently I)enefieial,
circttmstances can be identified - in the econom,v, in the stt’ucture and
consciousness of the trade onion movement and in the party political
s,vstem - in which politicisation is conductive to agreements which resolve
distributional conllicts in ways which enhance equil); enll)loyment and
COml)etitiveness. While no generalised case for politicisation of industrial
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relations anti distributional issues can be znacle, the generalised case
again.~t such politicisation tends to overlook tile fact that politics - with its
tendencies to clientalism, opportimisnl and lack of strategic vision - will
still exist if pay bargaining becomes decentralised.

Furthermore, without national agreements, income determination will
remain a non-competitive, highly collectivised, process, with tendencies to
monopoly power on both sides of industry. In his recent study, Mjoset notes
that medium sized, decentralised unions may push up wages, whereas, with a
strong central organisation, responsible action and concern for solidarit), is
more likely (Mj#set, 1992, p.331). Indeed, Scharpf argues that even in the
1980s and 1990s, when corporatism has become defensive (in the sense of
trading wage moderation for much less than fldl emplo),ment) centralised
bargaining can have the important role of ensuring that the costs of
retrenchment (cuts in public expenditure, falling real incomes and
increasing profit share) are distributed in a "fair" way (ibid). The contrast
between tile social and economic developments in tile UK, with decentralised
and highly sectional bargaining, and countries such as Sweden and Austria,
provides strong evidence for this. Tile PNR can be seen as having confirmed
that Irish unions’ decision to move a,.wl), fi’onl tile "British model" was a viable
strategT (Mjq)set, 1992, p.399). Critics of tile ver)’ idea of concertation should

be prepared to openly embrace that model - since it may be the onl)’ realistic
alternative to recent experiments with a new system4.

What of the argunlent that recent experiments with concertation are
undemocratic and stifle the policy debate? Here again, British models and
modes of thought may play a role. Tile idea that tile procedures and
institutions of neo-corporatism are undemocratic, would seem to derive
fi’om the notion that the Westminster model is the definition of democracy.
Most continental Europeans have experience of quite different, but no less
democratic, models of governance. It is prol)ably too earl), to evaluate the
argttment that social consensus stifles policy debate. I-towever, the evidence
seems unlikely to support that view. The key factor is tile natltrc of tile Irish
party political system and its ability, on its own, to articulate and resoh,e
conflicts of value and interest in Irish society. The record is nol a good one.
It can be argued that both articulation and resolution of conllict has been
somewhat improved since 1987.

¯ I To be fair, it should be said that trade unionists who oppose all ccnu=discd bargaining

a~ prepared to openly embn~cc the British model. I-lardiman notes Ih;ll "lilt: cl~l’e of organised

challenge to ICTU’s strategy continued to reside in the minorily of trade unions, I;H’gcly

conlposed of I],l’itish-b~lscd tlniolls and so111¢2 hish-lJ:lsed craft tlnions, which opposed any
dcparttn’e fi’om "free collcctivc b:trgaining’ as a l"n:llll2l" of principle" (I-Inrdim:nl, 1997~, p.153).
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SHcific C~ticism.~ and Limitations of Rec~mt Irish Agreeme~zts
While a convincing general case against recent Irish experiments with

national political exchange remains to be formtdated, specific criticisms of
tbe content of the PNR and PESP may, of course, be justified. Two issues in
particular, cause concern. One is the increasing problem of
unemployment and the other is the inllttenee of the public sector pay bill
on the public finances. It is argued that the negotiation and administration
of h’ish national bargains might give higher priority to the problem of
tmemplo),ment. Failure to do this is sometimes attributed to the fact that
the unemplo),ed do not have direct represel~tation in celatralised
negotiation. The PNR and PESP did, of course, encompass key factors
which affect the utaemployed, such as social welfare and some social
provision. One tesl of the Iwpothesis that the partners to these national

agreemetns Itave ?to concern whatsoever for the tmemployed, might be to
~lssess what decisioHs were lnade in these al’eas."~ Ill gellel’al, there is a case
for social concertation t.o encompass as many factors and groups as
possible. It is not so fi’equently mentioned that the PNR and I)ESP did not
encompass the self-employed, the professions, and others - even though
the growth of their incomes (and prices) are of material relevance to
employers, trade unions, the state and the unemployed, becattse of tile
extensive tax expenditures which they receive and the opportunities for tax
evasion1 and avoicla~3ee which are available (Hardimzm, 1992; O’Com3ell
and Rottman, 19929. If the absence of the direct voice of the Imemployed
may have allowed I.hose at the national negotiations not to "see" the
unemployed, they could scarcely avoid seeing the standards attained 19),
others who are also outside the consensus (while not, of com-se, being
outside the benefits of what O’Co~1 nell and Rottman have described as, the
"pay-related welfare stale"). It seems likely that both absenses make it less
easy to achieve consensus on wage settlements which would maximise
employn~ent.

It should be noted that the apparent inability of the social partners and
the state to give absolute priority to unemployment does not make a case
against the PNR and the PESP, as such, unless it. can be shown thai some,
realistic, alternative procedure would give higher priorit7 this p}’oblen~. So
tar, t~otbing apl~rOz~ching such a demonstration has been fortlacoming
from the critics of social consensus. Indeed, criticisms based on the
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"absence" of certain groups or individuals fi’om the negotiation of national
consensns, tend to alternate i’andorn]y between extrenle cyncisnl and
extreme idealism. The cyncisnl arises from thorough-going application of
the notion that self-interest predominates in all spheres - including
politics. However, self-interest can be shown to be an inadequate
explanation of political behaviour -and this inadequacy shows in some
discussions of the PNR and the PESP. As Lewin says ~on the contrary, it
seems as if people are led to act in their political roles on certain
’convictions’ about what is best for society as a whole, by tertian ideologies"
(Lewin, 1991). Although the prevailing view is cynical, occasional recourse
to idealism is necessary if critics of "political exchange" are to imagine how,
in a world of decentralised, sectional and non-political bargaining, agents
who act only in their own-self interest, will take grealer account of the
problems of the tmemployed and other marginalised groups. Of course, in
truth neither cyncism nor idealism is philosophically or empirically,
warranted:

Rousseau’s belief in the unbounded goodness of hunmn heings is a
hypothesis its unneccessary in explaining modern politics as Hobbes
self-interest hypothesis is a distortion...An understandable ambition to
eradicate the reputation of being naive idealists mast not seduce
political scientists into denying the findings of their own political
research. For the most part men try to farther tile public interest in
politics. But they do so because in the long run such policies are also in
their own interest (Lewin, 1991, p.112).

It is not possible to mllayse systems of neo-corporatist governance without
drawing on tile findings of research in indusuial sociology and political
science.

The second specific criticisnt of the PNR and PESP concerns public
sector pay. It can be argued that, in some years, the rate of increase in tile
total puhlic sector pity bill is slowing the downward path of the deht/GNP
ratio, which all sides agree is necessary, and ntaintaining the tax t)urdept on
tile traded sectors. While this argument has some force, it is not sufficient
to simply call for lower pul)lic sector pay across the hoard, nor is it
constructive to see this as a sufficient case for abandonment of the
experimem in social concertation. A serious criticism of the public sector
pa,v provisions of the PNR and the PESP, one upon which action could be
taken, would require a detailed examination of the structures and practices
of tile Irish public sector. Attention would have to be given to
n~anagement, motivation and rewards. Witbin t_hat analysis, appropriate
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weight would have to he given to thejustifial)le demands and expectations
of tile wider society - in terms of both finance and service.

Tile existing achievements and limits of tile recent hish experinlents in
political exchange are well put by Mj#set in his comparative institutional
analysis of tile h’ish econom),.

Based 99 the positive experience tnajor collective actors in.h’eland

¯ began, to discuss a long term st:rateg), in whict? m’acroeconom]c policies
¯ alining )t lowinflation, Iokv in’terest rates and’cdnu’ol 04" the national

debt would be i/opefu!ly -combined with fundamen’t~l structural
reforms, radical.tax-refQrm, a’nd a major offensive to fight long-term
unemploynlent and improve social services. The "social market

eco lO 11}’ of German), was mentioned as one model. While the PNR
mainly implied short term coordination, a longer term strategy would
need to address the problems of unenlplo},’nlent, emigration, and lack
of indigenous indttstrial development. (Mjoset, 1992. p.384 )

Tile ability to address these prol)lesm will be tile ultimate test of recent
developments in political exchange. Mjoset’s answer to one of tile
questions put to him b)’ NESC, concerning consensus, was as follows:

In sunl, carrying through this project has convinced us that tile geneal
notion of consenseus should not he at the centre of the del)ate about

policy learning. If a general formula is needed concerning relations
between institutions and growth, it shotdd focus on the inter-relationship
between tile broader institutional arrangements and the "national system

of innovation" surrounding the "development blocks" - tile clusters of
important firms - of a particular econom), (Mjc~set, 1992, 1).16).

Tile question then is whether centralised bargaining and political
exchange increases or decreased the chance of adressing tile problems of
unemployntent, emigration and lack of indigenous industrial develop-
ment. The record of tile h’ish political and administrative system, acting on

its own, is very poor indeed. Thus, although Mjoset is surely correct in his
advice that we should not put tile idea of consensus, pm’se, at tile centre of
debate, it can be argued that, in h’eland’s case, a suitably developed system
of political exchange can assist tile formulation and implementation of
strategic policies. This is, no doubt, a highly demanding task and implies
both a need to learn from the experience of other societies and a need for
institutional and political innovation to address the unique combination of
h-ish problems and structures.

¢, .
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(iii) Development Policy and Unemployment

The policy areas over which there remains uncertainty are also the two
most important issues facing the society: economic development and
unemployment. Together, these eonstilute and define tile cohesion
problem in Ireland. Tile purpose of this short section is to bigbligbt this
fact and bring out some of the uncertainties which still exist in analysis and
policy.

Deuelopment PoliO,
The recent report of tile Industrial Policy Review Group, entitled A

Time for Change: Industrial Policy for the 1990s, known as tile Culliton Report,
advocated a range of policy measures to encourage the development of
industry in h’eland. The proposals include radical reform of the taxation
system (to increase the relative rewards to productive activity and remove
fiscal barriers to financial intermediation), a strong shift from state grants
to equity, more limited and discretionary support fi’om the state agencies,
the development of clusters around sources of national competitive
advantage, and the reduction of bureaucratic interference with tbe
operations of commercial state enterprises. What is most striking about
these proposals is their similarity to those produced in a number of
previous reports, particularly tbose by NESC in the early 1980s. Indeed,
this similarity is noted by the new policy review group. In this context,
probably the most significant feature of the Cullinton Report itself, and the
widespread support for it, is that it signifies eventual acceptance that
h’eland has no alternative but to develop a larger and more competitive
indigenous industrial sector.

The question then arises: is the development policy problem in Ireland
simply one of political and administrative inertia or stalemate? While there
are definite political and adminisu’ative problems, in this as in other areas,
it would be a mistake to assume that this adequately cbaracterises tile
situation. Indeed, the fact that "the policy shift has not been as decisive in
practice as it has on paper" (IPRG, 1992, p. 62) would seem to reflect both

administrative and analytical uncertainty about the ahernatives to grant aid
and the attraction of foreign direct investment (FDI). While the focus of
both NESC and the Culliton Report on access to seed and venture capital,
marketing, tecbnology and management, seem well founded (and
certainly worth a try) there remains a sense that we do not understand in
sufficient detail tile origin and cause of h’eland’s development problem.
To a considerable extent, tbe historical focus of polic), and resources on
foreign-owned brancb plants has been a reflection of the practical
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difficulties of promoting indigenous firms, rather than a conscious policy
decision (though some constitutional optimist can always be found to
support FDI as the route to economic development).

Indeed, within a relatively stable overall policy approach, the emphasis
of policy can be seen to have shifted fi’om a focus on capital-shortage, to
marketing, technology and management - partly in response to changes in
the international business literature. In recent years, under the influence
of increased Structural Funds, official emphasis has shifted to
peripherality. But dais tends to be conceived in a purely spatial way, leading
to a strong emphasis on transport costs and transport infrastructure with
little consideration of their role in development. An important requirement
now, is research which win assist a structuring of the muhiple factors which
tmdoubtedly influence the competitiveness of h’eland’s indigenous sectors.
The development agencies - the Industrial Development authority,
EOLAS, the Irish Trade Board and SFADCO - have recendy initiated a new
collobm’ative venture with each other and the ESRI. The establishment of
an Industrial Development Research Centre, funded by these agencies, at
the ESRI, is an attempt to create a programme of research with a focus on
industrial policy. Work is being undertaken on the linkages between
manufacturing and services and on Ireland’s competitive advantage.
However, the total resources available for this work, and hence the total
research effort, remains limited, given the importance of the issue to
h’eland’s long-run development. Some comnaents on the issues which tiffs
throws up are made in the concluding chapter.

Unemployment

The second major task facing Ireland in the 1990s and the new century
is the problem of unemployment. This must be seen as an independent
social and economic problem, because even a dramatic improvement
towards the development of competitive indigenous activity will not, of
itself, solve the existing crisis of unemployment. The structural and other
policies designed to assist competitiveness - such as reform of taxation,
social welfare, housing and the management of public enterprises - will
have beneficial, but limited, immediate effects on employment and
unemployment. The process of developing indigenous competitive
advantage itself, is a long term one and cannot be expected to reduce
unemployment in the medium term - a point emphasised by Kennedy
(1992a). In the very long run, of course, a vibrant productive sector,
combined with appropriate manpower and other policies, can ensure low
unemployment. It is not possible in this paper, to present a detailed
discussion of policies to reduce unemployment. The points outlined below
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are intended merely to argue that h’ish social scientists and policy makers
should continue to actively consider policies which nlight substantially
reduce unemployment.

The combination of very high levels of unemployment since tile mid-
1980s, and a series of theoretical and empirical studies, have resulted in
considerable fatalism about unemployment- both in the society and
among social scientists and policy makers. In order for action to be taken
to significantly reduce lolag-term unemployment, it is necessary that this
fatalism be overcome. But this is diMcult to do; it seems to have become
accepted that there is no intellectually respectable argument that
unemployment can be significantly reduced. One effect is that economists
and policy makers can cease to look for ways of reducing unemployment.

It is argued here that although experience and research do teach us
many negative lessons about policy, a somewhat different slant can be put on
much of this work. That slant is one which suggests careful interpretation of
the negative evaluation of past and existing policies and which u’ies to use
these negative evaluations to point us to policies which can work.

Two areas of policy are of particular relevance in this respect: training
and special employment measures. In the case of training it seems
necessary to distinguish between its three possible roles: long-run
enhancement of productivity and competitiveness, mainteTzance of low levels
of tmemployment as a part of an active labottr market policy and rapid
reduction of high levels of long-term unemployment. In the case of special
employment measure there is a need to clarify whether targeted labour
subsidies and direct employment creation can be greatly extended.

During the 1980s, Ireland, like most EC member states, relied
increasingly on training as the main policy response to unemployment.
This change of policy emphasis would seem to have more to do with
abanclonn~ent of demand management, income policies, employment
subsidies and public works, than with any convincing case in favour of
training. Training will only reduce unemployment when unenq~loyment is
due to a mismatch between tile skills of tile unemployment and existing
vacancies. Since only a fi’action of unemployment in Ireland, or Europe,
would seem to be of this type, it follows that training will only educe
unemployment if it is accompanied by some policy measures which
increase tile demand for the labour of those undergoing training. This is
not a case against training the long-term and young tmemployed; but it
should be accepted that this, on its own, is not a policy to reduce
unemployment - except in one sense which is mentioned below.

This reliance on training may also have been reinforced by the
perception that other approaches- particularly special employment
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ille~lSUl’es - do ilOt StlCcecd in reducing tlllelllp~oynlcn[. Three types of
special eml3loynaent measures should be distinguislaecl: employment
subsidies, direct job schemes and enterprise or self-emplo),nmnt schemes.
International and Irish research has raisecl doubts about the ability of these
illeaStll’es to redtlce Llllenlploylllent, Evaluation studies have shown thai
most recrtfitment subsiclies carry heavy deadweight costs, i.e., nlany
subsidisedjobs woulcl have been created anyway (Breen and Halpin, 1989).

.lob creation schemes do not create deadweight effects, nor do they
clisplace existing employmclat; tile problems identified with these schemes
are that tile), are tcmzporary and cost more than unemployment assistance
(Breen, 1990). Schemes which provide financial support to unemployed
persons in orcler that they can establish their own enterprises, have also
been evahtatecl negatively. Resem’ch suggesLs a heax~, displacement effect,
such that a large proportion of the new I:)usiness is taken fl’om other Irish
enterprises (Breen and Halpin, 1988).

Ira conceptual approach to reducing unemployment is to be found, it
may lie in careful re-interpretation of these research findings and
combining them with tile finclings fl’om other research. Let us begin by
stating a nunaber of key proportion which seem to have been verillecl in
both the British and Irish cases:

(i) The long-term unemployed play no role in restraining wage
pressure. High long-term uneml~lo)’ment does not create the
downward pressure on wages which might help to eliminate it.

(ii) For a variety of reasons there is a strong element of hysteresis in
unenll)lo),ment, i.e., if tmenlplo),ment I)ecomes high it will tend to
stay high anti il’it becomes low it will tencl to stay low (Barry ancl
Braclley 1990).

To these can be added an important element from research on the
H ERM ES macroeconomic nlodel.

(iii) Tile Irish economy clispla),s strong migration and labour supply
mechanisnls, such that Jill inct-easc in general demand for Jabotlr
will be met largely by return migrants and new entrants to tile
labour market (Bradley anti Fitz Gerald, 1991 ).

These three prepositions all suggest tile ncecl Ibl, and significant benefits
from, increased demancl for labour which is targeted on the long-term
unemployed. On the basis of propositions (i) and (ii) Lay.ard anti others -
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who have developed the most widely accepted explanation of British
unemploynlent - developed the case for a massive extension of special
employment measures in the UK, including labour subsidies targeted on
the long-term tmemployed (Layard et al, 1986; Layard, 1986). This
argument suggests that against the deadweight effects of labour subsidies
must be weighed the hysteresis effects - effects which might not be picked
up in existing evaluation studies, because of the small scale of most of the
schemes in existence. To look no further than the deadweight effects is to
assHine that a person who spent a year Oll a programme has no better job
prospects than if he or she were still unemployed. Similar interpretation
may apply to negative research findings on job creation schemes. These
unavoidably ignore the hysteresis effects and cannot test the possibility that
direct hiring, i’n. combination, zoith a range of int~’ventions in the economic and
social environment, could produce a permanent effect fl’om temporary
schemes. Likewise, training of the long-term nnemployed which merely
redlstributesjob chances, might be worthwhile. In all theses cases,
recognition of the tendency to rediz’tributejob chances can be seen, not as a
case against special emplo),ment measures, but as reinforcement of the
need to target the schemes on particularly disadvantaged groups.

This discussion is not intended to suggest that labour subsidies and
direct hiring should be massively extended; detailed costing and other
work is necessary. What it says is that it may be mistaken to see existing
evaluation studies as a reason to stop analytical and practical exploration of
ways of reducing long-term unemployment. A similar view was presented
by NESC in A Strateg3, for the Nineties. This orieotation is also found in a
forthcoming American book on poverty. Reviewing three decades of
poverty research, Haverman and Sawhill ask "why does the policy analysis
community seem so disheartened, so inclined to ply their disciplinary
trade rather than to identify, to think through, to hone down bold new
policy designs for both scholars and policy makers to assess and debate?"
(I-laveman and Sawhill, 1993). They suggest a number of explanations
which open the way to a different orientation to the same research results.
First they suggest that policy retrenchment and political rhetoric may have
tmdermined belief in the potential of public intervention. Second, most
evaluation studies assess the effects of marginal interventions (such as
labour subsidy or job schemes) on one variable (such as employment or
nnenlploynlent):

But what if the production function is "synergistic" or additive? What if
a jolt of job training by itself- or a jolt of day care by itself, or housing,
or job creation, or police protection, or health care, or income support
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by themseh,es - yield little if any impact on poverty, as many evaluations
have found? But, conversely, what is a major close of a coT~stellation of

these measures taken together, could yield mi~jor increases in esteem,
productively, responsibility and income among the poor? ... Yet if sucb
synergies and potentials for taste and motivation changes do exist, our
methods wonld fail to discover them. And, as a corollary the policy
suggestions which follow fi’om out studies would fail to reflect them
(Haveman and Sawhill, 1993, pp.l 1-12).

This overview of American research on poverty expresses well the
orientation to Irish unemployment which is tentatively suggested above.
Rather than claim that particular policies can achieve a significant
reduction in nnemployment, it is claimed merely that, properly
interpreted, existing evaluation studies do not dictate, a drift to fatalism mad
that there are intellectually rigorous reasons to continue active del)ate and
experimentation on how to significatntly reduce unemployment. One

concrete implication, of course, is that (as history shows) large scale
reduction in unemployment requires more than marginal schemes. Large
scale tlleasl.lres cost large anlouPlLS O[" nloney. This fttrther pushes the issue
beyond the reahn of existing evaluation schemes, back to the political
spbere where it properly belongs. Fatalism al)out unemplo),naent, whether
it is generated by analysis or politics, or botb, has one convenient effect for
those in employment - it prevents anyone asking whether we are willing to
bear the cost of the large scale and many-sided measures which might
achieve a large reduction in unemploynment.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the arguments resemble tile question of the precedence of
the chicken or the egg. The establishment of a successful monetary
union may well require support from a strong, centralised, or at
least inter-regionally co-ordinated, fiscal (and regional) policy to
ease tile complications of regional adjustment. Yet it is difficult to
establish a centralised fiscal authority unless there is monetary
union, a single currency...lt seems unlikely then that a fixed
exchange-rate s),stem can be maintained until political harmony
and social agreement allow the division of burdens within the area
and the direction of policy in each major part of the system to be
decided by an accepted central politicalat~thorit),.

Charles Goodhart, Money, Information and Uncm’tainity 1989.

Confusion arises fi’om the attempt to I)alance a global and a local
perspective. We are constantly reminded of our global inter
connectedness, but we live our lives at the local scale. The cultural
anthropologist Paul Rabinow has referred to the awareness of tiffs
dualism as "critical cosmopolitanism:" We share ... a specificity of
historical experience and place,.., and a worldwide macro-
interdependency. Although we are all cosmopolitans, homo sapiml.~
has done rather poorly ill interpreting this condition. We seem to
have tronble with the balancing act, preferring to reify local
identities or construct universal ones. We live in-between.

Nicholas Entrikin, The 13etweeness of Place, 1991.

(i) Factors Shaping the Futnre of Ireland and the European Community

This paper is i:mrt of a 12 county study oF the economic, cultural and
political factors which will shape tile development of the European
Community in the years to 2010. In identifying these factors the guicling
conception has been the idea that despite small size and great openness of

88
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the h-ish economy aod society, the effects of internutional forces will be
mediated by indigenous social, economic and political factors. Likewise,
despite the large size of the European Community, and some of its
menfl)er states, its development will be significantly shal)ed by external
factors. Movements towards an interactive outlook of this sort c:J.i1 be

identified in ~. range of social sciences in recent years.
The evolution of both the European Community and h’eland will

continue to be influenced by a range of international factors. These will
include economic, cultural and political forces. The international
economic environment is likely to be one of continuing crisis and change.
The important Ihctors include technological change, the globalisation of
manufacturing industry, profound changes in the structure of finance,
changes in tile geographical patterns of production and uncertainty al)out
the principles of macroecononlic management. These ~.ll’e a sel of illtel’-
rel;lted phenomena, reflecting the I)reakdown of the post-war "golden age"
and the lailure of a stable new pattern to emerge. An important feature
common to technological change, financial developments and
macroeconomic volatility and uncertainty is the increase in international
interdependence. Other international economic factors which will shape
development in I)oth the EC and h’eland include the lil)eralisation of
agriculture, EC enlargement and the re-establishment of capitalism in
Eastern Europe.

Two international cultural factors may be significant for the Community
and h’eland’s prospects within it. The first of these, inward migration into
the EC, heiglatens the significance of the second, European identity. The
important international political factors include the collapse of the Soviet
Union, German Unification, EC enlargement and North-Soutla relations.

Factors which are likely to be of specific relevance to h’eland are

discussed in Chapter B. The most important of these is the structure of
h’eland’s agricultural and industrial sectors: these structures will shape
h’eland’s response to international developments, h’eland’s evolution will
be shal)ed as much by the geographical and organisational pattern of the
international economy as by its overall rate of g3"owth. Other important
socio-economic factors include demographic developments, the emerging
social class structure with its high rate of unemployment, the pressure of
pul)lic finance, migration and develol)ments in agricuhural regulation. It is
possible to identi~, a range of cultural Factors which will coml)ine to shal)e
the lives of h’ish people. While these have an economic dimension, it
remains difficult to identify whether that economic dimension includes
causation which runs from ot.llure Io eco~omic performance. Two aspects of
domestic politics may be importanl if h-eland is to achieve its mztjor
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economic and social goals: the development of a national political process
capable of formulation and implementing strategic policies and
development of a more independent system of local government and
democracy. A third political factor is the conflict in Northern h’eland.
Research on this project included some examination of the potential for
economic integration and co-operation between the Republic and
Northern Ireland. The findings of that work are to be published separately.
Chapter 3 ends ",viOl a short account of an important and evolving debate
on the interaction between economic, cultural and political factors in

Ireland’s long-run economic failure. Attention is drawn to the recent work
of Mjoset (1992) which attempts to s),nthesise a range of detailed existing
studies on each of these factors. The idea of a "national system of
innovation" emerges as a useful organising concept, but it is cleat" that we
have very limited detailed knowledge of the particttlar system in Ireland in
the 1990s.

(ii) Challenges for the European Community

Consideration of the international and national factors reveals that the
European Community faces a demanding internal agenda, containing the
internal market programme, EMU, cohesion, social Europe and the
formulation of guiding values. It faces an uncertain and, in many ways,
threatening external environment because of developments in central
Europe, the Mediterranean, enlargement, North-South relations and
environmental decay.

This internal and external agenda implies a definite overload of the
Conamunity’s institutions and decision making procedure. An important
question, then, is whether the EC should abandon certain problems and
goals in the hope of getting a smaller agenda under control. In fact, this
seems unlikely to work. The Community cannot abandon the central
internal and external problems of its economic strength. To say that
economic strength has to be a central priority is not to suggest that it is an
alternative to political union, but to see it as a condition for such union. At

the same time, an unqualified emphasis on the economic su’ength of the
Community is likely to be self-defeating, since it will be nnable to earn the
consent of European citizens to the policies pursued, or even to the idea of
formulating policy at Community level. Although this argument implies
that the internal and external, and the economic and the political, are
inextricably intertwined, it is possible to identif), four concrete challenges
for the Community: change in the EC’s decision making system,
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development of the European social market model, competitiveness and
macroeeonomic management.

The well known problems with the authority, effectiveness and
legitimacy of the Community’s s),stem of governance are noted in Chapter

2. Improvements on all these dimensions are an absolute precondition for
facing the challenges of the European social market model,
competitiveness, and nlacl’oeconoll~ilc management. In the face of these
challenges, it is striking that the Communit)’ remains so constrained by its
decision making, and, ultimately, its political system. Intergovernmentalism
transforms what should be issues of poKtics into issues of diplomacy. The
method of dealing with each differs, traditionally, in a number of ways.
One of these is the centrality of vahLes in ordinary political discourse and
competition, and centrality of "national interests" in diplomacy. The

conduct of Community politics through the latter method has two
drawbacks. First, the "national interests" represented b)’ inch]her states can

less and less encompass the real interests in European society, and hence
their debate does not bring the real [brces and issties to light. Second, the
Community, its agenda and its debates, cannot engage the allegiance of
the citizens, and the absence of values from its discourse leaves the field to
ethnic and other ic]eologies. Tbe fact that a common response to these
problems is the call for less decision making at Community level, illusu’ates
the dept of the crisis into which the Community has moved. It should also
remind us of the possibility, well-known I)otla historically and analytically,
that systems of intergovernmental relations are quite capable of producing
sub-optimal, and even disastrous, outcomes for all parties.

The second priority listed above - the development of the European
social market model - derives fi’om the discussion of European identity’, in
Chapter 3, as well as from consideration of the economic and social factors
which will shape Europe’s future. Despite certain rhetorical claims, it
seems difficult to define a European identity in terms of democrac),,
liberalism and tolerance. The report b)’ the French team to the "shaping
factors" project argues persuasively that the social market economy, and
the existence of a powerful welfare state, is the real distinguishing feature
of the European model. If this is so, it raises serious questions about the
chance of developing a European identity upon which economic,
monetar)’ and political tmion can be buih. To date, the Conlmunity has
proven largely unable to deal with the implications of European
integration for the welfare state. In addition, quite apart fl’om differences
in systems of social rights within the EC, there are threats to welfare states
generally. These threats are political, but also economic and demographic.
This perspective suggests that, taking a long-term strategic view, one of the
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major challenges for the European Conlll’mnit), iS tO redesign systems of
social rights and welfare in ways which facilitate increased competitiveness
and sustained growth of the European economy. This challenge also
combines economic and political dimensions.

The third challenge is lhe competitiveness and economic strength of
the Community. This can be seen as a necessary condition for both
political tmion and the continuation of the European social market model.
A key qnestion is whedaer their completion of the internal market is
sufficient to re-estal)lish the COml)etitiveness of Europe visa vis the US and
Jal)an and to unleash long-term forces of innovation and economic
growth. Although opinions differ on this question, many believe that
neither history nor theor), suggest that negative integration is sufficient. If
further Community policies are necessary - in areas such as technology,
infrasu’ucmre, manpower or the governance of industry generall), - then
the identification, agreement and implementation of such policies is a
significant long-run challenge. Once again both the economic and
political dimensions interact.

The fourth long-run challenge also combines economic and political
problems. The economy of the European Community requires macro-
econonlic illallagenlent; the interdependencies I)etween the national
economies mean that this cannot be done effectively at national level, and
that the attempt to do rials will increase volatility and, ultimatel}; produce a
sub-optimal outcome for all. Some believed that the Maastricht Treaty
ol)tained a blue print capable of providing a system of macroeconomic
management for Europe, including a stable transition to EMU. It is now
clear that this was not so. Not surprisingly, there are different inter-
pretations of what is wrong with the treaty (including EMS). In few cases
will those interpretations differ fi’om positions taken before the crisis
which I)roke in September 1992.

The current position would seem to fit perfectly Goodhart’s
description of a chicken and egg situation (quoted at the head of this
chapter). Ahhough economic integration is generally a gradual process,
monetary and maeroecortomic integration may 1101. be anlenable to this
gradual advance (Honohan, 1991). Both because of the nalure of
monetary reforms, and because of the close link to political poweh it may
be necessary to proceed in a different way. But the combination of rapid
movement to EMU and prior agreement on the creation of a central
political authority, have proved too much for the Community in the early
1990s. The Maastrieht Treaty provided for neither. While some will

consider that it provided for too much, this perspective suggests that it
provided for too little. The establishment of a system of macroeconomics
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management capable of sustaining growth will remain a m~jor challenge
lbr the Community, in both it5 internal and external affairs, in Lhe years to
2010.

(iii) Challenges For Ireland

There can be no doul)t that the two greatest challenges facing h’eland
are the reduction of unemployment and tile development of competitive
indigenous economic activity on a scale sufficient to meet its social,
economic and employment needs. However, as in tile case of tile European
Community, these cannot be seen as purely economic challenges to which

technocratic solutions can be found. The), are, above all, political
challenges; they also have definite social and cuhural dimensions. Their
solution will require action oil many [¥OtLts and change in a wide range of

existing arrangements. Consequently, although unemployment and

indigenous development are tile two ultimate challenges, contemplation of
solutions to them rc(jttires Lhat some intermediate cJlalJenges and issues be
considered firsl.

The requirements for a consistent economic policy framework in a
small, open, European democrac), call be seen ms having thl-ee intel’-
dependent elements. Firsl, the ecotLOl’la}, n]usL have an a})l)roprial.e
Inacl’oecolLonlic policy I"l’amewol’k. The second S[l’and nltlS[ be all

evohttion of incomes which ensures continued improvement in
coml)etitiveness, and an income determination system which handles
distributional conflicts in a way which does not disrupt the ftmctioning of
the economy. Third, especially in open economies, there must be a set of
policies which facilitate and i)romote structural adjustment in order to
maintain coml)etiliveness in a changing international environment. In
1990, NESC argued that h-eland had made i)rogress towards achieving two
of these three elements . The EMS i)rovided the sheet-anchor of the
nLacl’oeconomic al)[)l’oach and a national agreenLent on pay, taxation,
social welfare and social provision, clctcrmincd distribution. There was,
NESC argued, an urgenl need to develop policies for develol)ment and
ac/justmcnt. To this end, NESC drew on its own work and that of many
others, to suggest structural reform in taxation, social welfare, housing,
heahh, education, tile management of public enterprises, industrial policy,
structural policy in agricuhure and special measures to reduce long-term
tin el’l~ pIo}’I1LCIL L

Tile dominant challenges of nneml)loyment and indigenous
development suggest Ihat two of the Ihree elements of the policy
fi’amework require considerable further devclol)mCnl. The systems which
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determine income distribution, in the widest sense, need to be further
attuned to meeting these cenu’al challenges. Policies for structural change

and indigenous development remain very incomplete. Little progress has
been made in reducing long-term tmemployment.

In addition, recent developments raise some doubts about the first,
macroeconomic element of tile policy framework. The issue is not whether
h’eland should leave the EMS, but whether that system, in combination
with the prevailing conduct of fiscal policy in Europe, can provide a stable
but buoyant environment during the 1990s and whether it can progress Io
EMU by tile beginning of the next century. Furthermore, since tile three
elements of the domestic policy fi’amework are interdependent, any loss of
the EMS sheet-anchor could disrupt both income distribution and
su’uctural policies.

Assuming that the macroeconomic fi’amework stays in place, the need
for further clevelopment in income distribution, structural policies for
indigenous development and measures to reduce long-term unem-

ployment, raises another intermediate challenge. D, qlat approach to policy
formation will maximise h-eland’s ability to identify and implement
strategic policies in these and other areas? Does the system of centralised
bargaining and "political exchange", developed in the PNR and PESP, help
or hinder progress on tile central challenges of unenlploynlent and
indigenous clevelopment? While NESC has developed tile case for social
consensus, industrial sociologists have raised questions about h’eland’s
ability to sustain an effective system of neo-corporatist political exchange,
and some economists }lave argued that tile), are positively h.7.u’nlful. In
addition, questions are sonletimes raised about tile democratic nature

these arrangements. The current state of this debate is reviewed in
Chapter 5.

Support for centralised bargaining and tripartite policy formation in
h’eland is based on a set related argullmnts. These include belief in the
benefits of an agreed atlalytical understanding of economic and social
problems, recognition of the role of taxation and social provision - the
social wage - in bargaining between employers and unions and, perhaps
most important, doubts about the ability of tile h’ish party political system,
on its own, to tbrmulate and inlplement strategic policy approaches. While
some industrial sociologists doubted that the economic, trade uniotl, and
party political structures in Ireland could support an effective system of
neo-corporatist political exchange, recent developments would seem to
have modified this view. Tile general case against recent centralised
programmes on pay and policy is based on their failnre to produce full
en~ployment and opposition to any politicisation of indusu-ial relations.
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The critics have, however, failed to explain how, fi’eed fl’om centralised and
politicised bargaining, partly politics will produce better economic
managenaent and decenu’alised, sectional, pay bargaining will give higher
priority to the unemployed and other marginalised groups.

While a convincing gene.ral case against recent h’ish experiments with
national "political exchange" remains to be formulated, the real quest.ion
is whether this system can enhance h’eland’s ability to meet the two
outstanding challenges, unenlplo),rnent and indigenous development. The
tripartite systeln ma), well be more effective than the h’ish party political
and administrative system, acting on its own. However, this does not mean
that the u’ipartite system can mount a real challenge to unemployment and
lack of indigenous development. This depends on the willingness and
ability of the participants to anal),se these problems, negotiate serious
policy changes and deliver on these. This is a highly demanding task. It
implies both a need to learn fi’om the experience of other societies and for
institutional and political innovation to address the unique combination of

h’ish i:)roblems and structures.
On ullemplo)’ment, the argunlent of this paper is that, to an extent, this

should be seen as a separate problem from the task of indigenous
development. This is so, because the development of competitive
indigenous activity is a long-term task which will not reduce unemployment
in the years to come. A significanl reduction of unemployment during the
1990s will only occur if additional policies are put in place. The policies
wl’tich inight be considered capable of reducing tmemploynaent are training
and special employment measures, such as labour subsidies, direct job
creation schemes and enterprise or self-enH)loyment schemes. Ah.hough
some schemes of each of these types are in existence, there is clearly
considerable fatalisin - among polic), makers, social scientists and in the
society - about the possibility of significantly reducing unemployment.

This fatalism ran),, in part, i-el]eet increased reliatlce on training and
loss of faith in special eml)lo),nlent measures. One wa), of breaking out of
this situation may be, first, to distinguisla between the different roles which
Iraining can play, second, to review and re-inlerpret the negative
evahmtions of special employment measures and, third, combine these
findings with other inll)ortant insights into the nature or the Irish
econocny. This would show Ihat although training has a central role in
developing competitiveness in ihe long run, and can greally assist in
maintaining a low level of unemployment, it has, on its own, very limited
power to reduce high levels of unemploynaent. This requires that there be
an increase in the demand for the lzllz, our of those being trained. Sitch an
increase can be generated 19}, labour subsidies or direct job sehenles. But
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evaluation studies suggesl that labour sul)sidies have a large deadroeight
effect anti clirect hiring is l)oth temporat3, ancl costly, and this seems to have
unclernlined faith in the ability of these, and all}, other public policy, to
significantly reduce Ireland’s ttneml)loyment.

It is possible, howeveJ, that this loss of faith is excessive anti that active
debate of policies to recluce unemplo),ment should be continuecl. The
results of the evaluation studies can be interpreted as highlighting the need
for measures which are targeted on Ihe long-term unemployecl. Tile
evaluation studies cannot capture the hysteresis effects which h’ish ancl

international research suggests are present. More generally, it may not be
correct to use marginal stuclies of marginal schemes to ch’aw negative
conclusions about the i)ossible effects of large scale anti mtdti-<limensional
schemes. While this paper does not make the case for any particular
approach (detailed costing anti planning would be necessar),) it cloes seem
that the debate on tile use of training, Ill)our subsidies anti direct job
schemes to significantly reduce unemployment, may have been closecl
pi’ema Lit tel),.

There is now widespread agreement tlaat Ireland must develop
competitive indigenous activity on a significantly larger scale if it is to meet
its long-term income, social and emplo),ment aspirations. There is also
agreement on a nunll)er of the principles whicll sllould guide action and
tile policies wllicll should be implemented: reform of tile tax s),stem,
improvements in infrastrt~cture, a switch fi’om grants to equit), and greater
focus on industrial clusters. Wlaere is less agreement on the reforms of
edttcation and u’aining proposed in the Culliton I{eport. This suggests three
distinct challenges: implemenlalion of the measures which are widely
agreed, further exploration of the role of education and training in the
Irish econom), and analysis of how, in Culliton’s words, to use policy
"selectivity to establish industrial clusters around sources of national
competitive advantage".

The emphasis oil chtsters in tile CullitoT~ Report is a significant step
forward. Tile Industrial Policy Review Group drew heavily on Porter’s
observation that "nations succeed not in isolated industries but in v, htslt;t3"

of industries connected through vertical and horizontal relationships"
(Portez, 1991). The significance lies less in adoption of Porter’s particular
idea of clusters, or in use of his formula for identifying national
competitive :~dvantage, than in opening h’ish policy and discussion to some
general trends which have been identified in numerous countries and
anal),sed in various wa),s. All of these would seem to have in common the
following general propositions.
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(i) All firms and industries are not of equal significance to a
country’s long-term competitiveness.

(ii) The economy should not be seen as just a random collection of

firms and industries, Certain aggn’egalions of firms and induslries
are significant in c~’eating competitiveness.

These i)ropositions suggest the following questions:

(i) On what basis do we judge some industries more significant than
others, and what industries emerge as key sectors for h’eland?

(ii) What existing, or potential, aggregates of firms and industries are
relevant to h-eland’s competitiveness?

Finding answers to these questions, and acting on tile basis of those
answers, is the challenge which faces Ireland if it is to develop competitive
indigenous activity.
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